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SECTION III

FUZES

1. Design and Functioning of Artillery Fuzes

A fuze is a mechanism or device hy which the explos
ion of a projectile is governed so as to cause the explos
ion at a certain time or only under certain conditions.

were
Fuzes as originally used in spherical 
’’time” or ’'concussion” fuzes.

projectiles

The oldest form of time fuze was a piece of "fuse” 
or "slow match” . This was followed hy a wooden fuze 
forced into the opening in the shot, containing a com
pressed black powder charge, which was ignited by the 
blast of the gun and when burned down to the end spit 
through an opening into the burster charge and exploded 
the projectile. The wooden fuze was cut off or picrcc-d 
along its length to fix the time of burning. In lator 
developments, motal cases wore substituted but tho prin
ciples involved woro the same. In a concussion fuzo, an 
inflammable composition was ignited on discharge of tho 
gun and, on impact, by omc contrivance, the flamo was ad
mitted to tho burster charge. The contrivances usod woro 
glass tubes, zinc tubes which when heated by tho burning, 
powdor inside would break off on impact, or plaster of 
paris tubes. Due to tho fact that a spherical projectile 
would strike on any point of its surface, percussion fuzo 
did not oporato satisfactorily, though tried in many form 
In one typo throe distinct double-ended plungers were 
used with their axis perpendicular to each othor. Tho 
plunger, whoso axis was in line oh Impact, was arranged, 
to strike a fulminate composition 
in place during flight by copper

o
s

s
Tho plungers."woro hold 

hoar wires.

On tho introducti-n of rifled guns and elongated pro 
jeetiles a groat deal of tho troubles with percussion 
fuzes were eliminated. As the projectile then struck 
point first, the use of a plunger striking a cap on im
pact was made possible. The uso of the rotation of tho 
projectile to function additional safety features marked 
tho further advancorient In tho design of fuzos. With 
tho modern uso of high explosives a furtherechange was 
required in providing a detonating element and produc
ing a dolav feature.

Fuzos aro grouped according to 
in tho projectile and action at tho 
lowing arc typos now in uso.

tho assembled position 
time of imnact. Fol«
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Point Base

*

Time
Powder
Mechanical

Impact 
Superquick 
Supersensative 
Delay-non,short 
(combination of 
above)

impact
Delay—non,short

Combination

"Point?1 fuzes are assembled '.into the nose of shell and "Base" 
fuzes into the base.

(a) "Superquick" fuzes are designed to burst the shell promptly 
on impact and before it has penetrated. Very little crater effect 
will be obtained from this type. It is used where the target to be 
demolished is above the ground, such as wire and personnel.

(b) "Supersensative" fuzes are designed to burst the shell
promptly on impact against a light target, such as an airplane wing.

#

(c) "Delay" fuzes are designed to burst the shell shortly 
after impact. Delay fuzes are manufactured with various times of 
delay such as non-delay and short-delay. They are used where it is 
desired to obtain penetration and against personnel. When used 
against personnel the round is fired so that a ricochet action is 
obtained.

(d) "Time" fuzes are designed to burst the projectile at some 
pre-determined time after the projectile leaves the cannon. They are 
used against personnel, aircraft,and in barrages.



(e) "combination" fuzes combine two or more of the features 
such as "time and superquick", "time and non-delay" etc.

Fuze Design in General:- a. During the World War the application 
of science and engineering to the art of warfare reached such propor
tions that the system employed in fuzing our projectiles proved en
tirely inadequate to meet the requirements imposed on ammunition 
components. The history of fuze developement shows a more or less 
regular progress, but much progress seems to have been made at the 
time the problems and new situations demanded improvements in function
ing of the fuze. The development of fuzes has, since the World War, 
resolved itself into a problem requiring extensive study in order that 
our Ordnance program be complete.

(b) Ammunition is of no value unless the projectile can be 
made to function at the time and place desired; hence a fuze must func
tion with extreme exactness, efficiently. A fuze is but a small part 
of a complete round of ammunition yet it requires a high degree of 
technical skill in its perfection and offers much difficulty in design.

(c) Fuzes can be standardized only to the point where their 
efficiency is not impaired. The more action a fuze is required to 
perform, the greater its cost and delay in production. Since the actual 
life of a fuze in service is but a few seconds, a multi-purpose fuze 
would be required to perform more that required for an individual shot 
and would represent wasted effort. The standardization of fuze design 
must meet the requirements of supply, use and manufacture*

Technical Requirements in Fuze Design.- The technical 
requirements which must be met in the design of a fuze are governed 
by the requirements of the using Service. The calib&r of the cannon 
in which a fuze is to be used may vary over a wide range with corres
ponding variations in-muzzle velocity and pressure. The forces 
available for the design of a fuze are:- (most commonly used)

(1)

(setback force).
(2)

projectile.
(3)

in flight.
(4)

target.
(5)

Pressure of propellent charge gases.

Forces due to acceleration of projectile

Centrifugal force, due to rotation of the

Creep force, due to retardation of projectile

Impact forces due to projectile striking the

These forces vary with the cannon in which the fuze is to be used and 
if the fuze is to be used in ammunition of several different calibers 
for the purpose of functioning under varied tactical requirements it is 
evident that the new development becomes quite involved.
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The various stages in the development of a new fuze design, 
from the time the requirements are specified until final approval for 
manufacture and issue are as follows. The first step is to prepare a 
drawing board study and thereby determine thesize limitations in the 
various shell for which the fuze will be used. To attain mass produc
tion the design must be based on the practical interchangeable 
manufacture of the components. It is highly desirable to develop a 
design, the components of which can be manufactured on punch press or 
automatic screw machines. The safety features of the fuze and the manner 
of loading and assembling the explosive train are very important consider 
ations in a new design. The second step is to prepare detail drawings 
of the fuze which apparently meet the requirements. These working 
drawings must conform with the requirements of sound manufacturing 
methods whereby interchangeability of parts can be procured under mass 
production. This step involves a study of tolerances and manufacturing 
methods. The third step is the placing of an experimental order in the 
shop where the desired quantity, which is usually small, is manufac
tured and such changes in design recommended as may be found desirable 
from the manufacturing standpoint. The fourth step consists of design 
tests and service tests. The design tests are conducted at the ex
perimental arsenal and the proving ground. The service tests are con
ducted by the using Service. The fifth and final stage.':in the develop
ment of a design is the action of the Ordnance Committee which recom
mends approval to the Chief of Ordnance for standardization.

Safety:- All types of fuzes now in use are arranged with safety 
devices which tend to prevent functioning until after the fuze has been 
subjected to the forces.obtained in the cannon for which it was designed 
to be detonator safe, i.e. the explosive train is interrupted between 
the detonator and booster or projectile charge until the projectile has 
cleared the muzzle of the gun.

m  a

Explosive Train:- An explosive may be defined as being a 
gaseous, a liquid, or a solid substance, or mixture of substances, which 
upon application of a blow to a small portion of its mass or by a rise 
in temperature, or by suitable initial detonating agents, is converted 

short interval of time into other substances more stable, which 
are mainly gases or vapors, but may include solids ana whose combined 
volume is much greater than that of the original substance. The chemi
cal changes thus produced develop a sudden rise in pressurs in the 
surrounding medium, and the word "Explosion" is applied as a general 
term to the different types of phenomena occuring in such reactions.

Coincident with the evolution of gas a considerable amount of heat 
is evolved, which produces a flame. A high explosive is one in which 
the change occurs within an exceedingly short -space of time, and the 
phenomenon accompanying this decomposition is termed "detonation".

The term "detonation" is therefore, applied to a very rapid explos
ion; it is not properly employed, however, when discussing the analogous 
reaction incident to the combustion of a slower burning explosive, such 
as smokeless powder.The general term "explosive" xvhich finds universal 
acceptance, applies alike to high explosives, black powder, and smoke
less powder. It will be seen, therefore, that the accepted distinction 
between the different classes of explosives ia based primely on their 
relative speeds of decomposition, and onlv those explosives are classified
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as "high explosives" in which this chemical change is considered 
practically instantaneous.

Those substances whose rate of decomposition is so rapid as to 
preclude their use as propellents, but which on the other hand, bring 
about very disruptive action, are known ascdetonating substances, or 
more commonly, as "high explosives". The various substances used for 
high explosives are quite numerous and the selection for use is depen
dent upon their cheapness of manufacture, availability, and the safety 
in handling.

Explosives are sensitive to the action of a detonating substance 
to a greater or lesser degree. In order to secure the detonation of 
the relative insensitive explosion in the bursting charge of a projec
tile,, it is necessary that a detonating wave initiated by the impact 
of the projectile upon the target or by the functioning of the time 
fuze be built up to sufficient magnitude to deliver the necessary shock 
through the entire mass of the main bursting charge.

The elements of an explosive train for a high explosive projectile 
are a primer, delay element, when required, detonator, booster, and a 
bursting charge, so arranged that a tiny flame produced by the composi
tion of the primer results in a high order detonation of the bursting 
charge. Essentially the explosive train comprises a series of explosiv
es of varying'degrees of sensitivity to detonation. The more sensitive 
explosive elements are used in small quantities, relative to the main 
charge, and constitute that part of the explosive train where detona
tion is initiated. The main shell charge or bursting charge being the 
last stage in the explosive train consists of a relatively insensitive 
explosive such as TNT. The action of the primer or primer detonator 
has not sufficinet explosive powder to detonate the main charge 
successfully or completely; it therefore is necessary to use a booster 
charge or another detonator and booster, to obtain a high order of det
onation of the shell charge.

The following explosives are incorporated in the elements of the 
explosive train:

(1) Explosives used in the primer are usually mixtures contain
ing mercury fulminate or lead azide, which may be made to detonate either 
by the action of fcjfiring pin or by flame. Sometimes a combination of 
very sensitive priming mixtures and a quantity of lead azide, may be 
placed upon a quantity of tetryl and the three explosives combined in a 
unit called a primer detonator. 2

(2) The detonating action of the mercury fulminate or lead azide 
is used to initiate the detonation of the next element in the explosive 
train. This next element may be a detonator or a booster depending 
upon the strength of the primer or primer detonator. In delay fuzes, a 
black powder pellet pressed to produce the required time of burning
may be inserted between the primer of the primer detonator and the boost
er in order to produce a delayed functioning of the fuze. The booster 
explosive is usually tetryl. The booster charge steps up the force of 
explosion and initiates detonation of the bursting charge. Tetryl is 
more powerful than mercury fulminate or lead azide, with respect to its 
capacity for initiating detonation in more insensitive explosives.
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(3) The detonation of the booster has sufficient shock and 
flame to initiate the explosive in the bursting charge, which may be 
TNT, amatol, or explosive "D" etc. The explosive in the bursting charge 
is selected for its comparative insensitivity to detonation by shock, 
and, therefore, can be used in much greater quantities than can any of 
the other explosivesin the explosive train. The bursting charge of a 
projectile must be sufficiently insensitive to shock of discharge from 
the gun and tho shock of impact at the target without being detonated.



SECTION III
PUSES

The base detonating fuze, 1I38A1, is manufactured 
for use in minor caliber, H.E.s.mmumition.

Several orders for loading and assembling LI38A1 
fuzes were completed in the past several years with 
only minor difficulties reported.

Although the tolerances of the metal parts are 
for the most part limited, the closing cap is 
designed to permit rather large variations in the 
internal diameter. This condition permits 
considerable space between maximum cup and minimum 
tetryl pellet. It hos been found that when such a 
clearance exists the hbDtter pellets become crumbled 
in the jumble and jolt test. Tests Lave indicated 

that this condition is not serious, fuzes thus 
loaded; then jumbled and jolted, have satisfacorily_ 
passed setback and functioning tests under extreme 
conditions. The specification has therefore been 
revised to permit accepting fuzes in which the 
pellets break up in the jumble and jolt, t-etft.

The plunger housing, resistance ring and firing 
pins although manufactured in accordance with the 
drawing will not permit assembly at random of parts 
with assurance of obtaining 100$ arming. It is 
therefore necessary for the metal part manufacturer 
ttomake selective assemblies of these parts and to 
furnish them to the loader packed in such a manner 
that these assemblies remain together.

Prom the loading standpoint, it would be 
preferable to receive the metal parts for this 
fuze assembled except for the detonator, pellet, 
disc and closing cup. However, if this, procedure 
were followed it would be impossible to detect any 
foreign material or moisture which might enter the 
interior of the fuze during transportation.
Likewise, undesirable divided responsibility for 
the condition of the interior of the fuze would 
exist if this procedure we re followed.

The first operation performed is the marking 
operation v/hich includes all of the identification 
data stamped on the body using a #8 Bliss press.
The next operation is the assembly of the metal 
parts in the body. n0



The detonator holder is tightened and then the 
distance from the bottom of the detonator 
cavity to the top of the firing pin is gaged 
to make certain that a clearance exists in 
every fuze.

Into the detonator holder, an operator 
inserts first, the cushion and then the 
detonator assembly, being careful to leave the 
colored end of the detonator visible.

A felt disc, tetryl pellet and metal disc are 
inserted in the closing cap in the sequence 
mentioned and the closing cap is then screwed 
on the body which has been prepared for this 
assembly by coating the threads with glue.
In order to maintain the relative position of the 
parts, the closing cap is staked to the body by 
means of a hand staking fixture.

The fuzes are packed in cardboard cartons and 
sealed with gummed paper. An identification 
label is attached to each carton, ana the assembly 
is made waterproof by dipping it in molten paraffin.

The detonators are loaded in a manner similar 
to the description given under Detonators and

Friction Primers.
«

*

Tetryl pellet manufacture is described in a later 
section of the lecture.
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SECTION HI
FUZES

3- POIMT DETOUATIKG FUZES, 1148 ana 1151

Fuze, p.D., 1148
nhe M48 Point Detonating Fuze is a combination 

superqul.ek and delay fuze designed for use in 75 mm 
ammunition in conjunction with the M£0 Booster, in 
common with others of recent design this fuze 
incorporates an inte grol ogive which blends smoothly 
inta the contour of the shell to which it is attached* 
The complete fuze consists of four important sub
assemblies: the head, containing the superquiik
firing pin and upper detonator assemblies; the beefcy, 
containing a plunger type interrupter; the plunger 
body, oontainirgo firing pin, relay and delay 
element and finally, the ogive, die cast of aluminum 
alloy.

Before describing the functioning of the 
completed fuze a brief description of the sub 
assemblies, their parts and their workings will he 
discussed.

The head assembly contains the firing ^in 
which is held, in position by the firing pin support. 
This support must he of sufficient street-tbit o 
withstand the set back force created by the firing 
of the gun and to be crushed at impact, which will 
force the firing pin to move forward and meet the 
detonator. This pin must have a flat surface on 
the end to create a friction when coming in contact 
with flash producing primer mixture of explosive - 
which ignites the higher explosive lead azide in 
the detonator cup producing a flash of sufficient 
strength to travel through the fuze and into the 
booster assembly. The closing disc washer is to 
reinforce the closing disc su that when the fuze is 
in flight and the firing pin moves forward by creep 
force the closing disc will not be broken. The
closing disc acts as CCJ seal and prevents dirt or 
xoreign matter from entering the head, assembly.
The detonator holds the explosive that creates the 
flash from impact to the booster assembly. The 
detonator cushion as its name implies acts as a 
cushion and can bo compressed enough to overcome 
the differences set up by the various tolerances 
and holds the detonator firmly when the retaining 
screw is inserted in place and staked.

any
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ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS

Body Assembly
Visual inspection of interior cavity for burrs 

and foreign matter. Insert interrupter; spring cup 
spring; setting sleeve tension ring; finger action 
for tension of spring-setting sleeve retainer screwed 
in place.

Placed in arming machine (£000 E. P. Ivl.) in 
non-arming (1500 B. P. Mi).

Staked with double staking tool so as not to 
pinch setting sleeve. Again run through arming 
machine to insure free movement of setting sleeve.

The arming is both of the Super-Quick and Delay 
positions, to determine the action of the sleeve.

Operator tries with finger action to determine 
if spring is free and down in place.

Head
The head is visually inspected for foreign 

matter, and in the completion of all operations.
Firing pin support is then inserted in head, 

firing pin, .wafeherr, and closing disc. A rolling 
tool operated in a drill press, rolls closing disc 
into head. Give precaution in this operation sc- as 
not to distort disc. Visually inspected 100$ for 
cracks' in radius of crimping edge, and punctual 
closing disc.

Before detonator is inserted into head the 
position and condition of firing pin is examined, 
if firing pin extends into detonator cavity this 
brings the point of the pin in direct contact 
with detonator and may cause an instantaneous 
explosion, the detonator is then inserted; washer 
added; detonator retainer screwed into place and 
s t a k o d .

The tube is checked:.by the cp 
plating and then assembled into bo 
a double stoking tool in order ths 
driven out of line, the body with 
and placed in arming machine- for a 
operator can determine the results 
tost (at £000 R. P. M.) by a light 
the tube, and reflection is coue*ht

w  v * .which is mounted over the machine; 
non-arming machine (1500 R.■P.- M.)
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The body holds the flash tube which connects the head to the 
body and makes a channel for the flash from the upper detonator to be 
transmitted to the flash hole in the body. The outside diameter has a 
recessed groove which makes a seat for the ogive which acts as a wind 
shield and streamlines the outside of the fuze. The body also contains 
the interrupter assembly. This assembly consists of the interrupter, 
when the fuze is in an unarmed position the flash channel leading from 
the detonator in the head is cut off and would prevent the detonation of 
the complete round in case the upper detonator functions before clear
ing the gun.

superThe setting sleeve, is the- means of putting the fuze in a 
quick or deJ_ay firing position The sleeve is a cylindrical shape with 
slot through the center which receives the spring cup and interrupter 
spring. The interrupter is thrown outward against the bottom of the 
spring cup by centrifugal force and compresses the spring which is 
seated in recesses between the setting sleeve and the spring cup. The 
outside diameter of the setting sleeve is reduced to fit the setting 
sleeve retainer that holds the complete assembly in the body. This 
smaller diameter of the setting sleeve extends through the retainer 
and has a screw driver slot on the top surface running in the same 
direction as the spring cup slot in the larger diameter. This is the 
only means of telling whether the fuze i in a 
firing position. The resistance spring between the shoulder on the 
outside diameter of setting sleeve and the inside diameter of the 
retaining screw keeps a tension on the setting sleeve and prevents its 
slipping from the required setting when . the fuze is in flight. When 
the fuze is set for delay firing the leg of the setting sleeve prevents 
the interrupter from clearing the flash channel by bearing directly 
on its top and locking it in its original position making this part of 
the fuze except as a point of impact.

delay or super quick

The delay plunger body assembly consists of the bore safe 
feature and the delay firing train. The centrifugal pins hold this 
part of the fuze safe until centrifugal force opens them and clears 
a space for the plunger support to enter upon the compression of the re
straining spring. The plunger support prevents the firing pin from 
reaching the primer until the fuze goes into the armed position by 
centrifugal force and is held in position by the plunger head which 
also holds the delay firing pin in alignment with the delay train.
The plunger head is held in position by the plunger housing and the 
plunger body which has two slots in the rim of the counterbore. The 
depth of this counterbore is the length of travel the plunger housing 
travels in the body and the slots act as guides for the ears on the 
outside diameter of the plunger head which in turn guides the firing 
pin to the delay powder train.

The centrifugal pins are held in place by the centrifugal pin 
springs with the plunger housing backing up their retainers, the 
plunger housing is locked in place by the lock pin. The plunger 
housing must not seat on the shoulder on the outside diameter of the 
body as this will permit a space between the top of the rim of the body 
and the bottom of the housing and allow the plunger head to turn in 
the assembly throwing the firing pin out of line with the delay train. 
There is only one right way for this assembly to be placed in the body. 
It is possible for it to be assembled upside down in which case it
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SECTION A ^ A

M48 FUZE

1-HEAD ASSEMBLY 

1— OGIVE 

J— TUBE

0________1________ *
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SECTION

4 -  BODY ASSEMBLY

5—  DELAY PLUNGER ASSEMBLY

4— BOTTOM CLOSING SCREW ASSEMBLY
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M48 FUZE
h e a d  a s s e m b l y

1 C L O S IN G  DISC 6 DETONATOR CUP

2 C L O S I N G  DISC W A S h t R 7 DETONATOR DISC

3 STRICKER 8 DETONATOR RETAINER

4 FIRING PIN
1

9 RETAINER WASHER

5 FIRING PIN SUPPORT 10 DETONATOR CUSHION

11 DETONATOR RETAINS SCREW



\

M48 FUZE SECTION A-A

1 S E T T IN G  SLEEVE

2 RETAINER

3 SPRING

4 SPRING CUP

5 INTERRUPTER



$>
(§>

SEC T I ON A-A

DELAY

1 PLUNGER SUPPORT

t ■  ■ ■  ■

3 ■  ■ HEAD

4 HOUSING

5 ■  • BODY

4 RELAY CUSHION

SPRING

7 CUP

SECTIO N  S -B

M48 FUZE
PLUNGER ASSEM BLY

• RELAY DISC 

f  WASHER

10 DELAY HOLDER

11 BAFFLE

It  DELAY WASHER

13 PRIMEIR HOUSING

14 I ■■ DISC

15 COVER 

U  PLUG

17 DELAY FIRING PIN

1t CENTRIFUGAL PIN SPRING RETAINER 

IP PIN SPRING

to

t l  LOCK PIN



would make the complete round useless from the delay setting position 
of the fuze. The bottom closing screw retains the plunger assembly 
and seals this end of the fuze and on assembly must not bind the 
plunger assembly.

The interrupter cavity and centrifugal pin cavities are
the bore safe features of this fuze and are drilled on a 15° angle.

£

This creates condition in which the set back force is the dominating 
force while traveling through the bore of the gun. This force 
diminishes gradually during its travel. Centrifugal force increases 
while the fuze is traveling through the gun. The set back holds the
interrupter and centrifugal pins in the unarmed position until 
centrifugal force overpowers the set back force. This does not take 
place until the projectile is clear of the bore.
Functioning:- When the fuze is set on super quick, centrifugal force 
moves the interrupter against the spring cup depressing the interrupt
er spring and clearing the flash channel in the body. Upon impact 
with the target the firing pin support is crushed. The firing pin 
moves toward the bottom of the fuze to ignite the detonator which 
flashes through the flash tube, body and into the booster assembly.

When the fuze is set on delay, centrifugal force moves the 
centrifugal pins outward compressing the springs, on impact 
the body moves forward allowing the plunger support to come 
in between the centrifugal pins. At the same time the primer has 
come in contact with the delay firing pin. This action fires the 
primer causing it to flash through two holes in bottom of primer 
housing, through delay washer, the baffle and ignites a column of 
black powder which in burning sets up the required delay to ignite 
the relay charge which starts to build a train of fire which finally 
ignites the bursting charge in the projectile.

Fuze, P, D., M51

This fuze is the sajne as the M-48, which has been described above, 
with the exception that the Delay Plunger Body contains a locking 
device that after centrifugal force moves the centrifugal pins outward 
this same force swings the centrifugal plunger pin lock that is held 
in the milled groove in the body and swings on a pivot pin and is 
locked by a lock check washer. This washer is held in place by the 
slots in the top of the body and the restraining spring. The washer 
also has holes to receive the delay firing pin and the plunger support.

Functioning:- Duo to the initial set back force of the gun, the 
centrifugal pins are held in the unarmed position. As the fuze travels 
through the bore of the gun, this force decreases and centrifugal 
force increases. The set back force is completely overcome after the 
fuze has cleared the bore of the gun, the centrifugal pins then being 
forced back against the centrifugal pin springs. This action opens 
the channel for the plunger support, ' The centrifugal force also causes 
the centrifugal plunger lock pin to swing over, bringing the open end
of the plunger lock pin in line with the plunger support, preventing 
the centrifugal pins from coming back into the unarmed position. Upon 
impact with the target the plunger body rushes forward between the 
centrifugal pins and the legs of the locking pin. At the same time the
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M51 FUZE SECTION B-B

DELAY PLUNGER A55EM BLY

22 CETRIFUGAL PLUNGER PIN LOCK

23 LOCK CHECK W ASHER

24 LOCK P IV O T PIN



primer makes contact with the delay firing pin and flashes through the 
primer housing flash holes, delay washer and baffle, igniting the 
delay train in the delay holder. The flash then travels through the 
bottom of the delay holder and ignites the relay charge, which, in 
turn, flashes into the booster assembly.



Setting sleeve is set at Super—Quick position before packing*
f

Identification:- Following data is placed on one side of each part:

Lot No. .
Manufacture identification 
Date, on,
P.D. M4S

On opposite side, ogive staked to head (25 lbs. pressure).

Spot check is made by inspector, for proper alignment of head 
ogive and body.

Plunger Body Assembly & Inspection:-
Visual inspection:— Cork washer is attached to relay cup; relay 

cup is then inserted into plunger body - washer end down. Delay element 
is inspected 100% by operator for proper flash hole, sharp corners, 
and baffle; then inserted into plunger body, small dia. down; delay 
washer* inspected for burrs then inserted - angle down* Primer 
visua liy inspected for clean surfaces, placed in delay cavity (flat 
side d.own)» Primer cover is checked by indicator for thickness to 
insure that not more than one cover is assembled on primer; the plug 
is then screwed into bod;/ and staked.

Plunger head, plunger support and supporting spring are placed on 
work pin; centrifugal pins, springs, and spring retainers are held in 
place by spring clamp.

Work pin with plunger, head, and support spring - placed through 
plunger support cavity; and nut screwed on opposite end of pin, until 
housing is placed on body over centrifugal spring retainers before 
removing clamps.

It is then placed in a fixture for drilling lock pin hole; lock 
pin is then inserted and staked.

Care must be taken with depth of the hole, that pin will not 
penetrate body too deep and allow housing to spring off.

Complete Fuze Assembly, M48:~
Plunger is then placed in arming machine for arming test (2000 

R.P.M. to arm) (1500 R.P.M. not to arm). Before plunger is assembled 
in body, operator gages overall length compressed, and free height 100%

Closing screw is assembled with 25 lbs. tension and staked.

After complete assembly, body 
where fuze makes up on projectile, 
of fuze.

is gaged for height from flange, 
and from this same ooint to bottom

Body threads are gaged 10% before packing, if tight threads are 
found, 100% check is made.



55 bodies are taken from lot for test, 25 are sent to 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, 10 jolt and jumble test, 20 burning time 
and sensitivity test. This is covered by Specification 50-17-15.

The complete fuze is inspected for cracked or damaged ogive, 
stamping, staking, closing screw alignment of parts, and S.Q. setting.

All stamping on plated surfaces must be lacquered. When packed 
in individual containers, M—48 Fuze - M-47 Container, one inch 
adhesive tape is placed around complete circumference of container 
where lid and container join, with l/2 inch tab overlap.

When packed in 25 lot boxes:- Box made of wood with metal 
container inside, wooden spacers holding 25 fuzes. Bottom spacer has 
holes drilled to hold bottom of fuze. Top spacer has tapered holes 
to fit angle of head.

Cover soldered on metal container and tested with 2 lbs. air 
pressure for 15 seconds to withstand atmospheric conditions.

Complete Fuze Assembly. M51:~
Same as M-48 with exception of locking device of centrifugal 

pin in plunger body, locking device assembled same time as centrifugal 
pins and inspected for free movement. When arming test is run, 
locking device has to be released before making non-arming test.

Booster is assembled to fuze with friction wrench. Body held by 
fixture, then set screw hole spotted in body, set screw inserted and 
staked in center to spread metal tight in booster.

M51 is packed in container M—43. Cardboard disc placed in 
container to separate fuze from metal bottom of container and on top
of fuze if loose in container, add more discs until fuze is held 
tight.

Container holding M51 fuze is large enough to pack M21 with 
booster attached.
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Inspection of the M48 & M51 
Point Detonating Delay and Superquick Fuz C l  

J

Before the manufacture of the component parts can be started, 
the inspector must carefully read the specifications pertaining to the 
material used. All chemical and physical tests must be applied and 
approved as required. All cadmium plated parts (samples) must be 
subjected to the salt spray test as called for in the specifications 
of metal parts for this fuze.

As the process of manufacture progresses the inspector should 
carefully watch for latent defects that could not be detected before 
machining. These hidden defects such as pipes, cracks, etc., might 
not be discovered until the machining of the piece was well under way. 
In case this occurs, care should be used to sort out and discard all 
pieces made from the defective stock.

Whenever plating is called for, special attention should be 
given small holes and inside diameters that may be difficult to plate. 
The inspector should carefully read the specifications on the salt 
spray test and see that these requirements are met. It is suggested 
that where there is difficulty in determining the proper plating that 
a sample be cut open; in order to satisfy himself as to the quality 
of the plating.

List of Parts in M—48 Fuze

Head Plunger Body
Closing Disc Plunger Support
Closing Disc Washer Plunger Support Spring
Striker Relay Washer (Ccx'k)
Firing Pin Relay Cu p•V •

Firing Pin Support Delay Element
Detonator Deiav Element Washer
Detonator Disc Primer Housing
Detonator Retainer 
Detonator Cushion (Cork)

Primer Cover 
Primer Disc

Retainer Washer Baffle
Detonator Retaining Screw Plug
Tube Centrifugal Pin
Ogive Centrifugal Pin Spring
Body Centrifugal Pin Spring R
InterrupterJ . Plunger Head
Interrupter Spring Delay Firing Pin
Spring Cup Housing
Setting Sleeve Closing Screw
Tension Rino Closing Screw Disc
Setting Sleeve Retainer Plunger Housing Lock Pin

•v>
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Springs;-
The wire used in the manufacture of springs is music wire 

WD 1085. This wire must meet all chemical and physical, tests 
specified in contract drawings and specifications. The diameter 
of the wire must be gaged before winding. The number of coils, 
and the number of active coils, overall length, free height, and 
compressed length with required load applied must be correct after 
seasoning and plating. Outside diameter and direction of winding 
are very important in order that there be no binding or distortion 
after assembly.

The springs should have closed ends at n  ght angles to axis 
where specified on the drawing. This is necessary to make springs 
bear properly on both ends.

While the safety and the correct functioning of the fuze depends 
greatly on the correct action of the springs, it is vitally important 
that they meet all specified requirements, and are inspected 100$ 
before assembly. After assembly the interrupter spring and the 
centrifugal pin springs are again inspected 100$ on the arming-non
arming machine.

Firing Pins:-
After physical and chemical tests have been completed and found 

to meet all requirements according to the drawings and specifications 
the material is then satisfactory for manufacture.

The diameter of the pin must be gaged to guard against taper.
If the diameter tapered toward the striker it would cause a weakness 
in the pin.

The overall length of the pin is gaged 100$. A long pin will 
extend too close to the detonator in assembly which is extremely 
dangerous. Should the pin be short, there is a possibility that it 
will not fire primer or detonator as the case may be.

The point of the pin is extremely important and must be gaged 
to insure the diameter across the flat of the point and that there 
are no burrs on either the point or the angle. The point must be 
concentric with the diameter of the pin. This flat must be main
tained in order to create friction when the firing pin comes in 
contact with the detonator charge.

Head Assembly:—
1 - Head 7:- Detonator Cushion
2 - Closing Disc 8:— Detonator Cup
3 Closing Disc Washer 9:- Detonator Disc
4 — Firing Pin 10:— Detonator Retainer
5 — Firing Pin Striker 11:- Detonator Ret aining Screw
6 — Firing Pin Support 12:- Retainer T/asher



1:— Head
The overall length must be held in order that the 

proper distance be maintained between the point of firing pin 
and detonator. In the event of the head being short the firing 
pin would extend too close to the detonator which would be a 
dangerous condition during assembly. If long, a condition would 
result in which the firing pin might not reach the detonator, also 
it would contribute to the overall length of the completed fuze 
which is gaged 100^ for maximum length after the fuze is completed.
The crimping wall and shoulders must be concentric with the outside 
diameter. A thin wall or an eccentric wall will crack on the crimp
ing operation. A heavy wall when rolled will make a shoulder on the 
outside surface which will be detrimental to the flight of the 
projectile. For proper alignment of firing pin with detonator it is 
necessary that striker cavity and firing pin support counterbore be 
concentric with the firing pin hole. In order to maintain the proper 
distance between firing pin and detonator it is essential that the 
specified depths be maintained. For proper functioning of the firing 
pin it is necessary that the detonator cavity be concentric with the 
firing pin hole and of the proper depth. Care must be taken with the 
chamfering of the detonator retaining cavity threads. To hold the 
proper alignment and length of the completed fuze, it is necessary 
that the depth and concentricity of the tube cavity thread be main
tained. The large diameter of the head must overhang the ogive. It 
is suggested that this diameter be held within plus or minus .002" of 
the mean dimension. This will aid in maintaining the proper dimension 
across the nose end of head. The ogive seat diameter must be he3.d for 
proper alignment of head with ogive. The location of the wrench and 
staking hole must be held in order that they fit the staking fixture 
in the loading department.

2:- Closing Disc:-
To make a proper crimp the dis 

and thickness.
must be of proper diameter

3:- Closing Disc Washer:—
Sharp burrs on the outside diameter of the washer may 

cut the disc and allow moisture and foreign particles to enter the 
cavities of the head. This washer must be held to the correct 
dimension in order that an effective crime may be made.

4:- Firing Pin: —
The firing pin information has been covered on page 82, 

5:- Firing Pin Striker:-
If the striker is being manufactured separately of trie 

firing pin, it is suggested that the diameters be held toward the 
minimum since when riveting, the outside diameter becomes too large 
due to the distortion caused by the spreading of the striker. Care 
must be taken that in riveting the face of the striker it is not 
cupped which will increase the overall length of the assembled piece
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6:- Firing Pin Support:-
Care must be taken that there are no draw cuts in this 

component since they weaken the support, thereby causing it to fail 
in the crush test which determines its strength to withstand setback 
force. In the trimming operation it is necessary that no chamfer is 
put on the cup since the chamfered section offers less resistance 
than if the bottom were flat. The overall length is checked 100% 
since a short support would bring the firing pin closer to the 
detonator. Side walls of cup must be of even thickness.

7: — Detonator Cushion:-
This is a cork washer the diameter of which must fit the 

detonator cavity.

8:- Detonator Cup*-
The inside diameter if small will cause the punch to 

stick in cup or otherwise to distort it, thereby setting up an 
extremely dangerous condition in the loading operation. The outside 
diameter, if large, prevents the cup from fitting the loading 
fixture which makes it useless. This component must be absolutely 
without draw marks, scratches, and cuts inside or out and maintain 
as much flat as possible in the trimming operation. The small hole 
must be concentric with the inside and free of burrs as the burrs 
may cut the detonator disc allowing the powder to seep out.

9:— Detonator Disc:-
Thickness of thin disc is important since firing pin 

must pierce it.

10:- Detonator Retainer:-
All dimensions must be held on this component in order 

that proper assembly in detonator cup can be made.

11:— Detonator Retaining Screw:-
The chamfer on the slotted end of this piece must not 

be too great since the piece is staked in place. The face of the 
opposite end must be straight and with good finish. A small chamfer 
is permitted to aid in assembly.

12:— Retainer Washer:—
This is a fuze cloth washer of which diameters and 

thickness must be held for proper assembly.

Body Assembly;—

- Body
2:- Interrupter 
3:~ Spring Cup 
4:- Setting Sleeve 
5:- 'Spring 
6:— Sleeve Retainer 
7:- Tension Spring



correct angle to 
large diameter of the 
and staking to the

1:- Body:-
The diameter across the top where the max, only is shown 

on the drawing should be held to insure a clearance between body 
and ogive. The tube cavity must be concentric and straight with the 
axis of the body for the proper alignment of the complete fuze. The 
ogive seat is very important as to angle, diameter and concentricity. 
The alignment of the completed fuze greatly depends on the accuracy of 
these points. The outside diameters of the body flange must be held 
within the drawing tolerances to insure the proper overhang in 
mating of body to the ogive and the body to the projectile. The 
surface of the flange must be smooth finish and 
insure proper stamping. The surface under the 
body flange must be straight for proper seating 
projectile. The dimension from this surface to the bottom of the 
body is gaged 100$ in the loading department as this is a factor in 
the clearance between the bottom of booster cup and the bottom of the 
cavity in the projectile. The diameter of the adjacent shoulder must 
be of specified dimension to avoid any interference with the minor 
diameter of threads in the projectile. The distance from this 
shoulder to the bottom of the fuze should be held because the bottom 
of the boajr must seat on the rotor cover of the booster. The under
cut on either side of the outside body thread should clear the minor 
diameter of the thread. The body thread must be concentric and 
straight with the -axis of the body. The closing screw threads must 
be concentric and straight so the inside diameter of the closing screw 
will align with the plunger cavity. If these two diameters do not 
align the plunger assembly will bind. There should not be too much 
chamfer on this thread as it is staked. Depth of the closing screw 
and plunger cavity are very important. If shallow, the plunger 
support may bind the centrifugal pins and not permit proper function
ing and it will also bring firing pin closer to primer. Check for 
burrs or shoulders in either cavity before gaging, also see that 
proper radius is maintained at bottom of plunger cavity. Check wrench 
slots to melee sure they do not distort projectile seat. The 
interrupter hole must have good finish (FF) and the proper radius in 
the bottom so the gage will give the correct depth. The setting 
sleeve cavity must have a good finish (FF) for the free movement of 
the setting sleeve. The eccentricity between the setting sleeve 
cavity and the interrupter cavity must be as specified to insure the 
proper action of the interrupter for either the delay or superquick 
setting of the fuze. The retainer screw threads must be concentric 
with the setting sleeve cavity so there will be no binding between 
the retainer and the sleeve. The flash hole should be straight with 
the axis of the body.

2:- Interrupter:-
The interrupter must be free from burrs on the end caused 

by the parting tool and the diameter should have the finish specified 
on the drawing. It should also have the correct radius on each end. 
The length of the interrupter must be maintained; if long, it might 
affect the action of the setting sleeve.

3*.— Interrupter Spring:-
See paragraph on Springs on page 82.
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4:— Spring Cup:-
The bottom of the spring cup must be straight and 

free of burrs. The spring cavity must be concentric with the side 
walls, and the finish such that there will be no binding in the 
setting sleeve as its functioning depends on centrifugal force.

5: — Setting Sleeve:—
As the setting sleeve governs the path of motion of the 

spring cup, it is very important that the width, depth and concen
tricity of the slot be held in accordance with the drawing. It is 
also important that the finish of the slot shall be FF and free of 
burrs. The spring recess must be of proper depth and have the proper 
radius to insure the proper functioning of the interrupter spring.
As the setting of the fuze is controlled by the screw driver slot in 
the end of the setting sleeve, it is very important that this slot be 
properly located.

6:- Tension Spring:—
This spring must be free of burrs and in accordance with

the drawing.

7:~ Setting Sleeve Retainer:-
The threads on the retainer must be concentric with the 

large inside diameter. The depth of large inside counterbore must 
be maintained for the proper tension on the setting sleeve. The 
overall length must be held as the retainer must seat on shoulder 
and not extend outside the surface of the body and interfere with 
inside of ogive. This is also important for the staking operation.

Plunger Assembly:-
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Plunger Body 9 
Plunger Support 10 
Plunger Head 11 
Firing Pin 12 
Plunger Housing 13 
Plunger Support Spring 14 
Centrifugal Pins 15 
Centrifugal Pin Springs 16

l s -

Centrifugal Pin Spring Retainer 
Relay Cup 
Delay Holder 
Baffle
Delay Washer 
Primer Housing 
Primer Cover and Disc 
Plug

Plunger Body:-
As the plunger assembly and its free movement in the fuze 

make the outside diameters important, they must come within the 
specified tolerances. To align the firing pin with the primer it is 
important that the head cavity and the slots (different widths) in 
the body, be concentric and in correct location. The plunger support 
cavity must be concentric and free of burrs to avoid binding in 
assembly. The specified depth of ccunterbore and plunger support 
cavity must be maintained, as these depths govern the working of the 
firing pin with the primer; (deep counterbore will allow firing pin 
to travel closer to primer when gaging compressed height of plunger 
assembly). Bottom corners of guide slots must be sharp and free of 
burrs. The centrifugal pin cavities must be of specified'depth, have 
fine finish (FF) and be free of burrs as the safety and arming of 
fuze depend greatly on these points. The concentricity between delay 
and relay cavities must be held for assembly of the delay element.



Sharp corners in bottom of delay cavity (as noted on drawing) must 
be held for sealing. The depths are important for the assembly of 
the complete delay train. Care must be taken in drilling flash hole 
that the drill does not ruin the shoulder in delay cavity.

2:- Plunger Support:-
The plunger support being one of the safety factors of 

the fuze must be held to close dimensions. The overall length must 
be maintained to hold the firing pin away from the primer when 
assembled, and under no condition can this length be less than the 
min. length shown on the drawing. The ends must be square with the 
axis. The flash hole free of burrs.

3:- Plunger Head:-
The concentricity of the plunger support cavity with the 

outside diameter and the location of the ears are important. This 
combined with the location of the firing pin hole make it difficult 
to manufacture these as a close inspection is required to insure its 
correctness. Care must be taken when tapping firing pin hole that 
the tap does not ruin flat bottom or shoulder thereby allowing firing 
pin to extend beyond the max. dimension of assembled piece. A close 
check should be made after assembly and staking of firing pin to see 
that it has no bulge in plunger support cavity. Note: The ears are 
of different widths and the firing pin hole must be drilled on the 
side having the narrow ear. Surfaces must be straight and parallel.

4:- Firing Pin:-
See paragraph on Firing Pin on Rage B.2-.

5:- Plunger Housing:-
A close check must be made of sharp corner inside of 

housing and that there are no burrs, and the evenness of metal 
maintained in drawing.

6:- Plunger Support Spring:-
See paragraph on Springs on page 82.

7:- Centrifugal Pins:-
It is of importance that finish is in accordance with 

drawing (FF) and that there are no shoulders or teets on bottom 
of pin.

8:- Centrifugal Pin Springs:—
See paragraph on Springs on page 82.

Centrifugal Pin Spring Retainer-
Inside diameter must be held and free of burrs

centrifugal pin will not foul on the arming of' the fuze. Outside 
diameter must be held for proper fit in plunger body.

The

10:- Relay Cup:-
Overall length must 

inside and outside diameter
be maintained and free of burrs. 
important to meet loading requirements



11:~ Delay Holder:-
The correct depth and finish of the delay is important, 

as the depth must be held to meet loading requirements, and the 
finish of this cavity must also be free of tool marks and shoulders 
in order to eliminate danger in loading. The concentricity of these 
holes is important so that the shoulder does not cut off the baffle 
groove. The depth and width of the slot on the bottom of delay must 
be held as specified on the drawing as this slot governs the amount 
of flash from delay. The overall length is important because it is 
a factor in determining the distance between primer and firing pin. 
Sharp corners must be held for sealing.

12:— Baffle:-
The diameters of baffle are very important, it must 

assemble in delay holder (press fit). The groove must be correct 
free of burrs as through this groove the flash is delivered from 
primer to delay.

and

13 s-

assembly 
and free

Delay Washer:—
Maintain diameters and overall thickness to insure its 

in the delay train cavity. Surfaces must be flat, parallel 
of burrs.

14:- Primer Housing:~
Surfaces must be parallel and straight, and with good 

finish. The powder cavity must have sharp corners. It is suggested 
the overall thickness be held near the maximum dimension and depth 
of cavity near the minimum dimension; this will insure proper 
dimensions after burring. The two flash holes must be on a cl to 
fit loading fixture.

15:— Primer Cover and Disc:-
Thickness and diameter important for proper assembly 

and functioning of firing pin and must be free of burrs.

1 6 : -

to insure 
hole must 
to insure

Plug:-
The plug must have good finish (FF) across bottom surface 

no distortion of primer cover in assembly. The firing pin 
be concentric with outside threads and proper angle held 
the functioning of firing pin with the primer.

Miscellaneous Parts:-
1:- Closing Screw:-

As the functioning of the plunger assembly largely depends 
upon the correctness of the closing screw, it is important that the 
concentricity and all dimensions be held. It must be free of burrs. 
Wrench holes must not distort minor diameter of outside threads, there 
must not bo any burrs on the outside thread and the chamfer must not 
be too great as this thread is staked. There must not be any burrs 
on the inside of the crimping wall as this will cut the closing screw 
disc.
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2:- Ogive:-
The bottom edge of the ogive must be square with the 

axis and have proper bevel for seating on the body. The upper edge 
must also be square with the axis. Care must be taken when facing 
bottom of ogive that the dimension from the bottom of ogive and 
bottom of locating lugs are maintained.

The setting screw hole and the lugs on inside must be 
in proper relation to each other, and the hole must be the correct 
distance from the bottom of the ogive. Check the stamping at the 
setting sleeve hole to make sure that it is legible and has not 
distorted the ogive. Check the inside diameter of the small end 
of ogive to insure its proper assembly to the head.

3s- Tube:-
Threads on both ends must be concentric with each other

The flash hole should bo concentric with the 
The flash hole of tube must be closely

for proper alignment, 
threads, free of burrs 
inspected for plating.

Inspection of the M-51 Fuse

Plunger Body:-
The M-51 and M-48 fuze being the same with but a few exceptions, 

only the differences will be discussed in this paper. However, the 
depth of plunger head being different, it again becomes important 
that this dimension be held in order that the lock check washer may 
be assembled in plunger body in order to maintain the proper relation 
of firing pin with primer. The locking device slot in plunger body 
must be in center of body. The depth of this slot must be held; if 
this slot is too deep it is possible for the centrifugal pins to be 
forced out of their normal position into the slot. The pivot lock 
pin hole must be parallel with the centrifugal pin cavities for the 
free movement of the centrifugal plunger pin lock.

Lock Check Washer:—
Hold the alignment of the two holes with the ear on the firing 

pin side and lock—check on opposite side as this determines the 
alignment of the firing pin with the primer. The length of the 
lock—check-stop determines the position of the lock when the fuze is 
in an armed position.

Plug:-
The only difference in this 

the thickness.
plug in the M-48 is

Centrifugal Plunger Pin Lock:-
As the lock must swing freely in 

necessary that all dimensions be held 
all burrs,

the plunger body it is 
and the lock bo free of
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SECTION III
FUSES

4- Point Detonating Fuzes, I.T5£, and IT53
The M5£ P. D. Fuze and the 1153 P. D. Fuze 

are used in trench mortar ammunition. The 
is superquick in operation and the I.T53 has delayed 
action, these fuzes replacing the old combination 
1145 Fuze. The two fuzes are identical except for 
the heads and sliders:- the M5£ head contains only 
a firing pin assembly; the M53 head has not only a 
different type of firing pin assembly but also a 
delay element system. The 5-153 slider detonator,
therefore, does not contain any primer mixture.

♦

These fuzes consist of four important, sub- 
assemblies: the head assembly, containing the
firing pin assembly (and, in the case of the K53, 
the delay assembly); the body assembly, containing 
p safety pin and a set back operated safety device 
(no centrifugal forces are present in mortar 
ammunition); the slider assembly, having a detonator 
assembly crimped therein; and finally, the booster 
assembly containing a tetryl pellet. Figure 1 
shows these assemblies in the case of the M5£ Fuge.

The head is visually inspected to see that 
there are no shoulders, dirt or foreign matter in 
the striker cavity. The lot number, date and 
loading plant initials are stamped onto the head. 
The stomping must be legible but not extend into 
the wrench hole or distort the striker cavity.

The firing pin assembly and head are placed 
in a fixture up-side-down, this fixture supports 
the head and by spring action forces the firing 
pin through the head making the insertion of the 
retaining pin possible. (Figs. 8 end 9.)
Releasing of the spring of the fixture allows the 
firing pin to draw down seating the retaining pin 
into the bottom of the counter-bore of the head.
The firing pin must not extend below the surface of 
the head and still be within maximum overall 

length after assembly.
Head - jf5 3; -

The head is inspected for foreign matter and 
presence of all holes and threads. The firing 
pin and striker assembly are then inserted into 
the head and the shear wire put in place and bent 
around the groove in the herd.
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The shear wire hole must be in the center of the groove 
for correct assembly. The distance from the end of 
the firing pin to the primer is determined by 
the position of the shear wire and should be 
carefully checked to see that the firing pin does 
not extend too far down after assembled.

The stamping for IT-53 
the K-52 head and the same 
should be noted on i as a 
M-52 head.

head is the same as for 
points of inspection 

re noted above for the

#
i

The bodies 
plant with the 
pin and spring, 
assembled and s 
inserted.

are usually received at the loading 
slider lock pin and spring safety 
set back pin and spring and plug 

takec. The safety wire is also

H £

The first operation consists of inspection 
for dirt and the gaging of the slider cavity.
This gage is composed of a slider, 0.0012:" 
larger than the maximum size of the slider, 
which is pushed into the slider cavity by the 
pressure exerted by a spring which is the same 
that used in the completed fuze. The plunger of the 
gage must, be flush or below the feeler surface.

This gage must move freely to check the position 
and length of the slider look pin and position 
of the safety pin across the slider cavity,, also 
denotes any burrs within the slider cavity.

&•
Loaded tetryl lead cups 

each of a tray of bodies (Pi 
fixed in position by placing 
under the ram of a pneumatic s 
which imparts a circular crimp 
inspected to see that it is 
surface of the top of the boos 
The slider cavity also is insp 
crimping operation to see that 
does not extend into the slide 
possibly foul the slider when

are then inserted in
5). The cups are

assemblies 
taking press,
. The cup is in 
ish or below the 
ter cavity, 
acted after this 
the lead cup

V »  r ,  ^
i .  V*# V itTT' '  A r no
it is assembled.

Slider:-
The slider is given a visual inspection for

foreign natter and a cork 
defective washers are used 
then inserted, the colored 
(Pig. 2). The detonator i 
circular crimp produced in 
Arsenal pneumatic staking

washer inserted, po 
. The detonator is 
end being put in first.

ae retained by 
a standard Picatinny 

press (Pig. 3) .



The detonator must he tight and. not stick above 
the surface of the slider. The slider is then 
pushed through a broaching machine to remove the 
metal that might have been distorted by the 
crimping operation and to insure correct size of 
the slider. If the slider is pressed through 
the broaching machine there is danger of exploding 
the detonator if it sticks above the top of the 
slider. (Fig. 4)
Booster:— .

s
The booster assembly operations are relatively 

imple. First a felt disc is inserted into the
j  *1 • J  • ^  “i i  i  “i  J .

W JL U f J J  V* -JU V V* VJ V-* •»» J. i-i U V' 4 . V U

booster cup and on it is placed one tetryl pellet. 
These pellets, whioh are mode in a Type "B"
Stokes Tablet ifcchines as described in the 
section dealing with tetryl pellet manufacture

‘w ”  -A*are inspected as they are inserted in the booster 
cup.
Assembly: — _

mmmm ■ * ■ ! '  PI m  »1

In order to prevent loss uf time which
«kwould occur if an assembly operator were required 

to untangle a pile of slider sorings before
t V  O •» rr» , an additional 

springs and places them 
consisting of two rows 
in a wooden strip. (Fig. 6 )

proceeding with the 
operator separates the 
individually on a rack 
of finishing nails set 
Spring racks, trays of sliders, plugs, and bodies 
are placed where they are Gonvient iy accessible 
to the next operator.

The slider is then inserted and the operator 
rolls the body from one sice to another to see 
that the slider works freely in the slider 
cavity. This is very important, since there is 
no arming test given this fuze and the slider 
must move over by spring pressure alone to arm 
the fuze. *he slider spring and plug are 
inserted, the plug being screwed down about 
two threads by means of a special, self-seating 
screwdriver. The plug is then tightened to a 
fixed tension with a pneumatic screwdriver.

The head is then engaged into the body two 
or three turns and the booster cup likewise screwed 
into the body. The remainder of the booster cup 
threads are coated about ■§•" wide and 360° around 
with Pettman cement to seal the booster from 
moisture.



Assembly is completer1 by ner.ns of a friction 
chuck attached to the spindle of n drill press, 
(Pig. 7), tightening up head, body, and booster cup 
in one operation. The fuse is then placed in a 
fixture which locates from the wrench hole in the 
body, and the head and slider plug are staked to th 
body in one operation.

The fuze is then visually inspected for 
stamping, staking, and gaged for overall height 
and distance from the booster cup to the 
projectile shoulder of the body. Any excessive 
Pettman is wiped off at this time also.

Ammunition components such as these moy 
now he stored almost, indefinitely because of the 
adequate provisions mode for packing. The 
fuzes ore packed, two layers of 50 each, in the 
tin liner of a stoutly built wooden box. (Fig- 10) 
Hardwood separators and chipboard spacers serve 
to maintain them in their proper positions.
Air tightness is insured by soldering the lid on 
(using s special low melting point solder) and 
testing with a pressure of 2 lbs, per square inch. 
It is assumed that containers capable of 
maintaining this pressure for 15 seconds are 
satisfactory. As a precaution against rusting 
the liners ore painted with one coat of ccidproof 
black paint (aspheltum). packing is completed by 
closing and sealing the box cover, and stenciling 
the box according to specifications on the drawing
M-5 3 Assembly; —

w -i K jThe assembly of the r-53 is the same 
the 1.1-52, except that the delay element is 
screwed into the head and staked before it is 
assembled to the body "here is a slight difference

v - *—  •in the charge in the if-53 detonator, since it has 
no friction powder in it. The length of milled 
flat and no firing pin safety hole tre likewise 
distinguishing differences in the }'*53 slider.
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M52, Inspection Details

Body;- The first operation on the body consists of 
making the complete outside and body threads, booster 
cavity and threads. The booster cavity being the 
open dimension on the drawing it is suggested that 
the mean dimension of the length from the bottom 
of the booster covith to top of body be subtracted 
from mean dimension of the overall length and use 
this depth in making booster cavity, if this is 
held plus or minus 0 .0 0 2” , the dimension from 
bottom of body to shoulder should also be held 
plus or minus 0 .0 0 2” of its mean dimension.

Booster cavity should have straight surface 
across bottom and not marred by tap. If crimping 
wall is too deep, the lead cup will extend into 
slider cavity; if shallow, the cup will extend above 
the surface.

The large diameter on taper should be held in 
first operation to about the morn between maximum 
and minimum dimension on the drawing. If this is 
done, and. the angle of the toper is held closely to 
that shown on drawing, the small diameter on taper 
will come within the proper limits when body is 
faced off to proper length.

Use care in drilling the lead cup hole so the 
chips do not cut a radius on top uf hole ss this 
metal is needed in crimping operation. Eeep the 
inside finish free of tool marks or scratches.

The slider cavity should be free of tc-ol marks 
or shoulder in bottom caused by the drill running.
The dimension from bottom of b-ester cavity to center 
of slider cavity must be held or lead cuo will inter- 
fere with slider. A deep crimping; wall will let leid 
cup extend into the slider cavity.

Lock pin cavity must enter slider cavity on 
center. If it does not, slider detonator will not 
align with firing pin or slider will bind on 
safety pin. Flat bottom and no bulsx- in slider 
cavity is necessary. Care must be taken in 
tapping that tap does not ruin shoulder below 
thread. Diameters must be concentric so that 
lock pin will assemble straight or.d not bind 
in the hole.



Set back pin cavity must be flat bottom, diameters concentric and 
enter safety pin cavity on center.

In the safety pin cavity the diameters must be concentric, show 
no tool marks and cross slider cavity on center. Care must be taken 
in the drilling operation that drill does not run; this will result 
in slider binding or not assembling with safety pin.

Head cavity must be concentric with outside diameter for proper 
alignment of head with body straight surface, and not marred in thread
ing operation. Firing pin hole must be concentric with threads. Stak
ing notch should not extend into major diameter of thread. Have cham
fer on threads so thread will not extend above surface but not so deep 
that staking notch will extend into the chamfer.

Safety Pin:- Check for taper. Hole must be in center for proper align
ment of set-back pin.

Set-back Pin:- Location of hole from shoulder and center of pin is 
important for proper alignment of cotter pin.

Lock Pin Plug:— Spring cavity must be concentric and no teat in center

Detonator Cup:- No scratches, tool marks or die cuts on inside or out
side, No collet squeeze; no burrs around hole and small hole should be 
concentric with inside diameter. Dio marks on outside radius should 
not be chamfered on trimming operation.

Head Striker Cavity:— 
diameter. There should be no 
will hamper action of striker 
diameter.

Firing pin hole must be concentric with outside
shoulders or tool marks on inside that 
Head must overlap body on outside

slot must be in 
1

Slider:— Outside diameter ff finish. The safety uin
mwm i * m i i n

center of slider. Lock pin groove must be in center 
and straight with axis. Detonator cavity walls must have good finish

of s r axis

and have flat bottom, and not bulge on end or outside 
pin hole must be in center of groove and not bulge in 
Flat surface should be parallel with safety pin slot.

diameter. Lock 
safety pin slot

Booster Cun:- Bottom must be straight and no chamfer on open end.

Booster Lead Cup:- Check for die cuts and outside diameter close to 
angled flange.

Striker:— Outside diameter must be free of burrs. Firing pin hole 
concentric with outside diameter. Depth of angle on firing pin hole 
should be held on minimum; this will help in holding firing pin firm 
in striker.

Firing Pin:— Proper flat on point should be held and no burr on end 
or angle. The shoulder on end that makes up in striker should b 
square to help hold pin straight and tight in striker.
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M53* Inspection Details

With the exception of the head and slider, the M52 and M53 are 
the same, therefore, the head and its component parts and the slider 
will only be mentioned in the following.

Head:— For notes on outside dimensions see M52 head; the delay cavity 
should be concentric with firing pin hole and outside diameter of head. 
Also the depth of this cavity and length of thread are important so 
that the delay element assembly will properly seat in the head. In 
order to maintain the distance between the firing pin and the primer 
it is necessary to hold the dimension between the bottom of delay 
cavity and shear wire hole. For proper functioning of the firing pin 
with the primer, the dimension between delay cavity and striker cavity 
must be held. The diameter and concentricity of the striker cavity 
with the firing pin hole is important for the same reason. This 
cavity should also be straight across the bottom surface and no taper 
in diameter, Theshear wire hole should be concentric with counter 
bore and pass through the center of the firing pin hole to assemble 
with the firing pin.

Firing Pin:- Pay particular attention to the dimension from end of 
firing pin to the center of the shear wire hole, as this determines 
the distance between the end of the firing pin and the primer. The 
shear wire hole should be in the center of the pin for correct as
sembly of shear ?dre.

Delay Element Housing:— All inside diameters must be concentric with 
each other. Inside diameter must also have no taper or tool marks 
or shoulders, A sharp corner must be maintained on delay cavity 
where circular crimp is noted on drawing for proper crimp of delay 
element plug. The length of the delay and relay csvities and the 
thickness of the wall below it should be closely held for correct 
loading and crimping of the delay element plug. The over-all length 
must be held to maintain the correct over-all length after assembly. 
The end of the housing where the primer washer is located must be 
flat, and no radius, so washer will make proper seal. The concen
tricity of the outside threads should be maintained.

Primer Cover:— The inside diameters must be concentric with each 
other, A close check of the radii and depth of primer cavity must be 
made.

Primer Washer:— As this washer acts as a seal between the primer cover 
and delay housing, it should be flat and sides parallel without burrs. 
Check the annealing as specified on drawing.

Delay Element Plug:— For the proper crimping in the delay cavity the 
sharp corners and outside diameter are important.

Relay Cup:— Both the inside and outside diameters are important on ac
count of the loading fixtures. The cup must be free of burrs. Check 
radii in bottom of cup.

Springs:- It Is recommended that springs be seasoned by heating 
rather than by bouncing, and that the seasoning temperature be 5G0°F,



SECTION III

5 - LOADING ivND ASSLLZBLY OF i<I-56 p.D." FUZE

SLIDER:- The slider is inserted in a fixture which 
should align the slider so that the pellet hole is directly 
in line with the fixture hole which guides the punch for 
pressing the tetryl into the slider. One tetryl pellet is 
inserted and pressed with 47# dead weight, and another in
serted and pressed to the same weight. The powder, after 
pressing, should be flush or above the outside diameter of 
the slider* If the powder is below this outside diameter 
it is rejected; if it is above the outside diameter it is 
removed in the cleaning operation which follows. This 
cleaning consists of wiping the excess tetryl off the slider 
with a dry rag* If the puneh has hit on the side of the 
slider and marred it the slider is also rejected.

-BODY:- The body is etaraped frith the date, kind of fuze,
loading plant initials and lot number. mhe body is then
placed into a fixture with a pin running into the slider
cavity to serve as an anvil in the pressing operation. A
tetryl pellet is inserted and pressed into the flash hole
between the slider cavity and the booster cup cavitv*. After the pellet is pressed in it is inspected to see that it'
does not extend into the slider cavity and is flush with the
surface of the booster cavity.

LEAD CUPS:- The lead cups arc- inspected for cleanlin 
ness and a tetryl pellet inserted into them. The cups are 
then placed on a fixture of the press which rotates on a 
table under the punch, where th© punch presses the powder in 
at a fixed dead weight. The pressed powder must, be flush 
with the top of the cup and should have no cracked edges; 
this indicates that the powder is not tight in the cup.

The cup is inspected to see that the flange has not 
been cut or distorted by the pressing operation.

ASSEMBLY;- The half blocks fit into a fixture which 
has a slot in it like that in the nose of the fuze. This 
slot is so arranged that the assembling of the spring will 
not be too far down onto the half blocks so that they might 
bind in the fuze. The springs are taken up on a mandrel that 
fits down onto the half blocks and the spring pushed off 
on the half blocks and located. The spring must be located 
so that the ends ore on the corners of the half blocks to 
keep from having two thicknesses of the spring between the 
half block and the inner diameter of the half block cavity.

This is important and must be checked frequently by the 
inspector. All springs should be examined before assembling 
to make certain that there are no loosely wound springs or 
springs with bent corners at the ends. Bent corners would 
tend to bind the half blocks and keep them from arming.
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The half blocks are placed in the nose while it is held 
upside down. The radius of the blocks is placed toward the 
bottom of the groove. The head is then screwed on the nose 
and the whole assembly turned right side up. After the nose 
is tightened to the head the assembly is rolled from side to 
side to make certain that the half blocks move freely in the 
assembly. The firing pin is .then inserted so that it rests 
in the grooves in the half blocks and the half blocks are 
tested for non-arming at 10,000 R.P.1I. with a dead weight 
pressing on the firing pin. This weight is £# and is moved 
up and down to relieve the firing pin so that the half blocks 
can move out if they will* A periodic check is made on the 
arming machine, which operates at 3£,000 R.P.M. to make 
certain that the half blocks will arm. Not all half blocks 
are" tested for arming, only a percentage.

The closing cup washer and closing cup are inserted and 
the closing cup crimped by rolling the crimping wall on the 
nose of the fuze over onto the closing cup. The- closing cup 
is inspected to see that it is tight but not cut by the 
washer when crimped. The nose is then staked to the head.

The assembled head and nose is then gaged 100^ from the 
top to the bottom. The lead cup is given a visual inspection 
and inserted into the detonator holder. A cork cushion is 
inserted, making certain that no broken washers are used, 
and the detonator inserted over the cushion with the colored 
side toward the cushion. This leaves the side of the deton
ator with the thin disc toward the firing pin. The detonator 
should be slightly above the top of the detonator holder, 
so that when assembled it will fit down tight into the head 
and hold the detonator tight.

The head is inspected to see that the firing pin does 
not stick down below the bottom surface of the head. This 
must be carefully checked to keep the firing pin from coming 
down on the detonator when it is assembled. The detonator 
holder is then screwed into the head and staked in two places 
This complete assembly is then gaged 100^ from the flange to 
the bottom of the lead cup and overall length from the 
bottom of the laed cup to the top of the nose.

The slider ia inspected to seo thet the ttlryl is present 
and then inserted into the slider cavity. The slider spring 
is inserted and the retainer screwed in and staked, 'I’he 
body is then placed in an arming machine and tested for arm
ing at 8,000 R.P.II. and then teste 1 for non-arming at 4,000 
R.P.H.

The booster cup is inspected to see that the wrench holes 
do not bulge the inside. A felt washer is inserted and the 
tetryl pellet inserted. The booster cup is then screwed in 
to the body with a hand wrench.. The booster cup is then 
staked to the body and must be flush or below the bottom of 
the body for the height gage used on the completed assembly.
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The body and head are screwed together and staked in two places.
The metal from the head is flushed into the staking notches in the body.

The completed assembly is then inspected 100$ for the crimping 
of the closing cup; cup must be tight, no cuts or impressions from the 
washer caused by the crimping. The staking of nose to head, head to 
body and booster cup to body are also inspected. The stamping is 
also inspected and the projectile threads gaged 10$. The alignment 
of the nose, head and body is also checked.

The sides and bottom of the cardboard boxes for packing M-56 
are sealed with gummed binder paper. A separator is inserted in the 
bottom of the box and a layer of 25 fuzes set in point up. A card
board with holes to fit over the noses of the fuzes is placed over 
this layer and a.nother separator inserted with another cardboard 
above it. Another layer of fuzes is placed in point down and a card
board filler inserted and the box top glued and sealed as the bottom.
The whole box is then dipped in parafin wax.
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Closing Disc.
CLOSING- W A S  H E K

Nose*

Firing Pin.

Half Block*

Flat Spring.
Head Assembly.

Upper Detonator (Primer Mixture.) 

Intermediate Detdnator (Lead Azide)

Lead Charge (Tetryl)

Detonator Plug.

Closing Cup.
Spring*

Slider.

Slider Charge (Tetryl)

Booster Lead Charge (Tetryl)

Body.

Booster Charge (Tetryl)

Booster Cup.

Cloth Disc.

FIGURE f - Point-detonating fuze, M56.



SECTION III

FUZES

6. TIME FUZES DESIGN AND FUNCTIONING

A time fuze is a mechanism, which, when assembled: to an 
artillery projectile, will cause it to function at some preselected 
desired point on its trajectory prior to impact with the ground.

Time fuzes of various types havo been made for many yours. In 
fact, the first missile which was provided with an interior bursting 
charge carried of necessity somedevice which would be classified as a 
time fuze. In the early stages of development of artillery when 
low muzzle velocities and short ranges only wero obtained, the device 
could be of a very crude and simple nature.

The first device probablj?’ consisted of a slow burning match similar 
to the present minor's fuze. This match was inserted into the shell 
through a hole provided with sealing means. Ignition of the match 
was accomplished by the flames from the propellent charge and the time 
of burning was determined by the length to which the match was cut.

This device later appeared in a more refined form as wood or metal 
tube charged with pressed black powder. These tubes wore furnished 
the Battery Commander with different calibrations, that is, rates of 
burning. Those rates of burning xvere varied by varying the pressure 
applied to the powder and the composition of the powders used.

Adjustment of the time of burning so as to give the burst at the 
desired point was accomplished by first selecting the tube of proper 
calibration and then cutting the tube off, drilling out the tube, or by 
punching a hole through the side of the tube.

In soma cases, it is understood that sufficient multiplicity of 
fuzo tubes of different times of burning wore issued so that it was on]}/ 
necessary for the Battery Commander to select tho proper tube to give 
the desired time of burning. Ignition was effected by the propellent 
powder gases and tho functioning of the shell charge occurred when the 
tube burned through and the flame cane in contact with the -black 
powder burster charge of the shell.

Uith the development of brooch loading, riflod guns, longer range 
of weapons, accuracy of flight and also time of flight increased, th 
need arose for greater times of burning and greater accuracy.

o

The platen, plate, ring, or disc fuze and the tube fuze came into 
being to meet th so demands. In these fuzes, tho ignition is accom
plished by indirect moans, that is, by applying tho forces developed 
by the acceleration of the projectile in the bore of the gun to fire a 
movable primer element. This primer at the end of its stroke came in 
contact with a firing pin and tho flame of the primer charge communicate 
with the desired point of ignition of the train.
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The load tube fuze and platen fuze was probably developed simul
taneously for a period. Fuzes of the lead tube type were used at one 
time in the United States service. Eventually the platen fuze reached 
undoubted supremacy over the load tube type at least in popularity.

It is understood that today only one European power has any interest 
in the lead tube fuze. The time train of the tube fuze consists of a 
lead tube5 carrying a central charge of black powder. Hie manufacture 
of this tube is accomplished by loading a short lead tube of relatively 
thick walls and largo diameter with the powder under pressure 
is then drawn through a scries of dies which reduces

Tho tube 
the diameters and

cl

wall thickness and reconsolidatcs the powder in its new distribution.
I

Tho fuze'employing this lead tube consists of a body, on the exter
ior of which, is machined a spiral in ’which the lead tube is laid.

This body is then covered with a thin metal shell, a fuze punch is 
provided which is capable of piercing the exterior shell and the load 
tube. In the interior of the fuze body there is a primer contained in 
movable element and passages are provided communicating from the 

interior of the fuze body to the space betwwcn the fuze body and the 
surrounding shell, Upon firing from the gun, the primer pollet is
carried down against tho firing pin and tho flash from tho primer fills 
the interior of the body with flame which roaches tho annular cavity 
between the fuze body and the shell. This flame ignites the
load tube at the point at which it was pierced by the fuze punching 
operation. Burning then proceeds both ways from this point, but tho 
effective portion of the burning is in the lower part of the tube which 
leads to a black powdor magazine charge. This black powder magazine 
charge when fired communicates the flame to tho expelling charge of the 
shrapnel. Obviously, this typo of fuze when once punched, can be re
punched only for a shorter time of burning.

It is understood that this typo of fuze is still of interest to ono 
country because their experience has been that it is more uniform in
functioning, This claim cannot be discussed duo to lack of comparative

, *

firing data. As an obvious advantage it may bo cited that the fuzo can 
be made practically, if not absolutely, -waterproof for transportation 
and can bo retained in this 'Condition until jus-t(.’• & > faring,

Tho platen or ring typo of fuze is used exclusively in tho United 
States Army today. The originator of this type of fuzo is supposed to 
have been a man by the name of Bomann, although the first fully 
developed fuze was designed and patented by 0, Hartmann, U,S. Patent
Ho. 737,229 dated 8/25/03. 'The first, fuzes of this typo available to
tho United Statos Army were procured, from the Erhardt Company, about 
1903-. Ring fuzes have boon made with throe rings, two rings and one 
ring. The throe ring fuzes have been made for the purpose of obtain
ing greater time of burning than can bo accomplished in tho now conven
tional two ring typo. Throe ring and multiple groove fuzes are also 
used (foreign) to permit tho use of faster and presumably more uniform 
powdor. At the present time, fuzes of this type arc not of interest, 
as it is believed that the relatively small requirements for fuzes of 
groator burning time can be met with mechanical :uzes.
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Tho one ring fuzo has boen used in certain countries on short range 
projectiles such as the 37inn and 2.24 inch, but it is believed that the 
American service has never had a fuzo of this type. A two ring fuze 
can be made of moderate diameter to give a burning time of 45 to 
seconds by the use of slow burning powders and this time of burning is 
sufficient to take care of most of the Army requirements.

c *o

The Army has had in tho past 21 second and 30 second fuzes having 
flange diameter of approximately 2 3/8 inches and 31 second and 45 

ocond fuzes with a flange diameter of approximately 3 inches.
The 30 second fuze was an adaption of the 21 second fuze manufacture', 

by loading the 21 second rings with a slow burning powder and grad
uating the movable ring to suit. The 45 second fuze was made from the 
31 second ring by the same procedure. The original composition used 
for this purpose was Army black powder diluted with approximately 1.6/ 
barium nitrate. When an attempt was made by the Bartlott-Hayward 
Company during World War No. 1 to produce the 45 second fuze they 
changed to a so called cool powder in which the charcoal content of 
A-rmy black powder ivas in part replaced by powdered semi-anthracite coal3 

Of late years the 30 second and the 31 second fuzes have been re
moved from the Army list of standard items of issue.

In all of the fuzes of the two ring type, the body, upper ring, and 
closing cap arb secured in a fixed relationship to one another. The 
graduated ring, which is the lower one, is movable in respect to the 
body and the other ring so that tho burning time can be adjusted by 
changing its position. When fired from the gun the primer which is con
tained in a recess in tho bodyand closing cap is caused to move so as to 
contact with the firing pin by the forces developed by acceleration in 
tho gun. In'the now designs of fuzes, the primer is hold securely in 
the fuze body, while a plunger moves so as to strike and fire the primer 

The flash from the primer-is communicated to tho upper ring and 
burning then proceeds in this ring until the flash hole to the lower 
ring is met. The burning then proceeds in both the upper and lower 
rings until tho point in the body carrying the body pellet is reached 
and the body pellet is ignited and tho magazine charge is fired. In 
case of failure occurs in the time train rings or impact with the ground 
occurs before tho set time is reached, functioning then occurs by reason 
of tho impact elomentcontained in the base of the fuzo. This impact 
element fires tho percussion primer which in turn fires the magazine 
charge.

These fuzes carrying tho impact element in addition to the time 
element are called combination fuzes. Tho percussion element is omitted 
in AA fuzes as impact burst of those fuzes would he highly undesirable 
under tho normal conditions anti-aircraft fire where impact occurs in 
friendly territory.

The time fuzes are provided with an interruption of solid metal in 
the graduated time train ring. When this interruption or space is in 
position over the body pellet, the fuze is set safe so far as the time 
element is concerned*
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This safo sotting is used for transportation and also may bo used 
to produco impact action alone. Canister effect from time fuzes 
assombolod to shrapnel may be deliberately obtained by setting fuze for 

zero time of burning and firing in this position. There actually is suff
icient delay to permit the shrapnel to leave the muzzle of the gun 
before functioning occurs and this functioning may then occur at some 
point between the muzzle and approximately 50 foot in front of the 
muzzle. The zero setting would, of course, produce a very dangerous 
condition, if fired, sc set, assembled to a high explosive projectile 
as some of the fragments from the high explosive shell would bo pro
jected to the rear endangering the gun crow.

The mechanical time fuze is a device in which the powder train is 
replaced by a mechanism similar to a clock or watch mechanism.

Mechanical time fuzes have been worked on for many years. It is be
lieved that the first mechanical time fuze made available to the U.S. 
was the Krupp mechanical time fuze imported about 1911* Practically 
all mechanical time fuzes are one of throe typos, the so-called Krup'P 
type, the.Schwab typo or the flag type.

The Krupp typo consists of a time keeping mechanism which carries on 
its upper face a setting disc. This setting disc is free to turn and 
is tied in with the cap by some means which is releasable upon firing.

The setting disc carries on its periphery a notch. The setting is 
accomplished by moving the cap so as to change the position of the 
notch in the setting disc relative to the releasing device. Upon 
firing from the gun, the clock work mechanism is started, the sotting 
disc is rendered immovable with respect to the main staff of the time
keeping mechanism and the setting means is released. The running of the 
mechanism causes the notch in the disc to approach the releasing

.JL. v  -— ’

mechanism and when the notch roaches the releasing mechanism it passes 
into the notch and the firing pin is released. This typo of fuze has 
been produced with main spring actuation of the mechanism, and also 
with centrifugal force actuation.

The standard mechanical Time Fuze, M2, now being manufactured at 
Frankford Arsenal, is of the Krupp type with centrifugal actuation.

The advantage of this is the fact that wo do not have in stores 
fuzes with main springs held under constant tension.

The Schwab typo of fuze has as its principal point of difference an 
escapement which operates in the vertical position and at somewhat 
unusual method of releasing the firing pin. .fhilo this mechanism 
employs a main spring, when stored the main spring, has only a small 
amount of tension. The storing of energy in the main spring is accom
plished in the setting; of the fuze.
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Tho so-called flag typo of mechanism is a typo which has been ser
iously proposed on numerous occasions, but it is probably fallacious 
in its basic idea. This fuze consists of a mechanism which is inten
ded to bo driven by relative motion between the projectile and the 
central staff of mechanism which is held immovable by air resistance 
seting against a flag projecting from the nose of the projoctile.

It is probable that the flag would produce only
a

a small amount of
slippage which would not bo definitely determi 
conditions of atmosphere.

. I ( t A 
•JL -L varying

There arc attached prints which illustrate the different typos of 
fuzos which have been items of issue in tho Army. The principal diff
erence between the two ring time fuze as originally obtained from the 
Erhardt Company and as now manufactured, is in tho method of venting.

The fuzos as originally procured wore exterior vented fuzes, that 
tho rings wore provided with scaling discs on the exterior contour at 
the beginning of each train. Those discs were blown out by respect
ively tho primer and the magazine charge of the graduated ring and 
venting was by means of the orifices thus produced. The change from 
tho exterior ventod typo to the interior vented typo was made in 1907.

A study of the records indicates that the comparative firings made 
at this time to justify the change ivero quite limited and the basic 
reason for tho change is not definitely known. Tho interior vented 
fuzos appear to have the disadvantage of a weakened ring which is very 
serious when the high loading pressures which are used arc considered.

The possibility of short timing of fuzes by reason of pro-ignition 
of tho lower ring through its interior vont is also evident in the 
current designs. In the new designs of fuzos, tho Array is reverting 
to the use of exterior vonts.

is

There have been nanv different tyros of roloasing mechanisms for 
tho concussion primer, that is, the primer which initiates tho burning
of the time train.

Devices which are inherently safe during transportation against tho 
shocks produced thereby are suitable for uso only in tho high pressure 
smaller caliber guns, as in other cases the forces developed upon firing 
are not sufficient to overcome a transportation safe device. Hence, 
we find that fuzes intended for uso in the larger caliber guns and 
Howitzers carry concussion plungers, which in addition to the locking
moans which may be reloasod in tho boro of tho gun 
transportation by means of a removable locking tin

n r*
l*— -v »L. o hold during

A multiplicity of devices for tho percussion plunger, that is the 
plunger which functions upon impact with tho ground, has boon proposed 
and used. The centrifugal type of plunger used in tho Army fuzes since 
its inception in about 1907 has boon used in numerous American fuzes, 
both combination time, and straight percussion types, sinco that time.
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The possibility of parts turning relative to one another while 
in the bore of the gun due to angular acceleration has been a 
subject of discussion for many years, and in the early history 
of time fuzes, it was the tendency to blame any malfunctioning of 
the fuze upon the fact that the graduated ring had turned while 
in the bore of the gun and devices were incorporated in certain 
foreign fuzes to prevent this occurrence. It is quite certain 
that the time train rings of time fuzes do not turn while in 
the bore of the gun. It has been demonstrated both experimentally 
by firing at Sandy Hook Proving Ground and by calculations, that 
the frictional forces resulting from linear acceleration will 
oppose any forces due to angular acceleration to the point where 
turning is Impossible. The theoretical results calculated upon 
the basis of firing the Mk. II Time Fuze with aluminum rings in 
the 3 inch A. A. Gun, Model 1917, are as follows:

Position 
in Gun

Setback 
Force Lower

Setback Frictional Moment Angular Setb 
Force Upper of Lower Ring in/lbs.

Bore Ring lbs. Ring lbs. irf./lbs.
/ 7

14 inches 1039 1381 904 37.9 38.0
28 » 1009 1343 878 47.8 36.9
55 » 853 1136 721 53.7 31.2
83 " 739 983 643 57.9 27.0
109 " 6 58 877 573 61.1 24.1
123 " 626 834 543 61.0 23.0
137.28
(muzzle)

614 818 535 33.6 22.5

/ When fired in gun having increasing twist of rifling 
1 in 50 to 1 in 25.
When fired in gun having uniform twist of rifling 
1 in 40.

It will be noted that a factor of approximately 20 to 1 is 
operating against the ring turning while in the bore of the gun, 
that is, that this ratio exists between the frictional moment, 
preventing motion and the "angular setback", tending to produce 
motion. The figures given are based upon the assumption that 
the upper ring will exert setback against the lower ring, an 
assumption which is undoubtedly always met in the fuze. While 
the fuze rings upon which the calculations were based, were 
made from aluminum and the service fuzes have rings made from 
brass, this does not affect the ratio of the forces acting since 
the change in weight without change in contour would have equal 
effect on both of the critical forces.

Similar calculations made for the closing cap of the fuze 
indicates that with the increasing twist of rifling and assuming 
that the cap would bear only on the stem threads, turning of the 
cap would be possible. This is due to the small diameter of con
tact and the resulting preponderant angular torque. This point
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has never been checked by experimental firings. A physical 
check is practically impossible due to the fact that fuzes could 
not be recovered from such a firing except in damaged condition 
which would affect the accuracy of the data obtained.

Some of the factors ivhich will affect the time of burning of 
a powder train fuze are the following:

a. Strength of primer. The effect of this factor would 
be at the moment of initiation only due to the possibility of 
blasting the time train ring.

b. Composition of the powder. If a powder which is slower 
burning than Standard Army Black Powder is desired, the composition 
is usually varied by adding excess sulphur, inert materials, barium 
nitrate or powdered coal, all of which serve as deterrents. The 
use cf sulphur as a deterrent has been found to be unsatisfactory, 
and at the present time, coal, barium nitrate, and oak charcoal 
are only important retarding agents.

c. Pressure of air surrounding the fuze vents.

d. Temperature of air surrounding the fuze.

e. Rotational, rate of fuze.

It will be noted that the velocity of the projectile is not 
included as one of the factors affecting the rate of burning. 
Velocity is, of course, an affecting factor, but appears as a 
dynamic pressure factor which is combined in the general expression 
of pressure of air surrounding the fuze vents. This is net of 
nearly as great magnitude as might be expected, according to the 
work of Bairstow, Fowler and Hartree as published under the title 
of "The Pressure Distribution on the Head of a Shell. Moving at 
High Velocities." The distribution of dynamic pressure along the 
contour of the shell was found by their experiments to fall away 
very rapidly from the point directly on the nose of the shell, so
that at the vent location this pressure is only a small fraction 
of that existing on a flat plate exposed to air moving at shell 
velocity. The total external pressure on the vents is the summa
tion of the dynamic pressure at this point plus the static pressure 
or barometer pressure at the same point.

Discussion of the various factors and their effect, will 
follow. The strength of the primer has its effect only due to 
mechanical removal of powder grains by the blast of the primer.

the
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This effect is minimized by the proper design of primer, 
attempt is being made to produce a. primer which will give 
maximum temperature effect with minimum blasting effect.

An
a

The effect of composition of powder does not belong in this 
lecture and is mentioned only incidentally. The blending of powder 
is a large subject in itself and is undoubtedly adequately covered 
in other lectures.

As stated following the listing of the factors affecting the 
rate of burning, the pressure at the vents of the fuze is composed 
of two factors, that is, dynamic pressure and atmospheric pressure. 
The effect of atmospheric pressure has been studied quite completely 
by burning fuzes under varying pressures while at rest and also while 
under a nominal rotation. As might be expected, the rate of burning 
under varying atmospheric pressure follows a curve of the general 
character -n,.,x

T ~ To Po
px

To equals the time of burning at normal pressure (P0), T equals
time at pressure P. The determination of x has 
ly with the indication that x is very close to 
.5. the formula may be written

5.4 s

5
made 

Where
experimental 
x equals

T = To "V P

in the form TG x T

= Tv Po

( Pr30 )
( 1 f 60 )

5.48 or

will give practically the same results, with P expressed, in inches 
of mercury. This formula is used in the static testing of fuzes 
to reduce the times of burning obtained to times of burning at normal 
atmospheric pressure (30 inches Hg).

Chart No. 1 shows the variation in rate of burning of time 
fuzes when rotated at 11,750 R.P.M. with variation in atmospheric 
pressure. This chart employs rate of burning. This rate of burning 
can be employed to convert to tine of burning by dividing the normal 
time of burning, that is, the time of burning at 30 inches barometer 
by the factor, rate of burning. The data given below is from the 
experiments of Prof. Guudie and is self-explanatory.
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Table II
Effect of Speed of Rotation on Burning Time

No. 80 fuzes

No.80(Degrees Farm.
(Mean Tine 

Fuze (Mean Diff.

Nc.85(MT 
Fuze (MD

23
58°  - 22°  

77 23.34 
.201 n X (

32° 50°
22.71 22 

.14

Rotational »bp6$(l Time in Seconds

Mb. Max. ]l.Tn n±v.Ui- 1 1  a GD

0 21.83 22.2 21.2 1.00
10,600 22.25 22.59 21.60 1.01
16,480 23.32 23.78 23.10 ♦ 68
18,400 25.18 26.20 24.14 2.06
20,410 25.79 28.50 23.70 4.80
24,100 29.21 32.00 27,00 5.00

Table III

Effect of change in Pressure under varying :rotational speeds.

Vacuum Ins . Atmos # Times at Speeds - RPM
Press 0 10,000 14,000 18,000 22,000

0 1.0 22.50 22.75 23.25 23.75 24.75
5 .83 25.25 26.75 26.75 27.50 29.00

10 *66 29.25 31.50 31.75 33.50 36,00
15 .50 34.25 39.00 40.25 43.00 43.75
20 .33 44.00 51.50 54.50 56.00 57.25

Table IV

Effect of Varying T.empera-fcures on Burning Time

77° 122° 153° 212°
83 22.28 22.06 21.82 21.04
10 .35 .08 .18 .34

23.96 24.19 23.40 24.15 23.16 22.72 22.15 22.20
.17 .20 .20 .13 .06 .13 .35 .16

The figures of Tables II and III arc clotted on Chart 2,
^ J  i. 7

a part of this lecture.
forming

The British No. 80 fuze referred to in the tables given 
above is a 22 second fuze with exterior vents. The British 
No. 85 fuze is a 21.2 second fuze and is identical with the 21 
second 1907M Fuze except for the size of the body thread.
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The effect of temperature has been studied to a considerable 
extent. The results have been published by the British in a. 
publication comprising the work of Professor Goudie. The conclusion 
from this work was that a flight time correction due to temperature 
could be made on the basis of the formula T — .00053 second per degree 
Fahrenheit per second of mean time of burning,where T is the correction 
to be applied to the observed time. This correction is negative for 
temperature below the standard temperature and positive for temperatures 
above the standard temperature.

A general foimula for temperature correction has been proposed 
as follows: r — r0 x (l ■/• Bt), where r equals rate of burning at tempsr-
t, above standard, rQ equals rate of burning at standard temperature.
T — variation from standard temperature in degrees of Fahrenheit,
Values of B wbre determined experimentally by Professor Goudie to be 
as follows:

.00073 for
burning of 
.00040 for 
burning of
.00014 for
burning of

British No. 85 
23.4 seconds 
British No. 80 
22.7 seconds, 
British No. 84 
30.1 seconds.

Fuze having a normal time of

Fuze having a normal time of

Fuze having a normal time of

The actual changes per degree Fahrenheit in the time of burning for 
the three fuzes listed above are:

017
009
004

second
n
n

when the fuses are set 
correction is probably

v

pressure at the vents,

at full time of burning. This temperature 
independent of other factors such as spin,

X  -*» /

etc.

It may be presumed from the wide variation in the value of
'V-* -t.

B that the results of these experiments are not very Reliable. In 
fact, the results are given with considerable reservation by Pro
fessor Goudie, as ho recognized that heating of the fuze parts by 
the combustion of the powder might have an overpowering effect on 
the primary temperature of the fuze. Temperature corrections are 
in general ignored in American practice.

The effect of rotation alone on the time of flight is very 
nicely illustrated by the summary forming a part of Aberdeen Proving 
Ground Firing Record No. 6693, in which rounds were fired under 
similar conditions from the 3 inch A.A. Gun, Model 1917 with tubes 
having a twist of rifling 1 in 40 and 1 in 25 at the muzzle. The 
corresponding rotations under the conditions of firing were 16,800 
R.P.M. and 26,900 R.P.M.

The results of this firing were as follows:
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Table V

Mu • y r / 1  „u>
. /  J  / J  ...V Fuze No. Mean Time Dispc. No. of

Gun Fuze Velocity■ Elev. Set. Rds. of flight sion 55c*nJ v-/ * - t
mM-

Fail-
Twist Lot fist. Dog . Sec. Cons. Q p p  

w  v - ' # Max. All. ures
1-40 8050-•3 2800 60 10 5 9.15 or .90 0
1-25 1! It It 11 5 11.15 1.55 .90 0
1-40 n II 45 15 5 14.38 .21 1.15 0
1-25 u 11 It n 4 16.55 1.08 1.15 1
1-40 u If 70 it 5 16.29 1.38 - 0
1-25 M n n it 4 20.69 3.18 — 1
1-40 U H 30 20 5 18.70 .26 1.40 0
i Or !! If II 11 3a 22.25 .70 1.40 1

a ;-  One time of i'light vcry erratic. 
&

Not considered.

The results of this firing are plotted on Chart IJo.  3 as: part of

3
this lecture. It will be noted that the effect of increased 
elevation becomes more noticeable under increased rotation. Thi 
is further illustrated by Chart No. 4 forming part of this lecture 
showing the difference in time of burning between rounds fired in 
3 inch A.A. Guns, Model 1917, of the two different types of rifling. 
It will be noted that when fired at 1,500 rails, gun elevation, the 
increase in time of burning between the two rotational speeds is 
over 5 seconds at full setting, whereas, at 200 mils., the difference 
in time of burning is less than 1.5 seconds.

The effect of angle of elevation alone is illustrated by 
Chart No. 5 as part of this lecture which shows the results of 
firing Mk. I Shrapnel in the 3 inch A.A. Gun probably with a tube 
having rifling 1 in 25 at the muzzle. This information on the 
rifling is given with reservation as it is not definitely-known.
It will be noted that at 70 degrees elevation the time of burning 
corresponding to full setting for a ,nominal 24 seconds fuze becomes 
approximately 29 seconds and that this increases to ever 30 seconds 
for a 90 degree elevation.

It may be seen from the data given that the conditions under
Kf O

vrfiich a fuze is tested are of great importance in interpreting the 
results. The graduations of the 21 second fuze Model 1907M are not 
equidistant as they are based upon the results of an extensive firing 
test of the fuse in the 3 inch Field Gun at a muzzle velocity of 1700 
f/s and a muzzle R.P.M. of 13,650, with the elevation of the gun to 
give normal heights of burst of the shrapnel at the set time. If 
fired at any other velocity or different rotational speed or both and 
at different elevations than that for which the graduations were

s andetermined, the burning rate will be varied to some extent. A 
instance of this, the fuzes when fired from the same weapon at 1793 
f/s gave flight time as follows:

a. At 20.9 seconds setting, burning time 20.12 seconds,

b. At 16.9 seconds setting, burning time 15.91 seconds.

c. At 11 seconds setting, burning time 11.31 seconds.
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The elevations used in this firing were those used in the cali
bration firings at 1700 f/s. Therefore, it becomes necessary to 
define verv definitely the conditions under which fuzes arc to be

tS

tested ballistically for the conditions to be fair to the contractor. 
In the new designs of fuzes, no consideration is given to calibrating 
the time settings, the graduations being chosen arbitrarily and 
spaced equidistant from each other.

The flight time requirements for the 21 second 1907M fuzes 
have been redefined in recent years based upon results of firing 
in the 75 m/m Gun, Model 1897. The conditions of firing and the 
results required are as follows: P’irings to be conducted from the 
75 m/m Gun, Model 1897, with muzzle velocity of 1755 f/s.

Table VI

Fuze Setting

5 ,0
So10 9.0

15 !4.:
20.4 19

Elevation of Gun
00’ 
30’ 
00 
00*

4
9
14
20

80
87

7J

Mean Time
j
j
4

.201

.308

.414

.537

The allowable dispersion is given as .4 second plus 1% of the
fuze se1"’"'”"c; u u

The American practice in accepting A m y  time fuses is to 
judge the acceptability of the product entirely on the basis of 
mean time and total dispersion, the latter being the extreme 
variation between any two shots in a group fired under the same 
conditions. This may result in the rejection of a lot of fuzes 
due to one erratic fuze among the samples selected for tost.
Placing entire reliance upon maximum dispersion in determining the 
satisfactcriness of a lot of fuzes has not been universally followed 
by other nations. It can bo cited that the British employ a practice 
of permitting the omission of one shot from a group with adjustment 
in the permissible dispersion. As an instance of this, the practice 
in accepting the British No. 80 Fuze was to require the following:

MD (mean difference)of 20 fuzes, .14 second max., set full.

MD (mean difference)of 20 fuzes, .12 second max., set 
14.5 seconds.

GD (greatest difference) .75 second max., set full

GDI (greatest difference omitting one fuze) .60 second 
max., set full.

GDI (greatest difference omitting one fuze) ,50 second 
max., set 14.5 secs.

GD (greatest difference) .60 second max., set 14.5 secs.
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This tabulation illustrates two practices not in accordance with 
American practice. The MD, that is, the average deviation from 
the mean is given consideration and secondly, specific provision 
is made for omitting one fuse, provided the balance of the fuses 
will show sufficiently small dispersion to come within a narrower 
range. The 1® is considered in most physical observations to be 
of great importance as it is a measure of frequency as well as 
the extent of deviations, whereas the greatest difference or 
maximum dispersion is admittedly subject to considerable variations 
by reason of accidental selection of samples.

An additional difference in the method of testing British 
fuzes consisted in conducting the static fuze test with the fuse 
spinning at 2,500 RPM instead of with the fuze not spinning, 
tested under these conditions, the Mo. 80 fuze must function at 
22.0 / .2 seconds. Barometer correction is made on the basis of
.023 of the mean time for every inch of barometer readings above 
or below 30 inches, being plus when above and minus when below.
This correction factor of .023 gives a considerably greater cor
rection than the square root law given in a previous portion of 
this lecture.

T*.

The manufacture of Anti-Aircraft fuzes was started at this 
Arsenal, with little realisation of the difficulties which were to 
arise. So far as was known this phase of the manufacture did not 
differ from the manufacture of combination fuses in any material 
respect. The powder which had been procured commercially and used 
with satisfactory ballistic results in the combination fuses was 
applied to the loading of anti-aircraft fuses. It was known that 
performance in the anti-aircraft guns equal to that obtained in the 
field guns could not be expected, due to the firing conditions of 
greater angle of elevation and greater spin, but it was considered 
that the more generous allowance for dispersion would enable fuses 
manufactured in accordance with practices previously successful to 
pass ballistic tests.

The practice used by the Scovill Manufacturing Company for war 
time manufacture of loading anti-aircraft fuses with blends of the 
same powders used for the combination fuses but blended to give a 
slightly greater burning rate was therefore used in the preliminary 
loading. When these fuzes were tested ballistical.ly a very unsatis
factory Dsrformance resulted.

Just at this time a rotating machine capable of rotating time 
fuzes at speeds up to 25,000 R.P.M. was being installed. This 
machine now forms part of the equipment of the experimental fuse 
plant. The first use made of this machine was in investigative work 
on the anti-aircraft fuses. It was found that excessive dispersion 
and failures could be induced in this machine by rotating fuzes at 
rates equivalent to that obtained in the 3" gun with l/25 twist of 
rifling, simulating exactly the performance obtained in the ballistic 
tests.



ontain-
Experiments with powders of various types gave rise to the 

conclusion that the failures were due to the use of powders 
ing excessive quantities of sulphur which gave -a soft, viscous slag. 
This slag acted in some way not well understood, to cause failures 
of the type known as "tailing out" arid to cause excessive dispersion 
in these fuses which burned to completion.

The occurrence of this difficulty, and its subsequent in
vestigation, gave an opportunity to try exterior vented fuzes. The 
tests on the rotating machine indicated that while- the change from 
interior to exterior vents was not a cure-all, it did result in 
improved performance of fuzes loaded with the proper type of powder. 
By the proper type of powder is meant one which contains sulphur cr 
other low melting constituents in amounts not exceeding 10$. and

A *7 ^

which gives the desired time of burning in the fuze. Subsequent 
ballistic t_.sts, so far conducted to only a small extent, tend to 
verify the conclusion arrived at as a result of static rotational 
tests, that the exterior vents are superior to the interior vents.

might be thought that the time fuze
precarious position. This is not so. since t

It i.s necessary to admit, however, that the performance of these 
fuzes in the 3" gun with 1/25 twist of rifling is still far from 
equal to that which may be expected from Mechanical fuzes, and the 
problem of the development of an entirely satisfactory powder time 
fuze for this gun is still open. In the 3" gun with i/40 twist of 
rifline cruite good results have been obtained. This is consistent

'—. • J  -k- I ../

with the earlier results in these two guns, as given previously, 
on pages 111 and 112 of this lecture.

It is probably well known that the continued use of shrapnel, 
for combat use, is subject to some doubt. Since the time fuze has 
always been associated with shrapnel for field artillery use, it

for this use is in an equally
hey will continue to be 

used with high ex-plosive shell, and just how they fit into the picture 
has been thoroughly considered in Technical Staff studies. The 
various uses proposed are summarized at the end of this lecture.

Recognizing the effect of atmospheric pressure on the functioning 
of time fuzes, numerous proposals have been made to design fuzes so 
that the effect of atmospheric pressure may be neutralized. One 
specific instance of this is shown in the so-called Miller patent in 
which a device is claimed to use the law of flow through an orifice 
that "the rate of flow through an orifice will net further decrease 
after the pressure on the discharge side becomes less than 5 3 of that 
on the high pressure side." This, of course, requires that the fuze 
be entirely sealed except for the particular vent through which the 
combustion gases are intended to escape. This gives rise to mechanic— 
al difficulties of considerable importance. It probably has small 
practical value as it merely means that the pressure on the interior 
will roach some maximum value and not drop below that pressure.

. Jt o.

interior pressure would depend upon the size of the orifice as the
-L  JLo

C t-rea of the desirable vent appears in the formula governing the flow 
of gas. Incidentally, the point at which the atmospheric pressure 
reaches the critical value of the relation to the pressure at sea level 
is about 17,000 ft, above sea level*
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The Technical Staff studies previously referred to have been 
made in an attempt to correlate the requirements of the using Service 
and to prescribe the fewest number of types which would effectively 
meet the requirements. It has been concluded that the following types 
of fire will be encountered:

A
C o High burst ranging at the longer ranges,

b High burst ranging at the shorter ranges

c. Tine fire with H.E. Shell.

d Tine fire with shrapnel

e. Anti-Aircraft fire with H.E. Shell

f. Anti-Aircraft fire with shrapnel.
-I-ime, etc., is
it m ay be
only one
is estimated

The relative importance of accuracy, length of burning 
not a suitable subject for discussion at this time, but it may bt 
stated that these wide variations in types of fire give only one 
requirement for an extremely long time of burning and it i 
that this requirement will be for a fuze having a burning time of 
approximately 75 to 80 seconds. It is probable that this requirement 
will necessarily be filled by a. mechanical fuze. The other requirements 
for fuzes that will burn in the neighborhood of 25 to 30 seconds can be 
met in oowder train time fuzes.
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LOADING AND ASSEMBLY OF M54 
TIME AMD SUPERQUICK FUZE

4-u

Before loading or assembly of this fuze, the Inspector should 
carefully read and understand the specifications pertaining to the 
loading, assembly and packing of this fuze. The Inspector should 
also assure himself that the proper powder is being used for the 
loading of the rings, that the pellets specified are being used in 
rings and body and that the drying treatment is adhered to strictly 
to insure the proper conditioning of the ring so that the burning 
time will be uniform 'men the ring is assembled into the completed 
fuze. He should also check the weights used*to tension tho fuze and 
rings during process of manufacture and check the weights of the pow-

The Inspector
should check with the Foreman periodically to be certain that the 
powder loading room and dry houses are operating at the correct tem
perature and relative humidity.

he

der being measured into the different component parts.

Powder for Rings, General:

The first essential for uniformity appears in the powder used.
A relatively long train of black powder, Grade A,—7, (Spec. 50-14-1 A), 
commonly referred to as meal powder because of its extremely small 
grain size, comprises the element in the fuze which is expected to burn 
the required number of seconds. The burning characteristics must be 
constant from ring to ring to obtain the great accuracy required cf 
the fuzes. The black powder required is purchased, but the manufactur
ers have difficulty meeting our specifications. Although black powder 
has been used bv military men for centuries, a high degree of uniform..

C/ tJ J  *- «— *

ity as to burning rate has not been required when used for other types 
cf ammunition. In the manufacture of squibs a variation of approx
imately 25% in burning time may be permitted, whereas in time fuzes, 
the accuracy must be within approximately two (2) percent. This means 
that there must not bo a variation between the fastest and the slowest 
fuzes of over .5 seconds at the full setting of 21.2 seconds in any 
test group picked at random from a lot. This setting should give a 
static mean burning time of 2 3. plus or minus .4 in the 21 second 
combination 1907M and 22.5 plus or minus .4 in the Mk. Ill A fuze. Due 
to tho difference in burning conditions, between firing statically and 
ballistically becueso of rotation, pressure, atmospheric conditions, 
etc., the longer times mentioned are necessary in static test to obtain 
times corresponding to the fuze setting when fired from the gun and 
burned during flight. Such accuracy requires the powder to be 
homogeneous as to chemical composition at least. Grain size is also a 
factor, especially if the various sized grains are differently pro
portioned as to chemicals. In tests it was found that variation in 
grain size accounted for a difference of as much as 10 seconds in 31 
seconds of burning time due chiefly to the fact that the various grain 
sizes represented variations in chemical composition . (Ref. Mfg.
Group Problem J12). In view of the fact that the powder tested has 
been subjected, in loading, to a pressure of 68,000 pounds per square 
inch, which should have crushed the grains, the variation in size 
alone was not considered responsible for the variation in time. However
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it can readily be seen that in production it is extremely 
difficult to keep the various grain sizes properly distributed 
due to stratification in handling. If every grain were chemically 
proportioned like every other grain then stratification would have 
little effect upon results.

In dealing with the present supply of powder, it is therefore 
essential to blond and to handle carefully all powders to be used 
for loading rings in order to obtain that homogeneity which is 
essential to uniformity throughout.

so

Blending is also necessary to properly nix together such 
proportions of fast and slow powders as will give the mean burning 
time desired. The approximate speeds of the fast and slow powders 
are determined when the powder is inspected upon being purchased.
By simple proportion and check by trial, the proper quantities are 
found which, when nixed together, result in the desired speed. In 
checking the calculated proportion of fast and slow powders by trial, 
it is customary to make up three or more trial blends of proportions 
intended to bracket and include the calculated proportion. These 
trial blends are 5 pounds in weight and are made by tumbling the 
proper weights of dry fast and slow powder 3 hours at 12 R.P.M. in 
five pound, power driven blenders, of the hour glass type which are 
miniatures of the standard 300 pound production type blender.

Preparation of Black Powder for Ring Loading:-

The proportions of fast and slow powders to be used having been 
determined, a total of 300 pounds is screened through a 60 mesh screen 
and dried. This drying is performed in a dryer having a capacity of 
approximately 500 pounds. The powder is dried at a temperature of 
150°F. for six (6) hours. The dryer is charged with copper trays 
filled with powder to a depth of approximately l/2 inch. A shorter 
period of drying under favorable weather conditions would be 
sufficient, but it has been found that regardless of outside humidity 
the duration of six (6) hours is sufficient to bring the moisture 
content of the powder down to approximately .2 percent, which is 
satisfactory for the blending operations. A powder which is not 
relatively dry has a tendency to lump in the blending, operations and 
would therefore, not blend as well • as free flowin’ oowder. After 
drying, the proper proportions of fast and slow powders to give a 
total weight of 300 pounds, are weighed and emptied into the blender. 
The blender is rotated hy power at 6 R.P.M. for six (6) hours. At 
the end of this time the powder is allowed to run by gravity from the 
blender into containers. Forty, eight ounce samples are taken from 
widely separated parts of the blend as the powder is removed. A set 
of rings is loaded from each sample and assembled with other necessary 
fuse components to give a group of forty fuzes for firing as a blend 
test. If the average corrected burning time for forty fuzes is with
in the allowable range and the mean deviation from the mean burning 
time is less than .100 second, the blend is considered satisfactory

r  tj

for production use. Samples of powder ?„re also taken after the 
completion of the blend and sent to the Laboratory for moisture and
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sulphur analyses. The reason for using a 300 pound blend is that, 
if the 300 pounds can be made in one batch and homogeneous, it can 
be loaded into one lot of fuzes and thereby obviate the selective 
assembly of rings. This amount of powder is usually sufficient for 
approximately 12,000 fuzes, and should a lot of 20,000 fuzes be 
desired, it would be a simple matter to load one 300 pound blend in 
the upper and one 300 pound blend in the lower. The upper requires 
about 1/8 .loss powder than the graduated ring. The 45-second fuzes 
require approximately 40 lbs. of powder per 1,000 fuzes.

Until recently, standard practice called for drying of the 
powder to a moisture content of .2 percent, or less, prior to load
ing. D u g to the variod humidities in which the powders might be 
handled from the dryer to the loading room, it was desired to have 
powder at a more practicable moisture content, i.0., one that would 
not vary in atmospheres similar to that obtained in the loading 
rooms, namely, 75^. and 40 percent relative humidity. The present 
practice toraod "conditioning the powder", is to take the powder 
from tho blunder, empty the transfer cans into small tin trays each 
holding approximately 1/2 pound of powder, filled to a depth of 1/2 
inch, and expose this powder to an atmosphere of 75°F. and 40 per
cent relative humidity. These pens arc recked in carrying cases of 
32 pans capacity. The carrying cases are then placed in such a 
position in the conditioning room that tho conditioned air will pass 
across the powder. The powder so treated will come to constant 
weight in from one to four hours, but the time of eight hours ex
posure has boon selected so that all operations in connection with 
the filling and emptying of the trays may bo performed either be
fore or after ordinary working hours, so as not to subject the groat 
number of employees ordinarily in tho vicinity to the hazards in
volved in tho handling of the powder. In this atmosphere the 
powder will hold a moisture content of from .yfo to .8% depending on 
the hygroscopicity of powder used. The present supply of 21-second 
powder will hold about .45$ and tho 45-second powder about .3$.
These pans are then emptied into 1/2 pound containers well stoppered 
with rubber corks and hold for tho use of tho loading rooms. A 
ample from each day’s powder is taken in each of the loading rooms 

and sent to the Laboratory for moisture analysis as a chock on the 
proper conditioning of the powder. The moisture content of 21- 
second powcler (14 percent coal, slow and 86 percent meal, fast) 
averages 0.54 percent while that of 45-sccond powder (70 percent 
coal, slow and 30 percent meal, fast)averages 0.20 pore

n

 ̂4"
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Lower Ring:

Tho loading.plant usually 
machined rings to have on hand 
have been in the assembly r00m 
possibility of any moisture box 
of moisture from tho room.

carries a sufficient supply of 
for each day’s production rings that 
long enough to eliminate the 

m g  on the rings caused by condensation

The rings are then given a visual inspection to determine that 
the rings are dry and free from dirt, oil and other foreign matter. 
The ring is also inspected for tho preounce of graduations andCJ O

setting slot. The powder grooves of the rings are then coated with
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a solution of shellac and aniline dye and the excess solution 
cleaned from the surface of the ring. The coated rings are in
spected to be certain that the groove is coated with as light a 
coating as will completely cover the groove. After the shellac 
solution is thoroughly dry the rings are moved to the powder 
loading room, whero they aro kept until they reach the temperature 
of the loading room. During this period the block numbers, show
ing tho date and blend of powder used, aro stamped on the out si do 
angle of tho ring. Tho stamping should be legible and not close 
enough to the top surface of tho ring to distort the metal towards

closing cap to ride on ono side of the 
stamping should be in such a position on

the top of ring and cause 
ring when assembled. The 
tho ring that it will not interfere with the drilling of the vent 
hole.

Before loading, the rings arc inspected to be sure that 
shellac is thoroughly dry. This is very important, as rings 
arc not dry and at room temperature will cause an increased 
dispersion in tho burning timo of the complete ring.

Loading of Lowor Ring:

tho
that

The ring is placed into a special fixture placed into the 
ring and pressed to 68,000#/in2. They are than inspected to in
sure that the powder train is above the face of tho ring. If the 
powder does not extend above the surface of the ring it indicates 
that tho powder has soft spots in it, which affects the burning 
time.

The flash hole is drilled into the powder train and counter- 
boro for the safety disc drilled. Tho safety disc is inserted 
and crimped 290° around the disc with 1900# dead weight. Tho end 
of the crimping should not break into the powder train so as not 
to crack tho powder train. Tho surface of this disc, after 
crimping, must bo flush or below the surface of the ring so that 
tho facing tool will not pull it out in subsequent operations.
The metal of tho ring and the excess powder are faced off and the 
undercut is made for the seating of tho ring into tho body. The 
upper surface of the ring is scored to make a bettor adhesive 
surface for the felt washer. The ring is gaged for diameter and 
depth of undercut and thickness of ring.

A hardness test is taken four times 
punch is pressed into the powder at 250# 
places and must not penetrate more than

on each turn, 
dead weight in 
006".

An .081" 
eleven

The rings arc then given a visual inspection for chipped and 
cracked powder trains, crimping of safety disc and cracks in the 
ring itself. It is then coated with special shellac, placed on a 
red with separators between each ring and sent to a dry house, 
which is kept at 100 to 110°F, for not loss than three days and 
not more than six days. The rings are then taken to the operating 
room and buffed with a wire brush and lacauorcd »
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The exterior vent is drilled and counter-bored. The pellet 
hole on top of ring is drilled. The ring is then inspected for 
presence of the holes and cracks or chips in the powder train 
from the drilling operations. The powder groove is then coated, 
with shellac and the groove cover sot in position and put on a 
board covered with talc to set. The powder pollot is inserted 
and the fuze cloth washer glued to the top surface of the ring.
The hole in the ring must be over the powder pellet. No glue must
touch pellet or pellet hole and all excess glue is wiped from the 
ring. The exterior vent is filled with black powder and the disc 
and washer inserted and ‘crimped 3^0° at 1350# dead weight. Tho 
vent disc is then coated with lacquer to make it moisture proof.

The rings are then placed on rods with rubber separators 
between tho powder surfaces and tensioned at 12^# and sent to dry 
room, which is kept at 100 to 110°F for not less than three days 
and not more than six days. The tension is removed after 2/+ hours 
to allow tho air to circulate over the powder face of rings. After 
second period of 3-3 treatment, the rings aro transferred to a 
standby storage at 80 to 90CF for hours before final assembly
into fuze.

Upper Ring:

The loading usually carries a sufficient supply of machined 
rings to have on hand for each day’s production rings that have 
been in tho assembly room long enough to eliminate tho possibility 
of any moisture being; on the rings caused by condensation of 
moisture from the room.

The rings are then given a visual inspection to determine that 
the rings are dry, free from dirt, oil and other foreign matter.
The ring is also inspected for tho presence of graduations, ana 
setting slot. The powder grooves of tho rings aro then coated with 
a solution of shellac and analine dye and the oxcoss solution 
cleaned from the surface of the ring. The coated rings are in
spected to be certain that the grooves aro coated with as light a 
coating as will completely cover the groove. After the shellac 
solution is thoroughly dry, the rings arc removed to the powder 
loading room, whore they aro kept until they reach the temperature 
of the loading room. During this period tho block numbers, show
ing the date and blond cf powder used, are stamped cn the outside 
angle of the ring. The stamping should be legible and not close 
enough to the top a3 to distort tho metal toward the top surface 
of tho ring so that the closing cap will ride on one side of ring 
when assembled. The stamping should be in such a position cn the 
ring that it will not interfere with the drilling cf the vent hole.

Before leading, the rings are inspected to bo sure that the
•m-** / .L

shellac is thoroughly dry. This is very important, as rings that 
are not dry and at room temperature will cause an increased dis
persion in the burning time of the completed ring.
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Loading

Th e rinô _ / is placed into a
o groove of the ring and
inspectedi; that the powdo

If the pcwdor does net

a special fixture and powder placed
in*. Thcv are

^ ____  ____  __ _... . 3 face of the
ring.
ring, it indicates that the powder has soft spots in it, which 
affects the burning time. The ring is then placed in a lathe 
and the face of the ring and excess powder cut off to the final 
size of the ring. The undercut for the seating of the ring is 
also made on this operation. The ring is then inspected and 
gaged for diameter and depth of undercut and thickness cf ring.
A hardness test is taken four times on each turn. An .081” punch 
is pressed into the powder at 250 # dead weight in eleven places 
and must not penetrate mere than .006".

The -crossed rings are then given a good visual inspection fora. w  JL

cracks or chips in powder train, soft powder train or cracks in 
the ring itself. The surface end the powder train of the ring is 
coated with a special shellac solution. The coated rings are 
then placed on a rod with spacers between each ring and placed in 
a dry room, kept at 100 to 110°?, for not less than throe and not 
more than six days. After this drying treatment the rings are 
taken tc the operating room and the outside surface of the rings 
buffed with a wire buffer and coated with lacquer and allowed to d

The center hole is reamed to final diameter so it will fit 
drill fixtures. The powder vent hole is drilled. The exterior 
vent is drilled and counter-bored and the interior pellet hole 
drilled. The crcss-vent hole is drilled from pellet hole to ex
terior vent hole. All drill holes are percentage gaged and the 
holes and powder train given a visual inspection to see that the 
holes are present and that the powder train has not been cracked 
or chirped by the drilling operations. The cross-vont hole must 
break into the center of exterior vent hole and interior pellet 
hole.

The interior pellet is inserted, making certain that no 
broken or soft pellets are used, and crimped in 360®
dead weight. The disc and washer arc inserted into the exterior

j w  and 500#

and criiirood 360Ci

The powdar fa co is
V .

tlio groove cover placed in position and inspected to soo that it 
is tight. The vent hole is lacquered and the ring inspected for 
lot number. The groove cover is dipped into talc and the rings 
placed on rods with rubber separators and tensioned at 12g# and 
placed in the dry room at 100 to 110°F, for net less than three 
and not more than six days. The tension is released after 24 
hours to allow the air tc circulate across the surface of the 
rings. The rings arc then moved to a lower temperature room, 80 
to 90UF, for not less than 24 hours.
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Bottom Closing Screw Assembly
Bottom closing screw, disc, washer 

and coated with analine dye and shellac 
to loading plants.

and eyelet are assembled 
before they are shipped

o

Visual inspection of bottom closing disc for puncture, 
crimping of washer and coating of analino dye, before loading. 
Black powder is then loaded into the holes and agitated to b< 
sure that it will hold a specific amount of powder. The rim and 
hub of the screw are coated with shellac and an onion skin disc 
is attached to retain the powder. Then surface of bottom closing 
screw is dipped in talc. The paper washer and shellac are allowed 
to dry at room temperature for four hours.

The Inspector makes an occasional chock for the weight of 
powder being used in the bottom closing screw. This must not vary 
over one grain, plus or minus the requirements shown on the draw
ings.

Assembly of Body Assembly, M-54

fo

The body is inspected visually for burrs in the interrupter cavity, 
flash hole and for dirt in any of the cavities, 
is inserted into the body and the interruptor 
the retainer screwed in place and staked. Th<

• arming and non-arming at the specified sp< 
r.p.m. but not to arm at 1500 r.p.m. The bod̂  
loading plant whore it is tested again for arming and non-armi 
100$, The arming test is always given before the non-arming test 
to insure the fuzes being in the unarmed position when they go out 
of the loading plant. This procedure should always bo followed in 
the arming tost.

. The intorruiptor
spring ass crab 1.ed and
body is then tostod
od s: - to arm at 2000
t hen goes to the

•vl->S

All arming tests should bo conducted aftor the interrupter is 
staked in so that it will arm, even after bhc distortion of the 
metal by the staking operation. In some shops the arming tost is 
conducted both before and after arming to eliminate the added ex
pense and destruction of material from tearing the body down after 
it has boon staked. The final acceptance tost must always bo 
c onduc t e d a ftor s ta king.

Loading of Body:
!■ ■ ■ ■ ! ki «l «-.*■»r-•

The body is received at loading plant with interrupter assembly 
assembled and staked into position. The body pellet is inserted 
into the body and the platform surface of the body is coated with 

and the felt washer set in place so that it coincides with the 
pellet. No glues should be permitted to got on the pellet or into 
the pellet hole. The pellet must bo flush or slightly below the 
surface of the pellet hole. Rubber washers and wooden rings are 
placed over the washer and a nut to pull the wooden ring down onto 
the washer is tightened in place. The bodies are then moved tc 
the dry room at 90°F and dried for four hours, to dry and scat the 
washer. The specified amount of powder is measured and poured into
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the flash hole in the body from the bottom side so that it makes a 
continuous powder train from the body pellet to the bottom closing 
screw cavity and an onion skin paper disc is shellacked into place 
to hold it in.

The primer cavity is inspected to see that it does not bulge on 
outside of the body and the primer inserted and checked for fit. The 
primer must fit snugly but not be pressed in with too great a pressure 
because of the hazard to the operator. The primer must not be loose 
after assembly.

The primer striker is assembled and fastened into place with the 
dowel pin. The dowel pin must not bulge the outside threads on the 
body. The striker is inspected to see that it is lined up over the 
primer and not around to one side.

The loaded closing screw assembly is then'screwed into the body 
and staked in four places. The closing screw must be flush or below 
the bottom of the body, after which it is painted with a heavy 
solution of shellac to make it waterproof.

Assembly of Closing Cap:-

The plunger is placed into the sleeve and two shear wires 
inserted and staked, located in a fixture from the 
pin. Care must be taken that the staking does not 
diameter of the sleeve and bind the plunger.

locating plunger 
distort the inside

The closing cap is visually inspected 100$ by the operator for 
foreign matter and the firing pin support, firing pin and striker, 
washer and closing disc assembled in order named. The crimping wall 
of the head is then rolled over. The completed head is inspected to 
see that crimping has not cut the washer or cracked the crimping wall

The closing cap is then inverted and examined to see that the 
firing pin does not project down into the detonator cavity. The 
detonator is then inserted and the cork cushion inserted, making cer
tain that no cracked cushions are used, and the retaining screw set 
in place and tightened with a pheumatic screw driver. The retaining 
screw is inspected to see that it is flush or below the detonator 
cavity so that the crimping operation can flush the metal from the 
crimping wall over to hold the screw in position..1 J.

The plunger assembly is then inserted and the cotter pin 
placed through the cap and plunger body. The plunger assembly must 
line up with the cotter pin holes in the closing cap to make cer
tain that the shear wires are not damaged by the assembly of the 
cotter oin.

Assembly of the Complete Fuze:-

The body is given a 100$ inspection for overall length, pre
sence of primer, presence of .and location of primer striker, body 
pellet, set line, stamping, staking and sealing of closing screw, 
flash hole and set screw hole for top ring, and staking of inter
rupter.
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The groove covers of the rings are coated with caranuba wax 
and allowed to dry before assembly. Rings are then inspected for 
loose groove covers, loose fuze cloth washers and block numbers 
to make certain that the same blend is being used in both rings 
of the fuze. The graduated ring is assembled to the body with the 
letter "s" at or near the set line on the angle side of the body. 
The set screw is then screwed into the upper stem of the body and 
the upper ring placed on the body with the slot in the ring over 
the set screw. The tension ring is placed over the upper ring in 
a convex position. The set screw is inspected to see tha.t it is 
below the upper surface of the upper ring and does not hold the 
tension washer away from the upper ring. This is important in 
setting the tension of the rings for the use of the fuze-setter 
in the field.

The closing cap is then screwed in place on the body and. the 
cotter pin removed to allow freedom while tightening and setting 
fuze on safe. The closing cap is tightened at 40# dead weight and 
the graduated ring is tensioned at 35 to 65# torque. This opera
tion tends to break any glue that might have the graduated rings 
stuck and also seats the fuze cloth washer into the scaring on the 
surface of the ring and bodv. It has been found advisable to ap-

t/  X

ply the maximum tension to overcome any release of tension after 
the fuze has been assembled for awhile.

The set screw, which holds the can onto the body is screwed
✓  -L ^

into position and staked.

The fuze is then set in a fuze-setting device and set in a 
safe position by setting the marking "s" on the graduated ring 
over the set line on the bodv of the fuze. The cotter pin is

C- -i-

then placed through the cap and rlungor assembly and the ondJ  i  X  C l

spread for withdrawal resistance of 10 to 35#. The fuze is stamp
ed with the lot number, date, and the loading plant initials.
The completed fuze is then chock weighted to make certain that no 
parts have been loft out and if found satisfactory in weight is 
inspected 100$ for overall length, for distance from surface that 
makes up on projectile to the bottom of the body, and body threads 
checked 10$; and if found tight a more thorough inspection is 
given.

The fuze is inspected visually 100$ for vent discs tight
ness, closing screw disc tightness and tightness of the closing 
disc. None of these discs must be punctured. The staking is 
checked and stamping inspected to see that it is legible and 
that the fuze is set in safe position, also, distortion or mar
ring of the surface of the fuze.

■f - \

Tho completed fuze is then olacod in an M-47 fiber con-X  A. 1 *

tainer, gum label attached and coated with white shellac. Th 
cover and body of the container are sealed with a 2" strip of. ad-• c / O ""hesive tape wound 360 around the box with a 1" tab left for pull 
ing the tape off the box. Fifty (50) fuzes arc packed into a 
wooden box with the data card. The metal strips which held the 
box should be in such a position that none of the stenciling on 
the box is covered up. The box is then sealed with a car seal.
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METAL PARTS INSPECTION OF
R.■154 AND M55 FUZE

BODY

Closing cap 
Closing disc 
Closing disc washer 
Firing pin 
Firing pin support 
Detonator cup 
Detonator disc („Q02'0 
Detonator retainer 
Retainer washer 
Detonator cushion 
Detonator retaining screw 
Set screw 
Cotter pin 
Cotter pin ring

PLUNGER ASSEMBLY

Plunger
Plung
Shear
Dowel

er sleeve 
wires (2) 
pins

Upper ring
Vent closing disc
Crimping support vent washer
Graduated ring
Safety disc
Groove cover, onion skin (2)
Fuze cloth washer (2)
Set screw
Primer striker
Primer striker dowel pin
Primer
Interrupter
Interrupter spring
Interrupter closing plug
Tension washer
Bodv charre disc

C  •- *

Safety disc
Bottom closing screw
Bottom closing screw disc, cloth
Bottom closing screw washer
Assembly of Body Assembly
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Plunger;

Shear wire holes and cotter pin holes must align with these holes in 
sleeve. Outside diameter of plunger must be geod finish and be free of 
burrs around drilled holes, so that the plunger can move freely in the 
sleeve in service.

Detonator Retainer;

Threads must be made for free asserc in cap and not too much chamfer 
on screw driver end of plug for crimping. The bottom surface must be 
straight and have a good finish so in assembly it will not cut and 
distort the detonator cushion.

Firing'Pjn Support;

The overall length is very important as this is one of the contributing 
factors controlling the distance the firing pin is held away from the 
detonator. Thickness of metal on side wall must be even, t̂ o draw 
cuts or small shoulder on the top outside radius of the cup should be 
allowed. The bottom should be trimmed square and not have any chamfer.

Firing Pin:

Care must be taken that the flat on the edd of the firing pin is as 
specified with no burr. Point must be concentric with the diameter 
of pin. Diameter of pin must not taper toward the striker to a smaller 
diameter. If this diameter is smaller or the pin has an undercut under 
the striker, the firing pin will be weak at this point. If firing pin 
is made separate of striker, the outside diameters should be held toward 
the min., to take care of the spreading of the striker when the firing 
pin is riveted into the striker.

Closing Disc and Y/asher:

Thickness and diameter must be held for proper assembly.

Dowel Pin-

Diameter nust be held for prooer assemble
4- .*v f.«

seating of the plunger assembly into the
and length held for proper 
closing cap.

Shear Pin:

Diameter of this pin is very important to withstand the shear wire test 
and jumble and jolt test.

Primer striker:

The outside diameter of the flange and body of the striker must be 
concentric. The location of the locating hole in the flange of the 
striker in relation to the firing pin must be as specified, for the 
functioning of the firing with the primer. The dimension from the 
inside of striker to the center of the firing pin is also important for 
this same reason. The radius on the firing pin is very important for 
the sealing as well as the firing of the primer.
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A close check should be made on the metal, especially the narrow neck 
between the firing pin and side wall of the striker. There should be 
no cracks or defects in this part of the striker that might cause the 
firing pin to break off in service rather than bend over onto the 
primer,

There should be no punch burrs or distortion of the outside diameter 
of the primer striker as this would cause the primer striker to pull 
up out of the body when the closing cap is assembled and move the 
firing pin away from the primer and cause the fuze to fail in service.

Body

The closing cap threads should not extend down too far on the stem of 
the body or they will break into the primer hole. Also the ssialI cham
fer on the end of this thread should be kept just small enough to remove 
the burr or this chamfer will lead'the drill off when the hole for the 
dowel pin for primer striker is drilled. The location of this hole is 
very important so that the striker will locate the firing pin directly 
over the primer so it will seal primer as well as fire primer. The 
dowel pin hole must not bulge into the minor diameter of the closing 
cap threads or it will keep the cap from assembling.

The primer striker cavity must be concentric with the threads. The 
depth and angle at the bottom of this cavity must be held to insure 
correct action of the firing pin and assembly of primer. The primer 
cavity should, not bulge on the outside of the body. The superquick 
flash hole through the body should be concentric with the axis of the 
body so that the interrupter will cut off the flash hole when in unarmed 
position.

The angle at the bottom of the stem of the body must be held so that the 
graduated ring will seat down onthe scored surface and not hang up on 
the angle of the body. The scored surface must be straight and square 
with the axis of the stem. This ring seat must have sharp comers 
(.005" max.). If not, the ring will ride on this radius and not seat 
properly on the flat surface of the body.

The set screw hole in the stem of the body must be held within limits 
since the upper ring is located by this screw and if the screw is too 
high it will foul the assembly of the closing cap.

Both diameters of the interrupter cavity must have a good finish and be 
concentric for free movement of the interrupter. The interrupter cavity 
retainer threads must be straight with the interrupter cavity to prevent 
the spring from slipping to one side of the cavity and fouling which 
would prevent the arming of the fuze.

Pellet hole and. depth of diameter -must be held, 
battering of pellet and if small, the graduated 
pellet and smash it.

If.large, willy cause
eat o nring wil] s
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Whereas the burning time of the fuze determines the acceptability of 
the completed fuze, and the setting slot in relation to the set line 
determines the time setting, it is very important that a careful 
inspection be made for position of these points.

The flash hole leading from the pellet hole to the bottom closing screw 
cavity should break into the pellet hole.

Outside surface of the body should have a good finish and stamping and 
set line be legible.

The body closing screw cavity must be straight across the bottom with 
no shoulders at the bottom so that the closing screw can make up flush 
or below the surface of the bottom of the body. The closing screw- 
threads must be concentric with the axis of the body. The flash hole 
from the body must break into the center of the closing screw cs.vity 
so that the flash can pass through the closing screw into the booster. 
There should be very little chamfer on the closing screw threads, since 
this metal is needed in staking the closing screw to the body.

Booster threads must be in line with the axis of the body, so booster 
and completed fuze will properly assemble into the projectile. The 
dimension from the bottom face to the booster shoulder must be held 
within limits so that the fuze screws down to the rotor cover of the 
booster.

The plunger cavity in base of cap must be straight with the axis of 
the cap for alignment of the plunger with the inside iameter of the 
primer striker. If this cavity is not concentric and threads straight, 
it may bind plunger and prevent it from striking the primer striker.

The tension washer cavity (shallow cavity at the base of the cap) should 
be parallel with t lie bottom of the cap. Detonator cavity should be 
concentric with the plunger cavity and must be concentric with the 
firing pin hole. The dejpth of detonator cavity is v ;ry important. If 
deep, a dangerous condition is set up by allowing the detonator to come, 
too close to the firing pin. Also, the detonator cavity must not be 
bell-shaped, throwing the small hole in bottom of the cup out of line. 
Detonator retainer cavity threads should not chamfer more than to take 
care of burrs extending into the plunger cavity as this thread is 
staked in assembly.

The striker cavity and firing pin support cavity must be concentric with 
the firing pin hole. The crimping wall at the top of cap should be 
concentric to prevent cracking or making a shoulder on outside radius 
in crimping operation.

Outside surface should be good finish. Lower diameter of cap must be 
held and concentric so that can overhangs upper rina when fuze is 
as sen. led.

Plunger Sleeve

A ca eful inspection must be made on this sleeves*- The overall length
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to assemble between closing cap and body. Inside diameter must be 
concentric with outside diameter to align with inside diameter of pr:'mex 
striker when assembled into complete fuze. The dimension from center oj 
shear wire hole and cotter pin hole to the bottom of the sleeve must be 
as specified so that when the plunger assembly is made and inserted in
the cap with the cotter pin there will bo no pressure on shear wires, at 
if this condit does exist the shear wi will partially shear in 
jumble and jolt tests. Inside diane er must have-good finish and be 
free of burrs, resultin. f na the drilling of shear wire and cotter 
pin holes. Any burrs on the inside would hamper the action of plunger.

Interrupter:-

The interrupter must have a good finish so that it will work freely 
in the interrupter cavity. The large diameter and small diameter must 
be concentric so that interrupter will not bind and fail 
armed position. The spring seat in the interrupter must 
with the axis of the interrupter so that the spring will 
straight and not bind the interrupter to one side. The small hole in 
the bottom end of thq interrupter must be held to balance the weight of 
the intex-rupter and insure its arming.

to go into 
be concentric 
line up

Interrupter Slosing Plug:—

The threads must be concentric with the axis of the plug so that the 
plug does not screw in to one side and bind the spring to one side and 
prevent its arming. This plug must be held to length so that it does 
not extend too far into the interrupter cavity and keep interrupter from 
clearing flash hole. The bottom face must be straight so that the 
spring will not walk to one side when the plug is assembled.

Bottom Closing Screw:-

Bottom of powder cavity must be straight. The inside diameter must be 
concentric to meet the flash hole from the bodv. No burrs should be ir

(Li

powder holes or groove. There should bo no burrs on crimping shoulder 
or on crimping wall sothat bottom closing screw disc will not cut or 
tear cloth disc when crimped in place. The threads must be concentric 
with the axis to insure closing screw fitting up against the bottom of 
cavity in body, and net extend from the end of the body. Wrench holes 
must not bulge minor diameter of the threads. Overall length must be 
held to limits so that screw will make up flush or below the bottom 
surface of the fuze.

Bottom Closing Screw Disc:-

Diameter must be held so that washer assembles into screw. There should 
be no burrs that might cut cloth washer when assembled.

All cloth and paper discs must be held to limits of1 diameter and not 
be cut or torn in any way, since they seal the fuze against moisture.
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Time Rings:-

Upper ring;:

1st operation: Ream isnsie diameter and face small diameter of ring.

hole. Face 
of the ring

Inspection: Ring must clean up inside and be a clean round 
must have good finish, straight and be square with the axis 
Inside should be concentric with outside of ring.

2nd operation: Face large diameter and form angle.

Inspection: Ring should be parallel, straight and good finish. Outside 
angle must have good finish with specified angle and be concentric with 
inside.

3rd operation: Broach set-screw slot in ring.
Inspection: Slot must be straight with axis of ring. Width of 
important for powder groove operation locates from this slot, 
must be held for wall thickness between slot and- powder groove.

slot very 
depth

4th operation; Routing of powder groove.

Inspection: Powder groove must be concentric with inside of ring. Thick 
ness of metal from bottom of groove to face of ring must be held.
Diameter of powder groove and the width of the groove are very important 
and must be held in order that they conform with fixture used in loading 
department. The distance between the ends of the groove must be held.

A careful inspection of all operations is necessary as the loading of the 
rings depends greatly on their correctness. Also, the metal Components 
operations tie up with the loading operations and if not correct, the 
final test, such as burning time, will be such that it will not meet the 
required limits.

Graduated ring:-

1st operation: Turning up of outside diameter.

Inspection: Care that not too much metal be removed as this straight
surface must clean up on angle-forming operation.

2nd operation: Reaming and straightening of expansion cavity and inside 
diameter, small angle adjacent to expansion cavitv.

Inspection: Diameters must be within tolerances. Expansion cavity 
with radius not too deep.

CAUTION:- If expansion cavity is too deep on this operation when upper 
ring seat, on small diameter side of ring, is made, web of ring will be
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thin. This web should be parallel. Angle adjacent to inside cavity 
must clean up on facing operation.

3rd operation: Facing of ring, upper seat counter-bored, outside angle 
formed.

Inspection: Ring should be parallel, web of even thickness, inside 
diameters and upper ring seat concentric with outside diameter. Angle 
and good finish on outside must be held. Diameters and thickness of 
ring must be held.

CAUTION:-
Even thickness of web 
meet loading fixtures 
the proper seating of 
upper and lower rings 
Good finish necessary

for refacing operation. Inside diameters must
, Even depth of upper ring seat for 

upper ring and to ipake a gas-tight seal between 
Angle important for graduating operation, 

for graduations or letters to be legible.

4th operation: Drilling of location holes.

Inspection: The corredt location, depth and diameter.

CAUTION: -
Much depends upon the accuracy of the location of these holes, 

as graduating, drilling of pellet and vent holes, and the routing of 
powder groove operations are located from these holes.

5th operation: Stamping of graduations and numerals.

Inspection: Letters and figures must be legible and in correct location
There should be little or no distortion of the inside diamerer by the 
graduating operation. The inside diameter is reamed before finishing 
in loading to insure proper diameter.

6th operation; Routing of powder groove.

Inspection: Concentricity of groove and outside diameter, thickness of 
metal between botton of groove and face of ring. Diameter and width of 
powder groove, distance between ends of powder groove, dimension from 
locating hole to end of pwwder groove, no radius of groove on face of 
ring.

CAUTION:-
To properly fit the loading fixtures and meet the requirements 

these points must be given a thorough and complete inspection. At the 
starting point in the routing of the groove it is necessary that the 
tool be relieved, thereby cleaning the tool. If this is not watched the 
tool may pick up turnings and cut the groove deepfer at this point than 
over the rest of the groove or make the groove wider at this point or 
cut a deeper radius on the face of the ring that will not clean up in 
facing operation. This will cause a soft soot or sects in the groove

•k J. * —
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when the powder is pressed in,or make ragged edges of powder on inside 
and outside of groove. These soft spots cause wide variation in the 
burning time of the ring.

7th operation: ^ut fuze-setter slot.

Inspection: Correct location, depth and width. Slot must have sharp 
corners with one side of slot having spedified angle.

CAUTION:-
The correct location of this slot in relation to graduations 

very important.

Sth operation: Milling of flat surface adjacent to fuze-setter slot.

Inspection! Specified dimension from bottom of groove to surface, see 
that milling of flat has not produced burr in groove.

During all operations a careful inspection should be made for cracks 
in the metal. Cracks in the metal result in damaged rings when they 
are subjected to the loading pressure and make them unfit for further 
use.
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TESTS ON M 54 TIME FUZES

Blend Test;-
To determine the correct porportions of the fast and the slo: 

burning powders, all blends are \rerified as to burning time and. dispers
ion known as the "dry blend test".

Forty samples are taken from widely separated parts of the blending 
barrel. The powder is exposed in trays to conditioned air for a period o. 
5 hours. One set of rings is loaded from each sample and faced and oper
ated in conditioned air without application of shellac to the powder face 
The fuze is completely assembled with felt washers and groove covers 
in conditioned air room. Complete fuze is then fired to determine the 
burning time and dispersion.

Loading Test:- After the rings have been in the standby storage (80- 
to 90° F) for at least 24 hours, ten sets from each block combination are 
assembled to bast bodies and fired statically all on the same day.
After beipg assembled for this test the fuzes are stabilized for at 
least 3 hours at a temperature of 75°F. These rings are taken from stand
by storage after the last rings of a lot has had at least 24 hours of this 
lowered temperature, This test determines the satisfactoriness of 
average burning time and dispersion for different days' loading, and 
the overall dispersion and mean dispersion that can be expected in the 
final Inspector's STATIC TEST.

Assembly Test:-

4

After several blocks from each blend have completed the 
10 sets of rings are withdrawn for this test. Each block3 -3 treatmen

of rings should burn approximately the same if care and unif rm treatment 
has been taken in the loading and drying of the r" ngs.

When the lot is completed, 5 fuzes are seloc ted and fired statically 
for acceptance. In case of failure, the blocks causing failure are with
drawn and the balance is used for selection of ballistic samples for the 
final test which is conducted at the Proving Ground at Aberdeen. If fuzes 
are found acceptable in the original static test, no retest is required 
and fuzes are forwarded to proving ground immediately.

Jumble and ^olt Test:—

To insure that fuzes will withstand handling and transportation
__________.___ .______ . The

fuzes must withstand this test:
ten fuzes are selected and given the Jumble and Jolt Test.

No explosive elements explode.
No fuses come apart.
Fuze must not arm or partially arm.
No inner parts, including explosive elements be broken, 

displaced in such a manner as to make the fuze unsafe 
dangerous to fire.

V  At ^

deformed or 
to handle or
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General:- It may be stated that the real relationship of all mech
anical operations with one another and the graduations are vital factors 
affecting the uniformity of burning time of the fuses. Pellet holes, 
if large, will result in battering of the pellet. These relationships' 
should be closely checked with gages made especially for this purpose. 
Likewise, the loaded components are inspected. Afterthe mechanical oper
ations have been completed, the ring is cleaned of powder dust and burrs 
removed. The rings are fitted with the required pellets, three pellets 
are used in the rings and one in the body. They are of compressed black 
powder and are tubular in shape. A wick of nitrocellulose is inserted 
into the hole in the pellets and extends out on each side. This wick 
makes the pellets easier ignited.

After the rings from tho last day of loading on a lot of fuzes has 
been in the standby storage at a reduced temperature for at least 24 
hours, 10 sets of rings from each block combination are assembled to 
fuzes and fired statically all on the same day as the assembly test.
The fuzes should be stabilized at 75 °F for at least three hours. The 
results of this test indicate; the satisfactoriness of the lot in regard 
to variations in average burning time for different days of loading and 
overall dispersion and mean deviation that can be expected inthe final
static test.
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SECTION III

FUZES

7 - Primers, Detonators, Delays, Relays, Lead Cups

Primers

Compositions:- Many different primer compositions are and have 
used. The ingredients depend upon what kind of a primer is 
desired. Primers for initiating the detonation of an explosive 
train in a fuze often contain fulminate of mercury mixed with 
other substances, such as potassium chlorate, sulphide of 
antimony and powdered glass. The various mixtures modify the 
explosive force, producing a prolonged action and a penetrating 
heat which enters into the mass of the explosive. The 
ingredients used in primer compositions should have character- 
istics or give results as follows:

been

(1) Sensitivity to friction or impact.

(2) Furnish a fuel to be oxidized to produce ga 
volume at high temoerature.

„s

(3) An oxidizing agent.

The principal ingredients are mercury fulminate, 
potassium chlorate and antimony sulphide.

(1) Antimony sulphide is used in practically all primers. 
When combined with mercury fulminate it furnishes the sensitivity 
desired.

(2) Potassium chlorate is used as an oxidizing agent. It 
serves to increase the heat as it is an endothermic substance, and 
the oxygen it supplies serves to burn the CO of the products of 
combustion of mercury fulminate to C02 and thus still further 
increase the heat.

(3) TNT, tetryl, sulphur, etc., are used as fuels to generate 
the gas. Sulphur slows down the rate of ignition.

(4) Powdered glass, when added to a primer mixture, increases 
the sensitivity to percussion action.
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(5) The non-fulminate primers are apt to fail in functioning 
due to the difficulty of obtaining the necessary homogeneous 
mixture for such primers.

( 6 )'• For quick action primers in non-delay systems 
requiring less flame,the percentage of mercury 
fulminate is increased.
Making of Primer Mixtures:
■  ■ ■  ■  I I  m u  I H - . I I ■   

Primer mixtures which are to be loaded into a 
particular fuze are mixed in accordance with the 
current specifications. At the present time there are 
a number of different mixtures in use, each having 

some special charateristics for initiating detonation 
or explosion.

r>
C. 4 t *The various ingredients for primer mixture 

sampled at. the place of manufacture. Sampling 
shall be done before final packing, by an inspector 
designated by the Ordnance "Department. The physical 
and chemical properties of the ingredients shall 
be determined upon samples in a natural dry state. 
Where sieves are referred to in the specficstions, 
the U.S. standard sieve will be used.

When making primer mixtures the maximum quantity 
of a mixture should not exceed one quarter of a pound.
The mixing and drying operations are especially 
dangerous. The mixing of the composition was at one 
time done in a very simple manner by placing the 
ingredients on a piece of paper and then stirring 
them with a goose feather, or by tumbling. Under 
these conditions, the operation was hazardous as 
there was a constant danger of an explosion. At 
present there are two methods of mixing, namely 
the wet process, and the dry process.

(1) Wot p r o c e s s The essential feature of
is that the explosive is kept wet until 
completed. Only enough liouid should

this process 
the mixing i 
be used to t 
when it is w 
Precautions 
from drying.
some of the 

constituents 
caps which a

< L <

noroughly moisten the mixture, so that 
orked it will form a uniform paste, 
should be used to prevent the composition 

If too wet, the liquid will carry away 
potassium chlorate and other soluble 
. The wet mixture is then loaded into 
re placed in a dryer.

( 2) Dry process:- Fulminate or lead azide is 
always stored wet until ready for use. In this 
process it must be dried before using. The

where the 
The bui1 ding

c rymg
is carried out in an isolated building 
material is spread out on soft fabric, 
is healed by means of hot water pipes to a temperature 
of about 50 degrees C. The temperature in the building 
is then allowed to drop until the explosive is cooled.
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One method of mix 
weighins out the
and placing them 
container, the ha 
horizontal. The 
about 15 minutes, 
to the labratory 
used until a sati 
the laboratory.

ing the* ingredients consists of 
proper quantity of ingredients 
in a revolving square shaped 
se of which is inclined from the 
container is then revolved for 
A sample of the mixture is sent 

for analysis. The mixture is not 
sfactory report is received from

Safety Precautions:- Extreme care in handling 
and manufacture of primer mixtures is imperative.
Kg person should be at work on any of the processes 
unless he has been carefully trained and thoroughly 
understands the hazards of the processes. Employees 
for work of this nature should be selected for their 
careful and methodical habits. The various processes 
should be separated by fire walls, and machine 
operators should be protected from explosions by steel 
guards. Sprinkling and drenching systems are 
serviceable only in preventing the spread of fire. 
Stocks of the mixture and components in the 
manufacture or assembly should be kept as low as 
possible. Wherever possible, safety tables or 
float tables should be used. Safety tables must 
prevent waste or dropped materials from becoming a 
hazard. Safety shoes and safety uniforms are 
required*. Warn water plates of low temperature are to 
be preferred to the blower system of drying.
In no case must crying temperatures exceed 50 degrees 
to 60 degrees C. In mixtures containing fulminate, 

ying temperature must not exceed 40 degrees 0*
Eire involving the primer mixtures in assemblies 
should be treated similarly to fires involving the 
primer mixtures in bulk.

(j V»TT

sM-48 Primers:- The primer housing is given 
visual inspection preparatory to loading for burrs, 
grease or oil, and dirt. A drop of shellac is put 
into the bottom of the housing by means of e drupper 
and a .002" copper disc, which has been miked to be 
certain that only one is used, is inserted and 
seated. A handful of housings are then put on a 
cloth and dipped into analine dye and placed on a 
wire screen to be air dried. The housing is then 
given another visual inspection to see that it is 
completely coated with dye, that only one disc has 
been used and that it has not come loose from the 
dipping operation.

The housing is then placed on an anvil and 
in position by two small pins on the anvil which 
into the holes in the bottom of the housing.
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The wet primer mixture is inserted by means of a bakelite stick 
into the housing and a press, rotating at 6300 R.P.M., presses the 
mixture into the corners of the housing and gives the mixture a con
cave surface. The loose and excess primer mixture is then cleaned 
off the housing with a rag dampened with alcohol. The primer is then 
inspected to see that arc of the concave surface is flush or belo?v the 
outside rim of the housing and that the excess powder has been re
moved, The housing is then gaged 10$ for diameter and height, after 
which the primers are dried in an oven 100° to 110° F, for 48 hours.

The outside diameter of the anvil is equal to the outside diameter 
of the housing, relieved, on the inside, with two pins extending up into 
the flash holes and even with the inside bottom of the housing, making 
it important that these holes be in the center of the housing and the 
specified center distances between holes. If these dimensions are 
not held, they will not fit the fixture, making them useless. If the 
center distance is held but not in the center of the holder, it will 
fit on the pins, but will over hang the bearing surface of the fixture 
causing poor alignment. Thus when charges are pressed there will be 
soft spot on one side and will break out in the jumble and jolt test0 
This endangers the acceptance of the complete lot of fuzes.

M2 6 Primer?— This primer is used in the ML06 Tail Bomb Fuze. The
• a • • r . ’ i n  •-amaeam. 1 ; ^

gilding metal primer cups are visually inspected to see that they are 
free of dirt, grease and other foreign matter and inserted in a fix—

, The fulminate of mercury primer composition is then measured 
and poured into the cup and pressed to the specifications given on the 
drawing. The primer disc (also of gilding metal) is then inserted 
and the cup moved to another fixture whex-e the top is crimped down 
45°o The cup is then taken to another fixture where the top of the 
cup is crimped down flat over the disc, During the crimping operation, 
a tool comes down flat on the disc and holds it to prevent any warping 
or wrinkling of this disc,, This action is known as teating, being 
similar to the teat ini? action used in the M48 relav.

The completed primer is sealed with waterproofing beeswax and 
then inspected visually for seating of primer disc, tears or cuts in 
the disc, cracks in the crimping wall from the crimping operation and 
the presence of water-proofing wax. The cups are also gaged 10$ for 
height and diameter.

It has been found expedient to load the primer holder itself in 
a building separate from the building used to assemble the rest of the 
fuzes, Hand operated presses are used and the various components 
handled in fixtures whicn follow the work rather than staying at 
particular operation. This is the usual procedure in the case of 
primer and detonator loading.

P
C.b

The primer holder is inspected for cleanliness and located on a 
fixture from the small diameter on the primer cavity, A black powder 
pellet is inserted and a primer retaining washer placed over it. The 
primer is then coated with N. R, C. compound around the peripheral 
surface and inserted into the primer holder. Another primer retaining 
washer is inserted over the primer, and the wall of the primer holder 
crimped down over it before the N. R, C, compound dries. Brass seal
ing discs are then placed in the three vent holes and secured in
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place by N. R. C, compound. The completed primer holder assembly 
is inspected to determine tightness of primer and sealing of primer 
into holder. The crimp must be 360° and not damage the primer cup.
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Detonators

general:- The use of detonating compositions 
depends largely on their sensitivity to 
initiation and to impact. One important, requirement 
is their ability to withstand the shock produced by 
setback. Where detonators are to be initiated by 
primer composition, the sensitivity to ignition of 
the detonator becomes an important factor. Sensitivity 
to friction may also be required in detonators that 

function by stab action.
The detonators used in ammunition contain from 

fifteen grains of mercury fulminate or leadt ceight
azide. The quantity used partly depends on the 
strength and material of the enclosing casing end 
also upon the gap across which it is necessary to 
propagate the detonating wave. It also varies with 
the detonator composition and the kind of explosive 
to be detonated. Data obtained through experimental 
procedure or tests controls detonalor design. The 
minimum quantity which under the worst conditions will 
detonate tetryl. is generally used.

To obtain the full effect of a detonating 
composition, it must be properly confined or 
reinforced. The top part of a detonator, or initial 
spot of ignition, is not as effective as the b.ttcu 

or lower end which develops the full velocity of 
detonation.

Detonator compos it ions are pressed at from 
3000 lbs. to 10,000 lbs. per square inch. It was 
believed that any pressures above 30,000 lbs. 
per square inch would ’’dead press” or cause' the 
composition tu become inert. This, however, is 
doubtful because pressures as high as 150,000 lbs. 
per square inch have not "dead pressed” the 
component. The effect of such high pressures 
is to render the composition loss sensitive to aJLrflash or detonating wave.

The cylindrically shaped detonator is the 
easiest and safest to load and has been found the
most efficient of those used to date, other odd shapes should be avoided. A n n u la r and

Detonators are held securely in place in the 
fuse by retaining ( screw) plugs or by; crisping.
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It is safer to load cups with such quantity of composition 
that it will not flow over the top edge of the cup. To insure a 
uniform density and to keep the loose height down, two or more 
pressings are used.

For the purpo.se of removing the detonating composition from 
the sides of the cup, a felt washer may he used in advance of the 
punch during the pressing operation.

Safety Precautions:-
Special precautions must be observed when dealing with the 

very sensitive substances used for loading primers or detonators 
The danger is diminished by restricting the quantities that are 
allowed to bo present in any one building. The various ingred
ients, before mixing, are sifted
all gritty particles. Initiator 
ported in small "candy boxes" of 
ings where quantities of a pound 
masse, the floors are covered with linoleum or other smooth 
surface material*.

through fine sieves to remove 
explosives are kept and trans- 
soft smooth material. In build- 
or more may be present, en

Detonator Loading Fixture:-
A brief description of loading fixtures, bringing out the 

locating points for the various components parts while being load
ed and assembled; why these points must be held; and if not held 
what may happen in the loading plant.

The loading fixture consists of 3 parts, namely: Sleeve, An
vil, and Guide.

1. -Sleeve: The sleeve is a cylindrical bushing where the in
side diameter is the maximum diameter of the detonator cup. This 
sleovo supports the outside diameter of the cup, and provents it 
from spreading during the pressing of the powder.

2. -Anvil: The anvil has 4 steps of different diameter r * The
smallest diameter is the minimum diameter of the firing pin hole 
in the cup, and with a height equal to the minimum thickness of 
of the bottom of the cup. The next larger diameter is the same 
as the minimum outside diameter of the cup which makes a seat for 
the cup and allows the sleeve to fit over this diameter. This 
makes it important that the small diameter in the bottom of the 
cup (firing pin hole) be concentric with the outside cf the cup. 
The next diameter and surface on the anvil is the resting place 
for tho guide of which the inside diameter is the same as the 
outside of the sleeve, making a snug fit when the guide is placed 
over tho sleeve and tho anvil. The fourth and largest diameter 
forms the base of the fixture. This diameter locates in a station 
ary V block on the press, and centers the assembled fixture in 
alignment with the punch for tho pressing of the powder.

3. -Guido: The'guide is similar to a cup that houses the sleeve 
and anvil together, and has a counterbore in tho top of tho inside 
cavity to receive that part of the detonator cup which extends 
above the sleeve. The top of the guide is countersunk to receive
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the punch of tho powder press, and to act as a funnel in pouring 
the powder. This makes it very important that the outside dia

meter of the cup bo concentric with the inside diameter.

Inspection of Detonator Cu p s:-
If the small inside diameter (firing pin hole) of tho cup is 

not concentric with'tho outsido; it will not fit in th loading
fixtur ., and the cup . .:uld b us< , 1

P If the outside diamter is
•large it will not fit tho sloove, or, if scr' tched or cut, will make 
it difficult to assemble in the sleeve and would be dangerous in

I

forcing out of sleeve after being loaded.
The thickness of tho bottom is important in that the locat

ing pin of tho anvil doos not extend in cup. This would eauso 
trouble in tho seating of the detonator disc if thick would leave 
this disc to bulge in firing pin hole in pressing tho charge.

If tho cup does not have uniform 'wall thickness, but tho 
outside is concentric with tho firing pin hole, the excess metal 
on tho wall will bo'broached by tho punch. The chip formed will 
act as a firing pin, which in turn would detonate the detonator.

Tho bottom must be of the correct thickness and must be flat 
When the arbor press comes down to scat the detonator disc, 

rough or concave surface would tend to mutilate the disc. If 
the radius on tho inside bottom of tho cup is not as specified on 
tho drawing, or if the inside is concave, holding the charge with 
in tolerance would be difficult. The bottom, if rounded, would 
scat improperly on tho fixture and the height of tho compressed 
powder would be out of tolerance.

Loading of Lotonators and Primer-Dotonators:-
Eeforo loading, a visual inspection is given each detonator 

cup to make sure that no burrs, dirt, oil, or other foreign matter 
is pro sent, and that no tool marks appear on tho inside. The cup 
is then inserted into tho cylinder sleeve and made flush with tho 
bottom, and then placed on the anvil. After the detonator disc 
(usually .002") is miked to make certain that only one is used, 
it is placed in tho cup and seated'with an arbor press. Then, in 
tho case of primer-detonators (io,, detonators set off by stab 
action), friction powder is measured out in a scoop, poured in
to tho detonator, and pressed at 232 pounds dead weight. Det
onators designed to be sot off by detonating wave or flame action 
do not have any friction powder inserted, and have a 0.001 inch 
disc instead of a 0.002 inch disc.

Load azide is then measured in a scoop, poured into tho cup, 
and consolidated in a barricaded press at 282 pounds dead weight.

A tetryl pellet is'then inserted and the powders reconscli-
specifications. This height 
inspector to insure the pro-

dated to a fixed height, given in th 
should bo checked at intervals by the

The detonator disc is then in

suen is

per height and amount of powder, 
serted with the painted side up.

In the case of detonators which'contain no totryl, 
tho upper detonator in the M-4& fuze, a retainer washer and deton
ator retainer arc assembled and pressed into the cup in place of 
tho totryl,pollot. -141-



The figures given in the paragraphs above may not be equally 
applicable to all detonators. In the case of the M-103 Nos© Bomb 
Fuze, for instance, the consolidating pressures ar only 191 pounds 
dead weight, and two tetryl pellets, roconsolidatod separately, 
are used instead of one.

The sleeve, containing the cup, is then moved to another 
fixture so that the forming tool can come down and form the top of 
the cup down 45° around 3^0° of the top of the cup. It is then 
moved to another fixture and the top of the cup flattened down the 
rest of the way.

The cups are then forced from the sleeve in the direction that 
they were pressed to make the cup pass through the same point in
ho sleeve and give it uniform diameter. This eliminates any diff

erence in the diameter caused by the pressing operation.
The completed cup is then visually'inspected to detect any cups 

that have cuts or punctures ih the disc, loose or wrinkled discs, 
cracks in the wall of the cup, condition of tho crimp and then gaged 
for height and diameter.

Tho completed detonators are then placed in composition boards 
with holes drilled to carry 100 detonators and taken to another b 
building whore they are cleaned by rumbling. This rumbling consists 
of emptying tho detonators from tho board into a canvas bucket and 
a measured amount of sawdust is poured over the detonators and a- 
nothor hundred detonators emptied over the sawdust and the bucket 
removed to a chute over the rumbling machine and the bucket emptied 
into tho rumblor by remote control. Tho rumbler is operated .by 
remote control and the detonators rumbled until they are free of 
excess powder on the outside, and the graphite from tho sleeve . 
which is used to make tho detonator slide out of tho sleeve 
after the pressing. The detonators are then replaced in the fiber 
boards, which when filled, arc placed in a fiber container, card

board separators being placed between adjacent fiber boards.

easily

Delays

Black Powder Delay Elements';. -
, The black powder pellets used for delay elements are made on 

the Stokes Pelleting Press or a similar machine. It is necessary 
to determine the correct average weight for delay pellet for the 
lot of powder to be used as the quantity specified on the drawing 
may be only an approximate guide, A small quantity of delay hold- 

should be leaded with delay pellets of the specified weight 
tho necessary addition or deduction of the weight will depend

ers
and
on tho results obtained in chronograph firing tests.

Density In Compression;.-
The pellets should bo compressed hard enough not to bo easily 

broken or chipped by the necessary subsequent handling. The ex
perience of the operator enables him to determine.the quality of 
the pellets as they are produced by tho machine. In case of doubt 
the tools can be sot up in a hand press and a standard obtained by 
consolidating pellets under a pressure which will produce the re
quired degree of hardness. The density of the hand made pellets 
will be duplicated by pellets of. equal height and weight with the 
same tools cn tho machine. Further detailed instructions regarding
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the manufacture of delay pellets will be obtained, from the current 
specifications that apply.

Loading Delay Elements:-
In the loading of the delay element for a fuze, care must be 

exercised in the execution of every detail. Intelligent and ex
perienced operators should be employed on the work. The importance 
attached to the'dependable functioning of each and every fuze used 
with ammunition, makes it imperative that every element accepted 
for service be entirely satisfactory. Every possible precaution 
should therefore bo exercised to this end by the loading contract
ors. The increments that make up a delay powder should be weighed 
in a manner which will avoid accumlated error.

It should be remembered that in all delay holders whether 
assembled to their respective primers or with two separate assem
bled components, that flat bottoms and square corners are essent
ial for sealing. The concentricity of all diameters arc also im
portant for proper loading.

and

1. M-48 Delay:- 
This delay holder 

the sleeve.
has a two part loading fixture, the anvil

rrv
-i.'ho anvil has a counterbored recess made to the max dimension 

of the small diameter of the outside of the holder with pin in 
the center to extend inside of the housing. This makes it necess
ary to have the outside of the small diameter concentric with the 
flash hole.

The sleeve houses the holder and scats on the anvil, and 
with the guide in place, it is located on the press by a V stop 
that controls the alignment of the holder with the punch making 
it necessary that the inside be concentric with the outside dia- 
meter and the flash hole in the bottom.

As this punch is so near the inside, 
there must not be any burrs or shoulders 
create a dangerous condition.

diameter of the holder 
on the inside as this will

Delay holders are dipped into analino dye and 
where they are agitated for 10 to 12 minutes until 
their sticking, together.

placed on trays 
dry, to prevent

Before loading and assembling, a visual inspection is given
each delay holder, especially on the inside, for false shouldered
burrs, and foreign matter; the baffle is inspected for burrs ir
and around the flash groove.

*

The holder is then placed in the fixture, located by the 
flash, hole, and one felack powder pellet inserted and consolidated 
at 702 # dead weight. Delay holder is then visually inspected for 
presence of the pellet. The baffle is inserted into the delay 
holder and pressed in with a mandrel press, locating from the flash
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hole and pressed enough to make up tight cn the shoulder in the 
holder.

The completed delay element is ago in inspected for presence 
of the pellet and excess powder is brushed off, make sure the top 
of the groove in the baffle is clear for the passage of the flash 
from the primer. The body elements arc- then placed 1700 in a mason 
jar and sent to the Gordon Drier for at least 72 hours.

2.-M-53 Delay: -
This 

guide and
loading fixture 
primer holder.

consists of three parts, namely, anvil

The anvil has a recess with pin extending up into the recess 
so when the delay holder is placed on the fixture the pin will 

extend into the flash hole and is even with the bottom of the in
side cavity. This means that the flash hole must be concentric 
with the outside diameter.

The guide of the loading fixture acts as a funnel for the 
centering and inserting of the rolny cup, black powder pellets
and the plug and is a guide for the centering of the punch in

* ’•

pressing the 90^ angle on the relay cup and the delay powder pell
ets also the plug. This means that the three inside diameters 
must be concentric with each other, so the punch in its down
ward movement will not skin the metal from the side walls. This 
burr would act as a firing pin and may detonate the charge while 
pressing.

The primer holder is a plunger type fixture. The primer is 
placed on the plunger with the primer cover over the top and the 
pressure is applied on the top of the primer cover pressing the 
primer in the primer cavity. This means that the finish on the 
inside of the primer cavity must bo good and this diameter 
must be held so there will be no distortion cf the primer and it 
will b .. held firm on the assembly of the primer.

After being 
into the fixture 
ing to guide the

visually inspected the delay
The guide is inserted into 

punch of the presses.

housing 
the top

lacedis p
of the hous

Before inserting the relay cup into the delay housing the 
bottom of the cup is dipped into N.R.C. and inserted into the de
lay housing and seated with a small fiber or rawhide rod. The 
fixture is then set under the press and the cup pressed in at 
702§ dead weight. This operation completes the crimping of,'.the 
cup, which comes to the loading with 450 angle crimp .around the. 
top. Two black powder pellets are inserted into the housing through 
the guide and pressed in separately at 702# dead weight. A plug 
is then inserted with the small diameter down and pressed in cn 
the pellets and staked into position. The weight used for this 
staking is 1000# dead weight. The primer is placed on a fixture
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and the primer cover pressed down over it. This screw is then 
screwed onto the housing end tightened over the copper washer 
which goes inside to givo a good seating of the housing and screw. 
Tlie top of the primer is sealed into the primer cover by running 
a pointed stick covered with N.R.C. around the hole and on the pri
mer. The completed assembly is gaged for overall height.

3. M-103 Delay:-
* * ^ * ~ r n m m .  h i w v *— i — ■

The delay holder'is inspected for dirt, chips, or other fore
ign matter. If clean, the holder is placed on a fixture for the 
pressing of the delay powder. This fixture locates from the relay 
cavity with a pin sticking into the small diameter between the de
lay cavity and relay cavity. Two black powder pellets are insert
ed and pressed according to the specifications given on the draw
ing. The holder is then taken form the fixture and a cork cushion 
inserted into the relay cavity. No broken cushions should be usod. 
The relay cup is then inserted and the delay washer set in place 
and the crimping wall crimped down 3 6 0 .

The completed delay holder is then inspected for tight washer 
under the crimping or that the crimping wall docs not extend above 
the ton surface of the delay holder. The outside diameter is 
checked to soe that the holder has not been distorted by the press
ing operation. The crimping wall must be flush or below the sur
face of the holder so that it will not extend into the slider 
cavity and foul the slider and keep it from arming.

a vs

A relay, or as it is sometimes called, an exciter, is a small 
detonator of such size and design tc detonate the principle detona
tor, by boosting up the energy of a powder gas which, due to distan
ce traveled or expansion, has become so reduced in pressure and 
temperature that it will not surely fire the principle detonator. 
The powder usually used for relays is load azide.

D-48 Relay:-
Before loading and assembly, visual inspection is given

each cup to make sure that it is not bent and is free from dirt, 
burrs and other foreign matter. The cup is then gaged for proper 
height by placing it on the loading anvil which is the correct h 
height.

A sleeve for holding the cup during (bonding is placed on the 
anvil and a cup inserted and loaded with lead azide. For precaut
ion the barricade door is closed in front of the press while the 
pressure is applied at 115# dead weight. The excess powder is 
removed from the cup with a cloth dampened in alcohol and an onion 
skin disc and aluminum disc inserted in the cup. The cup is then
placed in a fixture and a 45° angle crimp made around the top of the 
cup 360°. A second operation flattens the top of the cup down 360°. 
■the cup is then removed from the sleeve. The bottom of the cup is 
coated with shellac and the cork cushion set in place,' The completed 
cup is then inspected for any powder on the exterior of the cup,
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if the aluminum disc has been cut, or the crimping operation has 
loosened the disc or cracked the wall of the cup. The height of the 
cup is gaged 100$ and the diameter gaged 100$. The cork washer is 
inspected to see that it is in place and tight.

M-103 Relay;-
The relay cup is placed into a fixture and lead azide measured 

and poured into the cup and pressed at 232 lbs. dead weight. The cup 
is then placed in another fixture and an onion skin disc inserted 
and the top of the cup crimped down 45°. The cup is moved to another 
fixture where the top of the cup is flattened down over the disc.
The completed cup is then gaged for overall height and diameter 10$. 
The cup is inspected to see that the paper disc is not torn and is 
properly seated, that the crimping wall is not cracked from the 
crimping operation.

Lead Cups

M-20 Booster Lead Cup; —
After determining the cleanliness of the cups they are placed 

into a fixture. This fixture consists of (l) a block of fiber or 
some pressed composition which has holes the size of the cups drilled 
into it; (2) a hopper over a board with holes in it the size of the 
pellets. Below this board is a baffle which holds the pellets in 
the board until it is removed. The tray containing the cups is 
inserted below the baffle and the pellets in the upper board are 
allowed to drop into the cup. Two pellets go into each cup. The 
cups are taken from this tray and placed in the fixture of the press 
which is on a revolving table. The table indexes around until the 
cups come under the press and the cups are pressed. The cups are 
removed from the press fixture and slide down a chute into sawdust 
to remove the excess tetryi from the cup. The cups are then visually 
inspected to see that the top of the pressed tetryi is not cracked 
and that the- correct diameter is not distorted or the flange of the 
cup distorted.

M-103 Closing Cup:—
The closing cup is inspected visually to see that it is free of 

dirt and other foreign matter and then placed into a fixture and one 
tetryi pellet inserted and pressed at 191 lbs. dead weight. Another 
tetryi pellet is then inserted and re-consolidated to a fixed height 
as given on the drawing. The completed cup is then chocked visually 
to see that the pellets are not cracked, or loose in the cup. The 
cup is also inspected to determine if the cups are cut or distorted 
by the pressing operation. The diameter and overall length are 
10$. The completed cups are placed in the slider and crimped 360°,
The crimped cups must be flush or below the surface of the slider plate 
so that it will not foul the slider and keep it from arming.
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SECTION III

FUZES

8-BOOSTERS

TYPES OF BOOSTERS:- There are two types of boosters now in use, namely 
the H.E. shell booster and the chemical shell booster. In both types 
the explosive is confined in a "booster casing" which may be a separate 
unit from either the shell or fuze. In the case of the chemical shell 
the adapter and booster is fabricated as one unit, this being necessary 
in order to provide a seal for retaining the chemical contents in 
addition to that provided by the standard pipe thread engagement.

In the H.E. shell the adapter is a separate part from some boosters 
In either case the boosters are provided with a metal or bakelite 
lined fuze cavity. When the ammunition is shipped unfuzed the fuze 
cavity is closed by means of a fuze hole plug which prevents the admiss
ion of any foreign matter.

When the need of a booster was recognized and adopted as a standard 
component of the detonating train, a design of a special type of 
booster xvas evolved for use with H.E. Anti-Aircraft ammunition in 
order to permit the use of the existing design of time fuzes. The time 
fuze being an ignition fuze makes it necessary to incorporate a det
onating element in the booster, which simulated the detonating train 
of a detonating fuze. The presence of the detonator in the booster, 
therefore, requires some means of preventing premature functioning in 
the bore of the gun. This detonator safe requirement is accomplished 
by using a rotor or interrupter which is interposed in the explosive 
channel between the detonator and booster until the action of 
centrifugal force, after the projectile leaves the muzzle, causes the 
explosive lead in the interrupter to coincide with that of the booster, 
thereby exposing the booster to the action of the detonator.

The detonating trains in base fuzes contain all explosives from 
the primer to the booster thereby simplifying the design and manufacture 
of the detonating train.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS OF BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES:- The booster charge is a 
very important element of the detonating train in the round of ammunition 
in which it is used. The initial impulse on the fuze primer initiates 
functioning of the round. Upon the booster often depends whether a 
high order or low order of detonation is obtained. When used with high 
explosive shell there are certain special requirements to be met.

High explosives, which are used in shell or bomb are necessarily, 
insensitive, and the arrangements for effecting a high order of detona
tion must also be such as to prevent premature explosion. The booster 
charge must be sufficiently insensitive to withstand the shock of dis
charge of the gun when compressed into the booster cavity or casing.

It must also be readily detonated by the initiator, such as mercury 
fulminate or lead azide.
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A further requirement is that the booster charge should be capable 
of withstanding long periods of storage without deterioration.

TETRYL:- The explosive characteristics of tetryl, (Trinitrophenyimethyl- 
nitramine), are such that it may be classified as an ideal booster 
explosive. Tetris'- is sufficiently insensitive to shock, so that when 
loaded to the correct density, it can be used safely as a component of 
a detonating train in armor piercing projectiles. When loaded prop
erly it is capable of withstanding the shock of setforward when the 
projectile strikes ca3.iber plate. On the other hand, it is sufficient
ly sensitive to detonate upon the action of the detonating wave of the 
initiator. It is non-corrosive and consequently has no effect on 
metals with which it comes in contact. This characteristic is import-

4

ant as the formation of any sensitive metallic salts might cause 
premature explosion in addition to the destructive effect on the metal.

Tetryl also posesses the property of being non-hygroscopic. After 
it has been dried, the amount of moisture which it will absorb has no 
serious effect on its functioning. Tetryl is about 18$ more powerful 
than TNT. When pure it melts at about 129.25 degrees C. and its 
ignition temperature is 185 degrees C.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES:- TNT was used as a booster explosive 
during the World War, but has been replaced by tetryl, the latter 
material being more effective for this purpose.

Picric acid has been used as a booster explosive but only to a 
limited extent as a component for detonating trains. It combines 
readily with practically all metals to form picrates some of which are 
sensitive to friction and shock. For this reason, it must be kept out 
of contact with lead and zinc, and when used as a booster explosive 
the cavity must be lined with a non-metallic substance which will 
reduce the possibility of forming the sensitive metallic salts.

PRESS LOADING:— The former method of loading boosters was by the direct 
pressing. This method of pressing the explosive into the booster cas
ing was a slow and hazardous process. At the same time it afforded no 
accurate means of determining the specific gravity of the explosive 
charge after loading. This method of loading boosters by pressing is 
also objectionable from the standpoint of production cost,

PELLET LOADING:- To overcome the objections of the press method of 
loading, the pellet method of loading was adopted. One of the import
ant advantages gained by this method is increased production. This 
method consists of making up the booster charge into a number of 
pellets of the size and form desired. The pellets are produced on an 
automatic pelleting or "pill" machine. The production capacity of such 
a machine is about twenty-five pellets per minute, the material being 
fed through a hopper. The operator can take charge of a number of 
such machines. These pellets are then placed into the casing or cavity 
for the explosive without further preperation. When inserting the 
pellets into metal parts care must be observed to avoid breaking them.
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DETERMINING DENSITY:- Specific gravity of pellets.- Five hundredths 
of one percent (0.05$) of each kind of pellet shall be taken from 
each 24hr. day's output (minimum number, 10) for determining specific 
gravity. A one-third section shall be removed from the top and a 
one-third portion from the bottom ofeach pellet selected, for specific 
gravity determinations by the mercury displacement method as follows:

The sample is cleaned to leave no sharp corners and accurately 
weighed on a labratory balance. The apparatus for obtaining the dis
placement consists of a glass beaker with ground top, a piece of flat 
glass of sufficient size to completely cover the top of the beaker, 
and a serai-hard rubber perforated plate, pierced at each corner with 
sharp pointed pins so that about one-half inch (^ inch) of pin pro
trudes from each side. The beaker is first filled with clean mercury 
the rubber plate inserted and the mercury leveled off by pressing 
down with the flat glass plate until it is seated firmly on the top of 
the beaker and no bubbles appear under the glass. The sample is then 
placed beneath the prongs of the rubber plate and the mercury leveled 
off as before, the excess mercury being caught in a clean bowl. The 
mercury displaced by the sample is weighed and the specific gravity 
of the sample calculated as follows:

Sp. Gr. is equal to Weight of s.ample in air x sp. gr. of mercury
Weight of mercury displaced

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS IN HANDLING BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES:- Explosive materials 
that have been spilled in buildings or along tracks or roads must be 
taken up at once and no such material shall be allowed to accumulate 
under flooring or in other concealed spaces. All operating buildings 
and magazines must be kept clean and orderly and their immediate 
surroundings must be clear of any inflnaorbLe material. All implements 
and tools must be kept in their proper places. Explosives of highly 
inflammable dust must not be permitted to accumulate. The tools used 
by the operators shall be only those approved by the safety board and 
the method of their use will bo followed as designated. Employees 
must not wear shoes with exposed metal nails or plates unless covered 
by sound overshoes. Shoes must be cleansed of mud and grit before 
entering the operating rooms or magazines. Pockets in clothing will 
be eliminated as far as practicable. All safety exits must be clear 
of obstructions and such exits must be conspicuously marked as 
"SAFETY EXITS".
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SANITARY PRECAUTIONS:- The explosives used in boosters comprise 
substances which poison either by absorption through the skin, inhala
tion of vapors, or sometimes by being swallowed. They are usually 
slow acting poisons but recovery from their effects is slow, and some
times changes start which are prone to be progressive. These substan
ces have a pronounced local irritant action and the inflammination 
caused on exposed portions of the body becomes the chief obvious 
characteristics. Tetryl, on account of its wider use, will probably 
cause the most trouble. In plants xvhere women are employed in hand
ling tetryl, special precautions will be used as to the clothing women 
are required to wear to prevent the most disagreeable results.

Process rooms must be strictly observed. Mechanical appliances 
for the removal of fumes and dust will be installed according to safety 
rules. A supply of cool, pure drinking vrater, free from harmful 
bacteria, must be readily accessible. The common drinking cup is 
dangerous. Sanitary precautions covering bodily cleanliness, protective 
clothing and provision for eating meals are important in preventing the 
absorption of poisonous substances and will be observed by all 
employees working in buildings where fuze and booster components are 
loaded.



Manufacture of Tetryl Pellets:-

of fuzes
Tetryl pellets are used extensively in connection 

and boosters.
with loading

Although the manufacture of tetryl pellets has for some time been 
carried out with only minor difficulties, it has in the past caused as much 
trouble as any other single component in the complete round of ammunition. 
In pressing tetryl pellets it is necessary to have mixed with the loose 
tetryl some form of lubricant to ease the action of the dies. Several year:, 
ago stearic acid was used for this purpose. Stearic acid not only serves a? 
a good lubricant but has excellent binding qualities• that is, it holds the 
compressed grains of tetryl together so as to insure uniform density through 
out the pellet. However, under atmospheric conditions similar to those exit 
ting in the tropics it has been found that stearic acid melts and forms a 
coating over the tetryl crystals. 1his condition is objectionable inthat 
the stearic acid desensitizes the tetryl to such an extent that it may 
not initiate detonation of the main explosive charge of the shells or 
bombs. For this reason the use of stearic acid was discontinued some years 
ago and natural flake graphite substituted therefor. Although graphite 
is a very good lubricant it does not have the same binding properties as 
the acid. In fact, if anything, it will cause a bridging of the tetryl rhile 
under compression. At the time this change was made the Loading department 
at Picatinny Arsenal had considerable difficulty in manufacturing tetryl 
pellets of the proper and uniform density. After considerable study it 
was found that a coarser granulation of tetryl than had previously been 
used with the stearic acid binder was necessary when using the graphite 
lubricant. Without going into detail it may be stated here, that this 
involved several months of experimentation in the tetryl plant before, 
the coarser crystals could be consistently obtained.

Since the destruction to be expected f om a detonation of tetrvl 
is very great, the amounts used in any single process are limited to the 
minimum amount consistent with safety and economical operation. All 
operations requiring it are properly barricaded to limit the effects of a 
detonation and minimize the propagation of fire. The floors, walls and 
ceilings of the plant are frequently washed down to prevent the accumulat
ion of explosive dust.

Tetryl for in the manufacture of booster pellets is screened 
through a 10 mesh (Tyler) screen and foreign material removed, after which, 
the tetryl has admixed to it in a tumbling barrel 2 percent of graphite# 
which as previously referred to,serves as a lubricant for the dies of the 
pelleting press. Tetryl for use in the manufacture of lead and small 
detonator pellets is screened through a 28 mesh and held on a 40 mesh 
Tyler screen. By controlling the granulation of these close limits more 
uniformity is obtained in the weight and density of the pellets.



For the manufacture of large pellets, the presses used are 
the Stokes Type R. In this type, the pressing is performed entirely 
by the upper ram, the lower ram serving only as a knockout pungh. 
pellets such as are used for leads or detonators are made with the Type 
»E", "F", or "M" Stokes presses.

of

1

After trial runs to permit adjustment of the press for product
ion of pellets having the required sixe and density, 2 pounds of tetryl 
with graphite admixed is placed in the hopper of the press. The operator 
leaves the booth and starts the unit. The hopper is automatically shak
en to deliver the proper charge in the die. The charge is compressed and 
the finished pellet ejected!. The cycle is then continuously repeated.
The pellets are checked for height, weight and density for compliance 
with drawings and. specifications.

Booster, M20

TheM20 booster presents no difficult nor unusual loading or 
assembling operations. Azide-tetryl detonators similar to those inthe 
M$2 P.D. Fuze are now used in this booster. The tetryl booster pellets 
are manufactured on dtokes pelleting presses, as described in the section 
dealing with tetryl pellet manufacture. The rotor of the booster cannot 
b;e tested statically since arming is dependent upon setback as well as 
upon centrifugal force. However, the centrifugal pin is tested for arming 
and non-arming by the metal parts manufacturer before inserting the set
back pin.

The M20 Booster was originally designed as a part of the m 39 
Al P.D. Fuze but was separated from the fuze when it was decided to use 
the booster unit in connection with either a time or point detonating fuze 
The fuze designation was then changed to M39A2 fuze . The M39A2 has

been superseded by a new design known as the lffl+8 P.D. *’uze which has 
proved to be a satisfactory substitute.

The following loading and assembly operations are performed upon 
the metal parts received by the Loading Plant:

With varnish shellac,one paper disc is attached to 
tray of rotor covers.

each of a

b. Closing cups in which a tetryl pellet has previously been 
consolidated are inserted and crimped in each of a tray of 
bodies*.
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c. Operators then assemble the rotor, lock pins, rotor cover and. screws 
and tjghten and stake the latter. Insertion and staking of the 
detonator into the rotor is performed in one of the buildings of the 
Detonator Line,

d. After placing one paper disc in the bottom of each booster cup a 
pellet is inserted and the assembly is screwed and staked to a body,

e. The boosters are gaged for thread diameter, concentricity of cup in 
body and overall length and are then packed and sealed.

In order to insure safety and dependable functioning, representative 
boosters are selected from each lot and are subjected to a jolt and jumble 
and firing tests.

A more detailed description of the 1120 Booster assembly operations 
is given in the following pages,
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Action of M-20 Booster:-

This booster is used on shell up to but not including the 105 mm. 
shell, usually in conjunction with the M-48 P.D, ^uze.

The inertia (sot back) crated by the firing of the gun compresses 
the centrifugal pin lock pin, releasing the centrifugal pin, and by 
centrifugal force the centrufug-al pin spring is compressed by the out
ward movement of the centrifugal pin; thereby releasing the rotor, which 
leaves the rotor free to turn by centrifugal force bringing the rotor 
lock pin in lino with the cavity in the side wall of the rotor cavity.

Then the rotor lock pin moves outward and partially eat ends in this 
cavity after which the rotor lock pin lock moves forward by creep force 
and prevents the lock pin from falling back, in the rotor. This brings 
the detonator directly in line with the flash hole in the fuze and above 
the lead cup. Where upon impact of the fuze with the target the detonator 
in the rotor receives the flash from the fuze and transmits it to the bot
tom olosing cup, then to the booster pellet in the booster cup and into 
the bursting charge of the projectile.

Action of M 21 Booster:-

The M21 booster is used on 105 mm, and larger shells, usually with 
the M-51 P.D. ruze.

As this booster differs form the M20 only in that the centrifugal 
pin lock pin is illiminated, due to the use of this booster in larger 
caliber guns and being replaced by a cotter pin to hold the rotor in an 
unarmed position . This is manually removed when the fuze is Field 
assembled.

This booster is assembled to the fuze and held in place by a set 
screw in the side wall of the booster body.

The centrifugal pin holds the rotor in an unrmed position after 
the cotter pin is removed. Then by centrifugal force the centrifugal 
spring is compressed by the outward movement of the centrifugal pin 
thereby releasing the rotor which leaves the rotor free to turn by 
centrifugal force bringing the rotor lock pin in lino with the cavity 
in the side wall, of the rotor c.avityj then the rotor lock pin moves out
ward and partially extends into this cavity after which the rotor lock pin 
n Vos f.: rwi.r« by croup force and prevents the lock pin from falling back
into the rotor. This brings the detonator directly in line with the 
booster closing cup; whan upon impact of the fuze with the tartet, the 
detonator in the rotor feoeives the flash from the fuze, and transmits it 
to the booster closing cup, then to the booster pellet, into the booster 
cup, then into the bursting charge of the projectile.



Assembly of M20 and M21 Boosters:
The rotor is inspected visually for burrs, dirt, chips or 

other foreign matter'. A cork detonator cushion is inserted into 
the detonator cavity, making sure that no defective cushions are 
used , and the detonator inserted with the painted side down. It 
is then placed in a fixture which locates from the bottom of the 
rotor in the small diameter of the d tonator cavity. The detona
tor is then crimped in 340°» The 20° not crirnped is opposite the 
pivot pin hole and is not crimped because of possible distortion 
of the pivot pin hole which would bind the rotor when it is arm
ing.

nThe rotor is then inspected to see that no metal has bee 
pushed into the pivot pin hole by the crimping operation, that the 
detonator is tight and that the crimping has not extended above 
the surface of the rotor.

The rotor lock pin is inserted in the lock pin hole and the 
rotor lock pin lock inserted in its cavity. This assembly is then 
inspected to see that the lock and lock pin lock do not extend 
out of the rotor so that they might bind the rotor.

the

The body is visually inspected for dirt, chips or other fore
ign matter. The body is then placed in a fixture which locates 
the body from the wrench holes and a staking tool cut slots into 

body bolow the fuze threads,' The load cups are then inserted 
and the body placed on a fixture, locating from the rotor cavity 
and the load cup crimped 3&00. It is then inspected to see that 
tho load cup does not extend into the rotor cavity and that tho 
load cup does not extend above the booster surface,

Tho rotor assembly is assembled into tho body by holding tho 
body up si do down and inserting tho rotor by moans of a jjair of 
tweezers. Care must'be taken that tho rotor lock pin and lock pin 
lock do not fall out, as there is’no other way to chock their pre
sence after tho rotor is inserted.

An onion skin disc is shellacked over the flash hole of the 
rotor cover, making sure that no shellac is in the flash hole or 
the rotor cover by wiping the excess shellac off with a rag dipped 
in solvent. The date, lot number and kind of booster and loading 
plant initials have previously boon stamped into the rotor cover. 
Care must be taken in this operation that the covers received 
at the loading plant do not have a dish shape which would make 
them not seat in the booster properly.

The rotor cover, with disc in place, is then inserted into 
tho body of the booster and is staked in four places by pushing 
metal from the cove r into the staking notches made in tho body 
and flushing the metal from tho body down ovor this part of tho 
cover which is flushed into the staking notches. Tho staking is
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then inspoebod tc rnrlco sure that tlu cover is tiaht and that the-L  *

cover disc is in place. It should also bo inspected to see that 
the metal frnn the body does net extend too for into the fuze
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Action of M—22 Booster:-

bore 
M—21
M-57 
M-51
mechanism

There being no arming device in the M—22, this booster is not 
safe. The M—22 can be used on all fuzes that take the M-20 or 
booster. However, it is usually used in conjunction with the 
P. D. Fuse. This M-57 P. D. Fuze is similar to the M—48 and 
Fuzes with the exception that it does not have any delay firing
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METAL PARTS INSPECTION OF M20 BOOSTER
Body:

Outside Body Threads:
To insure proper assembly of the booster body in the projectile, 
these threads should be closely checked for size and concentricity 
with the axis of the body.
Booster Thread:
As the alignment of the booster cup with the diameter above this 
thread is gaged 100$ after being loaded, it is important that this 
thread and shoulder be concentric with the axis of the body. Care 
must be taken that burrs from first thread do not extend above the 
bottom surface of the body. The bottom surface of the body should 
be straight and of good finish, as booster pellet bears on this 
surface when the booster cup is assembled to the body. If this 
surface is convex the booster pellet may crack, or if it is con
cave the closing cup may extend into the rotor cavity.

Closing Cup Hole:-

The inside finish must be kept free of tool narks or scratches. The 
concentricity of this hole is important cn account of the crimp
ing operation. The crimping wall of this hole must be concentric 
with closing cup hole and correct depth. If the crimping wall is 
too deep the closing cup may extend, in the rotor cavity and inter
fere with the action of the rotor, and if shallow it may extend 
above the bottom surface of the body end crack the booster pellet 
when it is assembled to the body.

Centrifugal Pin Lock Pin Cavity:—

This must enter the centrifugal pin hole in the center so the lock 
pin 'will assemble with the centrifugal pin. The diameter must be 
concentric to insure freedom of action of the lock pin and spring. 
Depth of the large diameter must be such that it will allow the 
plug to be brought down flush with the surface. The dimension 
must be held between the center of body .and center of lock pin hole 
to insure the locking ’of the centrifugal pin which in turn locks 
rotor.
Centrifugal Pin Cavity:-

All diameters must be concentric to insure free movement of the 
centrifugal pin and spring. It is important that the dimension 
from the center of the bodv to the bottom of this cavity be held

t/

to insure locking of rotor and functioning of the centrifugal pin 
lock pin. The dimension from the bottom of centrifugal pin cavity 
to the bottom of the counterbore must be held so the centrifugal 
pin screw will not bind on the centrifugal pin lock pin.

Body Piny Cavity: -

The location of this hole determines the position of the rotor when 
in an armed position. Sharp corners and diameters should be main
tained where plug seats in cavity for correct crimping.
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Rotor:-
Have top and bottom surfaces parallel and make the bottom surface 
flat. The drawing calls for FF finish on the bottom so the rotor 
will turn freely.

The important parts of the profile are the surfaces next to the 
stop pin in both the armed a.nd unarmed positions of the rotor. In 
the unarmed position the centrifugal pin slot must be free to 
center with the centrifugal pin without binding. In the armed 
position the rotor lock pin must center with the lock pin cavity- 
in the body and not be held out of position by the surface which 
bears against the stop pin. The relative positions of the pivot 
pin hole lock pin hole and detonator cavity must be held to insure 
proper arming0

The thickness of the wall at the bottom of detonator cavity must be 
held for proper assembly of the detonator. The detonator cavity 
must be concentric with the flash hole and be free of burrs and tool 
marks, Caro should be taken in burring not to remove metal needed

^  Care should be taken when
reaming detonator hole that bottom does not bulge.
for crimping of detonator cup in rotor.

Pivot pin hole must be concentric and straight with the axis of 
rotor and have good finish (FF) shown on drawing.

The rotor lock 
of burrs, The 
lock pin hole.

pin and lock pin lock holes must 
lock pin lock hole must break in

be clean and free 
the center of the

Centrifugal Pin:-*

For the proper functioning of this pin with the lock pin it is 
important that dimension from shoulder tc center of lock pin hole 
be maintained. This hole should be in the center cf the pin to 
avoid any binding with the lock pin.

Centrifugal Pin Lock Pin:~
W J W H H H M t v  M M r M l u M i  I ' W M ' i  J M U W M M N K V M a M M H i

♦
r\

There should be no burrs on either end of this‘pin.

Centrifugal Pin Screw:—

The length from the end of screw to the underside of flange is 
important because if this is too long it may bind the centrifugal 
pin lock pin. The inside diameter must be free of shoulders so 
spring will not be fouled In arming of rotor. Check for bulge on 
inside caused by nutting screw driver slot operation.V  >/> v_ r̂ X

Booster Cup;—

Bottom surface inside and outside should be straight and have the 
proper radii. Guard against collet squeeze when threading the cup 
Perfect threads are necessary and no burrs should be left below 
last thread as this will interfere with booster pellet. Check 
closely for cracks in the material.
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Booster Closing Cup:—
■ w i r — ammammmmmmmm m — m — smmmw — — —

There must be no die cuts or draw marks on either the inside or out
side of the cup. Check the outside diameter especially near the 
flange. The dimension under the flange to the bottom of the cup is 
important as a long cup may extend into the rotor cavity. The radius 
on the inside of the cup must not’ exceed the maximum dimension shown 
on drawing for loading reason. The radius under the flange must be 
held for proper fit with the crimping wall in the body. The out
side diameter of flange must be concentric with the inside of the 
cup. 'There must be no cracks resulting from forming the flange 
angle„

Lock Pin Closing Plug:-

Over-all length must be held so the plug will not extend above the 
bottom surface of the body. The inside diameter should be concentric 
with outside threads and have .specified radius to prevent spring 
from fouling,

Rotor Cavitv;

the

By the locking of the rotor in the armed and. unarmed position and 
the alignment of the detonator cavity in the rotor and the closing 
cup when armed, the position of the rotor cavity is determined by 

relative position of the center of the cavity and the center 
of the body; this dimension must bekheld. For following reasons 
the depth of the rotor cavity must be maintained; if this cavity 
is shallow the rotor may bind, with rotor cover, and if deep, the 
closing cup may extend in this cavity. The bottom must have good 
finish (FF) with the specified crown and the sides should be 
parallel with the axis.

Pivot Pin Hole:—

This hole must be concentric xvith the rotor cavity and be parallel 
with the axis of the body. The diameter of the pivot pin hole must 
be held within the drawing tolerance for a press fit of the pin.
If this hole is large it will nut stand the jumble and jolt test, 
and if small the pivot pin may bend in assembly. The chamfer on 
the top of the pivot pin hole is for the removal of any excess 
plating or burrs which may be found after the pivot pin is assem
bled. The pivot pin must not bulge the bottom surface of the body.

Rotor Stop Pin Cavity:—

The location of the stop pin cavity is important in determining 
the armed position of the rotor and should be held according to 
drawing; the diameter of stop pin cavity must be held for press 
fit of stop pin; if diameter is large pin will drop out In jumble 
and jolt test, if small, pin will bend in assembly. The chamfer 
at top of step pin cavity is for the easy removal of any excess 
plating cr burrs which may be found after the stop pin is assembled 
The stop pin cavity must not bulge the bottom surface of the body.
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Rotor Pivot Pin: —
Outside diameter 
body. Length of

rery important and must be held for press
no burr on end important that itpin with

>1

interfere xvith rotor cover.

fit in
does not

Stor Pin Hole:—

Outside diameter must be held for press fit and. net bend in assembly.

Rotor Cover:—

Cover must be straight and flash hole concentric with outside di
ameter.

Rotor Lock Pin and Lock Pin Lock:—

Length and diameter must be held for the proper assembly in rotor. 
Care must be taken that no burr on chamfer on end of these pins to 
insure free movement.

Detonator Disc:

Care must be taken as burrs on these discs are dangerous from the 
loading standpoint. Heavy disc must be colored on one side for proper 
assembly reasons and if made with sharp corner or very small burr, 
the burr would be on painted side and not be in the powder chamber 
of the detonator.

Body Plug:-

The diameter must be held and free from burrs for proper crimping
•A. X  X  *— *

These are the important points of this component.

A .4 -aapt,er and Booster, Mk. T U B

Loading and Assembling:
;■» m u .»

Adapter and Booster, Mk. IIIB is used in 75 mm H.E. Shell, Mk. IV, 
fuzes with 1.146 and M47 Point Detonating Fuzes. Four tetrvl pellets 
are required for each booster; two hollow pellets, one solid pellet 
and one solid pellet having a radius on the bottom.

The twe hollow pellets assembled in the nose end of the casing form 
a cavity within which the detonator of the fuze is located in a sub
sequent operation. The manufacture of these pellets is described under 
the subject "Manufacture of Tetryl Pellets."

The following is'a short description of the procedure that is fol
lowed in loading, assembling and packing these boosters:

The booster casings are inserted in trays for convenience 
in handling. The tetryl pellets are inserted In the casings, 
care being exercised that the pellets are assembled in the 
correct sequence. The distance from the top of the casing 
tc the face of the pellets is gaged to determine the number
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of felt washers required to fill the void between the fuze 
socket and the pellets. The required number of felt 
washers is then placed on the fuze socket. The loaded 
casing is inspected to insure the presence of pellets after 
which the fuze socket is inserted a short distance. Glue 
is applied to the under side of the fuze socket flange and 
the socket is then seated either by hand or on a Mandrel 
press, if necessary. After-inspecting-to determine that the 
socket is in place, glue is applied to the threads of the 
casing. When the glue becomes tacky, the adapter is as
sembled to the casing, by hand and tightened by means of an 
assembling fixture, consisting of a vise and a pin wrench 
which engages slots in the adapter. By means of a pneumatic 
press the casing is staked to the adapter in two places and 
then the adapter threads and concentricity of the fuze 
socket are checked on a friction- drive gaging machine. A 
dial feed rotary marking machine, which has replaced the 
older reciprocating type, rapidly stamps the identification 
data on the beveled surface of the adapter and ejects tho 
components to a hopper, from which they are removed and 
gaged for length. The exterior surface of the booster 
casing and the bottom of the adapter are coated with 
shellac varnish, using a saturated varnish brush in con
junction with a friction driven spindle. A closing plug is 
inserted into a wrench in an assembling machine and as
sembled into the adapter. Two felt washers are assembled 
over the casing and seated aroiind the base of the adapter. 
The adapter boosters are then ready for packing into ship
ping boxes which have been prepared with all the necessary 
mar kin.’O

M100 and. M101 Adapter Boosters
•*  ■ » i » i l i — b i i  > i  ■ ■ ■ — !! i i  i— » i> i     T  i i t i  ■ i ~ T »  —

The adapter boosters as used in bombs are in essence 
composed of only two parts: The container for the tetryl 
booster charge and the adapter which fastens the booster to 
the bomb and accepts and retains the fuze. It is usually 
closed with a plug to keep the fuze well clean and prevent 
its threads from being damaged.

The 50.00 and 50.01 are made up of components that are 
identical except for two items: The tetryl pellets and the 
chipboard liner. The 50.01 Adapter Booster has booster pel
lets of a smaller diameter than the 50.00. Since the same 
steel booster case is used, with each booster a chipboard 
liner is required to take up the space left by the smaller 
tetryl pellet diameter. The loading and assembly except for 
this change is identical.

The steel booster case assembly is received complete from 
the Metal Components .Department. An operator places the tetryl 
pellets in an inclined brass trough. From this trough the 
pellet column is slid into the chipboard liner in the M101 or 
into the steel booster case of the 50.00 booster. The
chipboard liner is then inserted into the steel booster case 
for the M C I •
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In a tray provided for the purpose an operator places the 
detonator socket assembly, open end down. A felt washer is placed 
over the small end followed by the tetryl ring pellets in sufficient 
number to project above the end of the detonator socket, 
requirement is set for the tetryl pellets in the liner so that the 
tetryl will always be in contact throughout the length of the column 
and not interrupted by an air space when the ring pellets rest on 
the top of the chipboard liner. Such an interruption might be the 
cause of failure of the explosive train. This assembly of the 
detonator.socket is then inserted and threaded in the end of the 
booster case and the assembly tightened with a wrench, the case being 
held in a vise with wooden jaws designed to protect the casing. With 
the case still in the vise an operator rolls in the socket end of 
the booster case. The machine used for this purpose is a pipe thread 
cutter with the cutters removed and rolls substituted.

on
of
is

After the rolling is completed the assembly is painted by hand 
the booster case surface. Care must be taken to keep paint clear 
the brass top of the detonator socket. The entire booster assembly 
gaged for length.

11102 Adapter Boost;3 i n
X

The 10.02 Booster is made up 
a closing plug. The loading and 
simple operations that follow in

of a booster casing, 
assembly involve for

(i

s equeue e.

an adapter and 
he most nartT

A felt pad is dropped into the booster casing and a tetryl 
pellet placed on top of it. The adapter assembly is next made up.
A closing cup assembly with a tetryl charge in it and its end coated 
with acidproof black paint, is inserted in the small hole in the 
base of the adapter, and the adapter crimped in an air operated press 
After coating the threads with Pettman cement the booster casing is 
screwed onto the adapter and tightened in a fixture with a hand 
friction wrench, The operator eagres the height of the booster case 
above the flange of the adapter. The assembly is then painted with 
orange shellac varnish. To facilitate the painting the booster is 
placed on a rotating spindle whose speed is slow enough to allow an 
operator to coat the surface and end without touching the threads.
The closing plug whose threads have been lightly coated with shell 
grease is threaded into the top of the adapter and tightened, hand- 
tight, with a wrench. After visual inspection they are packed and 
stored. The loading of the closing cup assembly is described in 
the article on Primers end Detonators.

10.07 and M108 Adapter Boosters

dThese boosters consist of two main assemblies: th* 
assembly and the adapter assembly. The 10.08 is the same 
except that it has a longer booster case and more tetryl

booster case 
as the ML07 
nellets.

An operator after coating the threads with glue, screws the 
booster case plug into the booster case, after which it is tightened

f the wrench holes. A felt disc isin a turning fixture by means c
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dropped into the booster casing to form a soft seat for the tetryl 
pellets which are pushed in. The tetryl loading is done at a sens 
table to confine the dust as much as possible.

The lead cup, its end painted with acidproof black paint, is 
inserted in lead cup holder and crimped in a pneumatic press to 
maintain it in its place. The holder threads are coated with glue
and the holder screwed into the adapter, 
tightened in a turning fixture.

These parts are then

The booster case assembly and the adapter assembly are now 
threaded together. This operation must be done soon after the 
threads of the lead cup holder are coated, otherwise the glue will 
congeal and block the threads. The assembly is tightened in a fix- 
ture using a friction wrench and gaged for height above the adapter 
top. The assembly is then rolled over inked letters to imprint the 
ammunition data on the surface of the booster casing subsequent to 
which the overall, length is gaged. Two set screws with conical 
points are then screwed into the flange end of the adapter and after 
threading in the closing plug, these screws are tightened. To make 
its removal easy, the closing plug is coated on its threads with shell 
grease. The booster is then visually inspected 
description of the loading of the lead cup will 
article on Primers and Detonators.

and packed. Thu 
be found in the
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SECTION III

FUZES

9. - BOMB FUZES

World War Types

Demolition Bombs, as manufactured in this country during the World 
War, were of the type which has since been designated as "Mark I".
Typical of this series, which ran from 2.5 pounds to 1100 pounds in size, 
is the 100-lb. Mark I Demolition Bomb. The smaller sizes were formed 
entirely of pressed steel sections welded together. The larger sizes had 
cast-steel nose sections welded to presseh-steel rear sections. All were 
joined by both circumferential and longitudinal welds. The forward 
sections were thicker and heavier than the center and rear sections.
Both nose and tail were completed by forgings. The nose forging was 
threaded to receive a closing plug and the tail forging to take a firing 
mechanism or fuze.

This tail firing mechanism consisted of a die-casting supporting a 
long axial tube at the closed inner end of which was a wedge-shaped firing 
pin. Around this tube, somewhat above the inner end, a booster charge 
was provided. A primer-detonator assembly was suspended in the open end 
of the tube by a transverse arming pin in the cone of the fin assembly.
The arming pin was held in place against the action of its spring by an 
arming wire entered through a hole in the opposite end of' the pin. The 
other end of the wire terminates in a loop which was engaged by an arming 
pawl in the bomb rack.

When the bomb was dropped, the arming wire, being retained by the 
arming pawl, was withdrawn from the arming pin. The arming pin spring 
then ejected the pin and freed the primer-detonator assembly. As the 
bomb descended the primer detonator assembly was free to slide slowly 
forward in the tube until its rim-fire primer rested against the end of 
a small lead pin extending slightly above the ridge of the firing pin 
in the end plug of the tube, and the collar* shaped detonator was centrally 
located within tho booster. Upon impact with the target, the forward 
motion of the entire bomb was arrested sufficiently to cause the inertia 
of the primer detom tor to deform the lead pin .and plunge the rim-fire 
primer against the firing pin. The flash from tho primer, augmented by 
the explosive effect of the axial charge of black powder in the primer 
detonator body, exploded the detonator, whose effect was relayed to the 
booster and thence to the entire explosive charge of the bomb.

The action of this tail fuzing arrangement was slow enough to permit 
some penetration of the bomb into the target, hut when deeper penetration 
was found desirable the axial charge of the primer detonator was changed 
to highly-compressed black powder whose slow-burning properties gave a 
delay between the firing of the primer and tho eventual detonation of the 
bomb.
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Post-War Modificat ions: -

The Mk, I series of demolition bombs proved generally unsatis
factory. Their bodies, or cases, were not of sufficient strength, 
due largely to the numerous welded joints. The stabilizing fins were 
not stiff enough to prevent wobbling in flight. The fins had to be 
removed in the field in order to insert the tail fuze. After the 
Armistice a modification of the Mk. I series was undertaken with 
a view to eliminating, insofar as possible, the unsatisfactory function
ing that had been experienced. The 25- and 50-lb. sizes were declared 
obsolete due to their small capacity and these were not considered in 
the modifications. Ail of the other sizes were provided with newly 
designed fuzes for both nose and tail, together with new boosters and 
detonating arrangements. The modified series of bombs was called the 
Mark IMI Bombs.

wThese Mark IMI bombs were equipped in the nose with the Mark VII 
fuze. This is a simple firing mechanism and requires for its completion 
either an instantaneous or a short delay Mark IIB primer-detonator, and

V  J, ✓

an adapter booster, which is really a part of the bomb. The tails were 
fitted with a similar adapter booster and used the Mark V Tu.il Fuze with 
a second primer detonator.

The Mark VII Nose Fuze consists of a threaded body into whose 
axial bore a flanged striker is secured by u transverse copper shear 
wire. Between the flanges of the striker and body is a circle of steel

'W

cylinders or discs which maintain the relative position of these two 
parts. Securing these discs in place against the action of a bent leaf 
spring is an arming cup, mounted in an axial thread and equipped with a 
double wind vane. Affixed to the cup and the body are two sets of eye
lets through either of which the arming wire may be passed to restrain 
the cup from being unscrewed by the action of the air against the vanes. 
YJhen the bomb is released, the arming wire is withdrawn and the vane cup 
assembly unscrews from the fuze and liberates the discs. This leaves 
the striker held in place only by the copper shear wire which is readily 
sheared when the striker contacts the target. The striker is then driven 
inward and its point fires the primer of the primer detonator, the booster 
nd the bomb.n

CL.

The Mark I13 Primer Detonator, which is held in its place within 
the adapter booster by the fuze, consists primarily of a Head, a Body, 
and a Detonator. The Head was originally the brass end of a commercial

shotgun shell, but later a turned metal part of approximately 
the same general shape and size. It serves mainly to hold a percussion 
primer in -axial alignment with the firing pin of the fuze, and to seal 
the primer detonator assembly against escape of the gases produced by 
the combustion of the explosive elements. The Body serves as the con
necting link between the Head and the Detonator, and holds a relay 
charge cf black powder pellets whose purpose is to supplement the flash 
from the primer and insure proper functioning of the detonator. The 
Detonator is a drown cup of the same dimensions as a commercial No. 8 
blasting cap, and contains an upper charge of mercury fulminate or lead
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azide and a lower charge of tetryl. In the delay primer detonator 
the small tubular section just below the primer is filled with highly 
compressed black powder to produce the desired interval between 
impact and explosion.

The Adapter Boosters each co ns is t of an adapter; a booster case, 
which contains the totryl pellets of the booster charge; and a 
socket which provides the seat for the primer detonator. These units 
aro always assembled to, and shipped with, the bomb, while the fuzes 
and the primer detonators arc shipped separately.

The Mark V Tail Fuze is also of the arming-vane type of firing 
mechanism without any integral explosive parts. Its lower end is 
arranged sc that a Mk. IIB Primer Detonator may be assembled to it 
before it is screwed into the tail adapter booster. T'Jhen the arming 
wire is withdrawn, the vane.unscrews the long arming stem that secure 
the plunger and leaves the plunger restrained only by a light spring 
between it and the primer detonator. TThen the bc-rib is retarded u p m  
impact with the target, the plunger drives forward and its striker 
point fires the primer.

Since there is an inherent delay in the mechanical action of this 
type of tail fuze, and therefore strictly instantaneous action cannot 
be obtained, a delay primer detonator is always used in the tail of the 
bomb. In the nose, either an instantaneous or a delay txrimer detonator 
is used, depending on the probable nature cf the target.

s

The Mark III Series:-

TJhile the foregoing modifications to the war-built bcribs improved 
them considerably, their bodies, principally on account of the 
longitudinal welds, were incapable of passing the strength tests that 
had been decided upon, and their fin assemblies were not sufficiently 
rugged to insure the desired degree of stability. Therefore, a new 
series cf demolition bombs was developed. These Mark III bombs were 
also made in the 100-lb., 300-lb., 600-lb., and 1100-lb.

and adapter
✓  *  r" M.

boosters as the Mark IMI bombs. The 100-lb. size is built with deep- 
drawn nose and rear body sections joined together with circumferontial 
welds. Mo longitudinal welds are used. The 300-, 600- and 1100-lb. 
sizes are designed with cast-steel noses and deep-drawn rear bodyO  JL V'

sections joined together with circumferential welds. The fin assemblies 
are designed as units, capable cf easy assembly in the field, and do 
net require removal- from the bomb body in the fuzing procedure. The 
fin surfaces are held in a rigid assembly by braces. The Mk. Ill type 
bombs carry an explosive content of approximately 55 percent 
total weight.

sizes. They employed the same fuzes, primer detonators,

cf the

Cylindri c al Demo. Bomb s:-

In 1921 the design of a 2000-lb. demolition bomb was started 
was based in general on the. British 1600-lb. bomb, but was made 
considerably stronger through the use of seamless steel tubing in place
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of a riveted drum used by the British for the cylindrical body.
This initial design cf our 2000-lb. Mk. I bomb had a cast steel nose 
riveted and welded, and a cast rear cap welded, to the cylindrical 
body. It carried nose and tail fuzes and detonating trains similar 
in principle to those used in the standard tvoe of streamline bodied

The explosive content was 49 percent cf the total vreight. 
Proving ground tests were conducted on July 18, 3.921, and the 
battleship Ostriesland was sunk with cne cf these on July 21 of 
the same year, or 115 working days after the first experimental order 
was placed. This bomb-proved to be generally satisfactory but several 
changes were found to be desirable. The first change was to attach 
the rear cap to the cylindrical body by means of a large screw thread 
rather than by welding. This facilitated and reduced the cost cf 
leading. The second change was the elimination cf the heavy nose 
casting and the substitution of a forged nose integral with the 
cylindrical body and formed'*by a swaging operation. This arrangement 
resulted in a stronger bomb, reduced the total weight 100 pounds and 
increased the explosive content from 49 percent to 52 percent.

Experience showed, however, that a threaded rear cap of large 
diameter was often difficult and sometimes Impossible to remove for 
leading after the empty bodies had been in storage for seme tine.
In order to avoid this difficulty the design was again changed. The 
new design is made by forging the heavy nose and the cylindrical 
portion in one piece as before and then the open end is reheated andJL J* X

swaged into a conical form until the opening is reduced to about one- 
third cf its original area. A rear cap of practical size is then 
threaded over the end to close the body. This design and contour is 
the standard for all sizes of demolition bombs today.

Fo
tt

Thee
a .Large

Concurrent- with the foregoing change in body design was a re
design cf the fin assembly and the development cf new fuzes for both 
nose and. tail. The new fin assembly is attached to the bomb by a 
shallow drawn cup which fits over the rear cap, instend of by a Ion 
tapered cone extending well forward over the rear part of the body, 
four radial fins are attached to the sid©walls cf the cup, and 
portion cf each fin is bent at a 45-dogree angle from the radial section 
sc that it joins and is riveted or spct-welded to the adjacent fin.
Thus the greater part of the assembly is formed into a very rigid square 
box with four diagonal extensions. This design has reduced the manu
facturing cost, has greatly improved the stability characteristics 
of the bombs, and has produced a fin assembly that is far mere convenient 
to handle in the field. The tail fuze developed for the cylindrical 
bombs is the 1,0.00 typo and is supplied in three lengths, the two longer 
fuzes being designated ML01 and 10.02 respectively. The shortest fuze 

is being used in the 100 and 300 pound bombs, the next size in 
the 600 and the largest in the 1100 and 2000 pound bombs. This fuze 
is net complete in itself, consisting only of a firing mechanism and 
a prime r-det-, n.at< r unit, the bccster (EL 02) being supplied with, 
and as part of, the bomb. The KL00 tail fuze consists cf a body housing
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the primer-detonator assembly, or the delay element assembly as it 
is called, and a plunger restrained in the unarmed position by a threaded 
stem engaging in a threaded hole in the plunger and the base of the 
fuze body. The rear portion of this stem is attached to a wind vane 
through a delayed arming mechanism, the delayed arming mechanism 
being simply a set of gears which reduce trie number of turns of the 
arming stem with respect to the number of turns of the arming vane 
to i in 30* Therefore, as the arming vane spins, the arming stem 
lowly unscrews from the plunger until it is entirely free, then on 
impact, as the bomb is retarded by the target, the inertia of the 
plunger will carry it forward to strike a primer of the delay element 
assembly. The delay element burns and then sots off the detonator 
which transmits the detonating wave to the booster and thence to the 
bomb filler.

o

*;\The new nose fuze (Fig. l) is designated as the M103 and is 
complete fuze, housing firing mechanism, delay element and booster, 
and which may be set either for suporquick action or snort delay.
No booster need be supplied in the tomb. The LQ.03 fuze consists of a 
body housing, a delay element of the type used in the M100 type of 
fuze. The lower portion of the body is dotted perpendicular to 
the axis to accommodate a slider which carries a detonator. A 
booster is assembled to the body in a thin metal cup below the slider 
cavity. A brass plate with two booster leads is placed below the 
slider and between it and the tctryl pellets of the booster. This 
plate is provided to secure "bore" safety in case the detonator should 
be exploded anywhere except in the two armed (instantaneous or short 
delay) positions. A firing mechanism is assembled in the upper part 
of the body. This firing mechanism consists of a striker head equipped
with two firing pins, one on the axis and extendi rig for a considerable 
distance into the body, the other rather short and situated directly 
above the primer of the delay element. A setting device is provided in 
the body. This consists of a stem mounted perpendicular to the axis 
and extending through the entire length of the body, projecting into 
the slider cavity on the one end, and against the arming gear on the 
other. This arming stem is provided with a shoulder. A setting pin 
is mounted perpendicular to the arming stem hole and, from the outside 
of the fuze, may be sc adjusted to project into or clear the arming 
stem hole. If it is desired to set the fuze for delay action, the 
setting pin is allowed to project into the arming pin hole who re, upon 
spinning off of the arming vane assembly (which is similar to the 
action of the Mark XIV fuze) the arming stem, since it bears against 
the arming assembly, will follow it as it rises, being forced upward 
by a cc-il spring. The distance that it can go upward, hewever, will 
be governed by a flange on the arming s tem coming in contact with the 
setting pin. As the arming pin moves upward it clears the end of the 
slider and allows it to be pushed over far enough for the detonator 
to align with the relay of the delay element assembly and the first 
booster lead. The slider is stepped in this position by the arming 
pin engaging against a stop on it. Further, it is located by a 
latch mechanism mounted in the body, which engages in a groove in 
the slider. For instantaneous setting, the setting pin is so
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positioned that it clears the arming pin hole, in which case the 
arming pin entirely clears the slider cavity arid the slider springs 
force the slider ever until the detonator aligns with the instantaneous 
firing pin and the second booster lead. Delayed arming of this fuze 
is accomplished by a gear mechanism, mounted within the arming vane 
cup, which reduces rotation cf an arming screw, to 1 turn in every 
70 turns of the arming vane. As the arming screw moves upward it 
carries with it the arming vane cun and at the proper tine releases

V* .* i  -L

a series of steel cylinders from between the pressure head and the 
body assembly, as in the case of the Mark VII M il fuze. In addition, 
it allows the arming stem, governing slider motion, to move.

Mo derniz e d Bomb s:-
«»

The box-type fin assemblies developed for the cylindrical 
demolition bomb proved to be such an improvement ever all earlier 
types that experiments wore undertaken tc determine whether this type of 
fin assembly would improve the stability of the old streamlined bombs 
of the Mk, I Series. These tests were so successful that all remaining 
bombs of the Mk. I Series are now being equipped with fin assemblies 
cf the new type. The 100-lb. Mk. IMIV Bomb shown in Figure 2 
illustrates the result cf this modernization program.

On account cf a lack of concentricity between the fuse threads 
cf tho nose and tail adapter booster and the detonator sockets in the 
bombs cf the older types, difficulties have arisen from tine tc time 
in attempting to fuze these bombs with a Mk. IIB Primer Detonator 
assembled te tho Mk, VIIMII Nose Fuze and the Mk. V III Tail Fuze. 
Consequently, the present modernization program will include an 
improvement in the nose and tail fuzing arrangements in addition to 
prevision of the box-type fin assemblies. All nose adaptor boosters 
which now require the Mk. IIB Primer Detonator will be modernized by 
filling the primer detonator sockets with a socket charge assembly 
con si st ing of small tetryl pellets encased in a light aluminum 
container. These charge assemblies will bo secured in tho sockets by 
a ferce-fit sheet metal cup, which will be pressed into the interior 
of tho adapter until it seats firmly on the top c-f the detonator 
socket flange. The tail adapter boosters of these bombs will be removed 
and will be replaced by new adapter boosters designed for either the 
10.00 Tail Fuze, previously described, cr a new type tail fuze (TlS) 
which is being considered tc supplant the 10.00.

Since the fin assemblies cf the streamlined bombs cf tho 15k. Ill 
series and the 2000-lb. cylindrical bombs of tho Mk. I series, which 
remain in War Reserve, are considered sufficiently rugged for continued 
use,they will be retained cud the modernization cf the bombs of 
these two types will be confined to the foregoing improvement in the 
nose and tail fuzing arrangements only.

The nose fuze, intended for all modernized demolition bombs is the 
TlS (1.0.05). This fuze is of tho arming-vane type and, like the 1.0.03»
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is provided with a gear reduction between the arming vane and the 
arming thread, so that approximately -$00 revolution;is of the vane are
required before the arming discs are released from between the 
of the striker and the fuze body. This fuze

?lange
is also of the selective 

type, which may be set for either instantaneous or delay action; 
the setting being made by manipulation of a convenient setting pin 
projecting from the side of the fuze body, ’then set for instantaneous
action, one firing pin fires a primer which flashes directly to a

*relay charge and thence to the detonator. When set for delay action, 
the instantaneous primer is removed from the firing position and a 
second firing pin fires another primer, which must operate through a 
delay element before reaching its relay charge and the detonator. It 
will be noted that the delay feature of this fuze is always in the 
firing position and, even when the fuze is set for instantaneous action, 
it is available to explode the bomb if the instantaneous element■should 
fail.

The tail fuze, which is being provided for the modernized demolition 
bombs is the Tl? (M106) shown in Figure 3. This fuze is of the arming- 
pin typo and carries the conventional tail fuze plunger which, after 
ejection of the firing pin upon release of the bomb, is restrained only 
by a light spring situated between it and the primer. Since this fuze 
is intended primarily for low-altitude demolition bombardment, the 
plunger is considerably heavier than usual and the plunger spring is 
correspondingly lighter. Likewise, the primer is of a much more 
sensitive typo than is usually found in bomb fuzes. Tnen the primer 
of this fuze is fired upon impact of the bomb with the target, its 
flash, reinforced by the effect of the black-powder pellet directly 
beneath the primer, ignites the end of a coiled length of miner's fuse. 
This slow-burning fuse provides a length of delay sufficient to enable 
all planes of a low altitude bombardment formation to reach a point cf 
safety before ignition is communicated to a second hollow black-powder 
pellet and thence to the detonator and the bomb.

Practice Bombs:-

sIn order to make use of the large number of emoty bomb bodie 
remaining from wartime manufacture and to provide the various air units 
with target practice ammunition, several methods have been employed 
from time to time to equip those bodies with a satisfactory practice 
loading. A recent example of a target practice bomb produced in this 
way is the 100-lb, M39 Practice Bomb. This is a 100-lb. Mk. I  Bomb 
Body equipped with one of the new box-type fin assemblies and filled 
with approximately 62 pounds of dry sand and 2 pounds of black powder.
In order to provide the maximum of field training to both ground and 
air personnel, two fuzes and the usual aiming wire assembly are supplied. 
Both fuzes are fitted with blank-loaded 24-gage shotgun shells instead 
cf Mk. IIB Primer Detonators. The nose fuze and shotgun shell assemble 
into a metal adapter and closing cup and are furnished for training in 
the fuzing operation only, since the two-pound practice charge of black 
powder is located in the tail cf the bomb. This bomb gives adequate 
training in all of the phases of high altitude bombardment,, ■ but has 
the disadvantage that, if dropped from high altitudes onto soft soil, it
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penetrates too deeply into the ground before the tcix fuse functions 
and the powder charge bursts the body. The ren.lt is that the smoke 
from the powder charge, instead of being liber't A as a rather largo 
puff above the surface of the target, is obscure! by the .Loose earth 
which falls into the hole after the bomb.

A more satisfactory and a cheaper practice K-nb for high-altitude 
bombardment is the M38A2 Practice Bomb. This jc .ib has a very light 
sheet-metal bedv which is filled w ith sand no tc the bottom of the

t *

cylindrical opening within the conical rear enc. A Z.arge size com
mercial tin can containing about three pounds cf black powder and 
equipped with a simple arming-pin-and-plunger type of fuze fits into 
the loading tube tc provide a spotting charge. The empty bomb bodies 
and the spotting charge assemblies are shipped separately. The bomb 
bodies are filled with sand, and the spotting charges are assembled to 
them in the field. A blank-loaded shotgun shell attached to the inner 
end cf the fuze acts as a primer detonator. The usual arming wire 
is employed to retain the arming pin until the bomb is released from the 
airplane.

For low altitude bomb bombardment practice .a miniature practice 
bomb, M36, is provided. This bomb consists of a cno-piece die-cast 
body, about 8-1/2 inches in length and weighing approximately 
2 pounds, with a cylindrical opening extending along its axis. In this 
cylindrical opening a blank-loaded 10-gage shotgun shell and a very 
simple percussion firing pin are placed. Vflien the bomb is dropped, 
impact with the target deforms the light metal cup cf the firing pin 
assembly and fires the charge cf the shotgun shell. The smoke from 
the charge is projected upward through the opening in the tail and 
is readily visible from low altitudes, particularly in dive bombing.
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NOSE, MI03.

A general description of the features of the ML03 Nose Bomb Fuze 
appears in the amuniticn design lecture pertaining tc demolition bombs. 
The processes for leading and assembling the various components differ 
but little from those given for other types of bo rib and artillery fuzes. 
In particular, the manufacture of such parts as detonators, primers and 
tetryl pellets conforms tc the standard practice as described in the 
appropriate sections. The assembly of the fuze can be better understood 
if reference be occasionally made to the drawing included in this section

As with other fuzes, several operations are performed on pneumatic 
or Riehle presses. The delay pellet, the relay assembly, the primer, 
the detonator and the booster closing cap are all loaded, seated and 
crimped in barricaded presses, usually in buildings ether than the 
striker assembly building.

It will be noted that some similarity exists between the vane cup 
assemblies of the 13.03 and M O 5 fuzes. In both a vane driven gear train 
containing a large eccentrically amounted gear rolling within an internal 
gear is used to give the Largo speed reduction necessary for adequate 
delay in arming. "Safe" dropping is made possible by the provision of 
13 arming discs, short cylinders vhich prevent motion of the striker 
until the vane cup has been withdrawn sufficiently to permit their 
ejection. Ejection is accomplished by a flat spring into the ends of 
which arc assembled two discs. The remaining eleven arc loosely seated 
around the periphery of the coiled spring.

The slider is constrained to move in a channel formed in the fuze 
body separated from the booster cavity by a brass slider plate containing 
the instantaneous and delay tetryl closing cups. This slider plate, 
located by lugs, is retained by one screw.

ASSEMBLY OF 1103 FUZE

Striker Ass criblv:-
«T»lhe striker is visually inspected for dirt, burrs or foreign matter 

and presence of all holes. The instantaneous and delay firing pins are 
then inserted and tightened down to approximate height and then gaged for 
height until they arc within the limits on the flush pin gage. The pins 
are then staked in. Thev arc then caged 100# for height and straightness 
along the axis of the striker, after which the stake marks arc coated 
with lacquer to prevent rust.

The- arming screw is soldered into the internal gear and then a hole 
drilled and pin inserted and staked to held the arming screw and internal 
gear together. The arming screw and internal gear assembly are tested 
by pressing down on the internal gear assembly to try tc 
push the aiming screw cut of the gear. After this checking, the arming 
screw is coated with light oil to make it operate freely. The internal 
gear is then assembled to the striker and run down against the striker 
face. The internal gear must move freely in the striker and must be 
parallel with the surface of the striker.
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SECTION B-B SECTION C-C

SECTION A-A

NOSE BOMB FUZE T3 -E 5
I - VANE SHAFT
2 - VANE
3 - VANE CUP SCREW
4 - ARMING DISC
5 - SETTING PIN
6 - S TRIKER
7 - BODY
8 - INSTANTANEOUS FIRING PIN
9 - ARMING STEM 
K> - SLIDER
II - SLIDER PLATE 
12- BOOSTER CASE

13 - BOOSTER CHARGE (TETRYL)
14 - SUDER LOCK SPRING
15 -SLIDER LOCK
16 - BOOSTER LEAD (TETRYL)
17 r DETONATOR
18 - SLIDER SPRING
19 - SLIDER SPRING CUP
20 - RELAY
21 - DELAY CHARGE
22- PRIMER
23- DELAY FIRING PIN
24- SHEAR PIN

25- VANE CUP
26 - ARMING SCREW
27 - INTERNAL GEAR 
28-EXTERNAL GEAR
29 - ECCENTRIC DRIVE GEAR
30 - DRIVE GEAR
31- COTTER PIN
32- VANE STRAP
33- SEAL
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Vane Cup;-
The vane cups come to the assembly building with the drive gear and 

vane cup eyelets riveted in. The drive gear is assembled through! the 
bearing and the vane holder assembled and a small pin inserted and staked. 
Then the vane lock is turned several revolutions by the operator to see 
that the drive gear will turn freely. The eccentric gears are then 
assembled and the external gear assembled and the vane lock checked by 
turning to see that the gears are in line and that the gears will turn 
freely.

Assembly of Striker Assembly and Vane Cup:-

The striker and internal gear are assembled to the vane cup assembly 
and the vane cup key set in place -and. fastened with a screw. This keeps 
the vane cup from turning around on the striker when the fuse is arming.
The vane cup screws are then inserted and screwed tight. All the screws 
are then soldered to the vane cup to keep them from working out. A vane 
is then temporarily placed on the vane holder and the whole assembly placed 
inside a barricade and the vanes turned by air from a small pipe to test 
the arming of the arming screw. The arming' screw is then run back into 
the striker by reversing the direction of the air currents on the vane.
The air is stopped before the arming screw jambs down and the vane is 
run down right by hand and then backed off several rounds to keep the 
arming screw from binding so that it will not arm in service. A safety 
cotter pin with tag attached is inserted into the vane cup eyelet and 
vane lock. A safety wire is then inserted into the hole in the vane 
holder, through the vane lock and through the vane cup eyelet and sealed 
with Ordnance seal.

The beefy is inspected to make sure that all holes are present and 
that the body is clean and free of foreign matter. The beefy lugs are then 
pressed in, making sure that they arc in straight, since loading 
fixtures locate from these lugs. The setting sleeve assembly is inserted 
and the body drilled with a small hole down along side the setting sin1/ • — • L

assembly. A small pin is inserted and staked in place to held the
sJ i- 1

setting pin assembly. This operation must be checked tc insure against 
distorting the setting sleeve and binding the setting pin. After the 
staking operation, the stake marks are coated with lacquer tc prevent 
rust.

Primers are received at the leading plant from commercial sources 
and are placed in a dry house for 48 hours at 90 F. A small number 
are then subjected to sensitivity test. They are gaged 100$ for diameter 
and the shoulder of the primer must seat on the gage flush.-»• O w

The body is placed in a fixture and a primer is inserted into the 
primer cavity and the body located under the punch of the press. The 
nrimer is then pressed in at 250 lbs. dead weight. It is then caged
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100$ for height and crimped 3&0°. After crimping the primer into the 
body, it is gaged for the depth cf the primer cup. The top- cf the 
primer must be flush cr below the surface of striker cavity, according to 
drawing. The sealing washer for the delay cavity is inserted into the 
body, care being taken that the washer is properly seated. The delay 
holder assembly is inserted and screwed down about two. threads. A coating 
of N.R.C. is placed on the remaining threads and the delay holder screwed 
down tight with 3s lbs. dead weight and staked. The body is located 
from the striker cavity for this operation. Care must be taken that the 
delay holder assembly does not extend from the bottom of the beefy into 
the slider slot as this will foul the slider when the fuze is going 
into the armed position.

The body is placed in a fixture that locates from the body lugs and 
the slider plate placed on the bedy with the open ends of the closing 
cups facing outward. The slider plate screws are inserted and tightened 
at 1§ lbs. dead weight.

The discharge spring is wiped with light oil and one safety disc 
inserted into each end of the soring. Then this soring is olaced into 
the vane cup ever the bottom face of the striker with the looped ends of 
the spring turned cut. Then the remaining eleven (11) safety discs are 
inserted. Care must bo taken that the striker head is kept in an upright 
position until assembled to the beefy to prevent the discs falling cut.

The body assembly is placed over this while the cup assembly is hold 
upside down. The setting pin is pulled cut until the striker moves down 
far enough into the body for the setting pin tc engage .it and hold the 
striker and vane assemblies to the body. Those units are then moved to 
the loading department for complete leading and assembly.

The Inspector should assure himself that the arming screw will arm, 
that the correct number of safety discs arc present, that the setting sleeve 
is neither too deep or too shallow and that the setting pin is neither 
too long or too short. This is very important. If toe long, it will 
extend into arming stem cavity and not allow fuze to be set on superquick. 
The height cf delay and instantaneous firing pins should bo checked and 
the instantaneous firing pin should be checked tc insure that it is not 
bent or the point damned.

The arming stem spring is placed on the large end c.f the arming stem 
and the arming stem inserted into the body cavity. Setting pin inspected 
to see that it dees not extend in arming stem cavity on superquick setting. 
The shear pin is inserted into the beefy and staked. The arming stem must 
move freely in the body and net be bent. The vane cup assembly must 
be securely fastened tc the body.

The steel sleeve is placed on a fixture which is an ordinary slider 
plate mounted, and two tetryl pellets .are inserted, a filler disc is placed 
cn top of the second pellet. No cracked or chipped pellets arc to be 
used. The booster case is slid ever the assembly and loaded.
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The body is placed in a fixture and the slider is inserted with 
colored side of detonator facing slider plate, and slider spring 
cavities of slider facing outward. The slider lock and spring are 
inserted and the booster case is screwed on just enough to cover slider 
lock spring. This must be watched closely to see that the slider lock 
spring is held in place and not fouled by screwing the booster cup ever 
it. The slider springs are inserted into the spring cavities of slider 
and slider spring cups assembled over the free ends of the springs.
The booster case is then screwed on the body threads finger tight, care 
being taken that the slider springs are held in place. The fuze body 
is then placed into a fixture and an assembly ring; placed ever the booster 
case so as net to mar the brass casing, and the case tightened with a 
toggle wrench.

This series of operations must be carefully checked tc insure proper 
functioning of the fuze in service. The slider must work freely within 
the slider cavity and the slider springs must not bo bent or bound by 
the assembling operations. The slider lock pin and spring must net bend 
after the booster case is assembled and tightened.

The booster case is staked tc the tody, located in the fixture by 
the body lugs.

Inspection of Completed Fuze:-

The completed fuze is gaged 100$ from the bottom of booster case 
to the first body threa ', gaged 100$ for concentricity of the booster case 
with the body, and weighed 100$. The completed fuze is visually 
inspected for presence cf shear pins and staking, staking of booster case, 
and that the setting pin is set on delay, legibility of stamping, 
presence of tag seal, tag assembly, car seal and all other general 
conditions.

Packing:-
soA metal support is placed over the head cf the fuze (loss vane) 

that the lugs on the body will engage the holes in the support. A 
cardboard disc is placed in the bottom cf the cc ntaincr and the fuze 
inserted vane cup down; one more cardboard disc is placed over booster 
cup to pack the fuze securely. The top of the container is .assembled

JL -*• V  A

and sealed with a strip of adhesive tape around the joint of top of 
container and a three-quarter inch tab is loft for easy opening cf the 
container. This operation must be watched to see that the tape is properly 
applied sc no paint can get into the container in the next oneration.

A gummed label is applied tc the cutsi.de of cent airier which is coated 
with clear shellac varnish.

The fuzes are then packed 25 to a wooden box with cover end of con
tainer up. Twenty-five vanes are inserted into the box in units of five 
wrapped in kraft paper. A data card and enough fillers tc sack the



fuzes securely are inserted and the lid is then assembled and 
tightened down with screws. The seal recesses are coated with 
shellac and the ordnance seal inserted, two on top and two on 
bottom. The box is then inspected for stencilling date, weight, 
and lot number as required by specifications and drawings.

Inspection of M—103 Fuze Parts

Body:-
The face across the flange must be straight and have a good 

machine finish to insure the free movement of the arming discs.
The flange should be of even thickness and straight on the under 
side for the seating of the fuze on the bomb. The body thread and 
booster case thread should be concentric with one another. If too 
much eccentricity exists between these two threads, the booster case 
will bind to the side of the booster cavity in the bursting charge 
when assembling, or the flange will not have proper seating with the 
bomb. The lug cavity must be drilled for a press fit and must not 
bulge on the face of the flange. The shear wire hole should be 
drilled to break into the center of the striker cavity to properly 
align with the hole in the striker. The location of the shear wire 
hole and the setting pin hole in relation to the face of the body 
must be held to insure that the safety discs do not foul between 
the body and the striker.

The setting pin assembly cavity must be straight with center 
of striker cavity. If this cavity is deep, the setting pin may 
not clear the arming stem, and not allow the fuze to go into an 
armed, position. The striker cavity must be straight across the 
bottom with the specified radius to insure that the striker does 
not ride on the radius and prevent the firing pin from reaching 
the striker.

The slider slot must be in the center of the body. It must 
also have a good finish and square corners in the bottom. Care 
must be taken that the gas hole does not bulge or break into the 
cut of the lg - 12 threads. The firing pin hole must be con
centric with the striker cavity. The arming stem cavity must be 
parallel to and in the correct location with respect to firing pin 
hole.

Care must be taken with primer hole as this is a very close 
tolerance and primer must press into this cavity. It must also 
have a good finish on the inside to insure its assembly without 
cutting primer. Extreme care must be taken with the depth and 
concentricity of the crimping wall and the counter-bore of this 
cavity.

When drilling, the delay cavity, care must be taken that the 
roughing drill does not go too deep and ruin the primer cavity wall. 
The depth of the delay holder cavity is important, so that the delay 
holder can be assembled and not extend into the slider slot. It 
must also have a square shoulder for sealing of the delay chamber.
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The slider 
of the body. T 
location or the

lock spring hole must not bulge on the top surface 
he slider plate screw hole must be in correct 
slider plate will interfere with Iho assembly of

the booster case.

Striker:
The face of the striker must be straight and have a good 

finish. Arming screw threads must be straight with the axis of 
the striker and must be concentric with, the outside diameter of 
tho flange. If this thread is not straight, the internal gear 
will not assemble properly and will not be parallel which may 
cause a binding on the inside of the vane cup.

The vano cup key slot must be straight with the axis of tho 
striker so as not to bind -while the fuze is in the arming motion 
The under side of tho flange must have a good finish and have 
specified radius. The two diameters of tho arming stem cavity 
must be concentric with each other and have no burrs resulting 
from the drilling of the setting pin hole.

The suporquick firing pin thread must be concentric and 
perpendicular to the striker. The height of the firing pins 
should be gaged 100% after staking. The dimension from the under 
side of the flange to tho center of the shear wire hole and the 
sotting pin hole must be as specified on the drawing to insure 
the free movement of the safety discs. With'the outside diameter 
of tho striker, it is important that there bo no taper, and it i 
suggested that this diameter be hold toward tho rain, dimension. 
Tho outside diameter of the flango must bo hold as this is close 
to the inside diameter of tho vane cup and it must not bind.

Slider:
The slider must have a good finish on all surfaces with all 

sides square with tho top and the bottom. The slider spring 
cavities must not bulge the side walls. Tho firing pin hole,

s

arming stem hole and detonator cavity must have good finishes on 
tho side walls and flat bottoms.

Tho flash hole should be concentric with tho detonator cavity 
Check for bulge on bottom of slider caused by tho roaming of the 
detonator cavity.

Arming Discs:
Surfaces must be flat, 

discs must be of the correct 
There must bo no cut-off nib 
out, the fuze cannot go into

parallel and have a good finish. The 
thickness, and the edges rounded off.

If those arming discs do not fly 
an armed position.

sure
Pischarge Spring:

Little trouble can be expected from this part, hut be 
that the spring is of tho proper length and that tho loops arc 
well formed and will hold the arming discs properly.

\*0
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Delay Firing pin;
"’The contour of this pin is important in that it must 

not puncture the top of the primer. There cannot be any 
burr on the rounded side of the firing pin.

Arming Vane:
6'are must be taken that the vane blades are bent in 

the proper direction and angle. Check for cracks that 
may occur on the forming of these blades. Strengthening 
ribs and stamping must be on the front side of the vane.

Vane Cup Assembly:
The eccentric gear pins must be held firm and must 

be square with the bottom of the vane cup. These pins 
must also be in perfect alignment with the center of the 
vane cup and at equal distances from the center, as 
specified on the drawing.

The inside diameter of the vane bearing must be 
concentric with the inside of the cup and flush or 
slightly below the inside surface of the cup. The rivets 
holding the bearing on the cup must be flush or slightly 
below the inside surface.

The vane cup screw holes shall be parallel with the 
bottom of tho cup, held to the dimensions on the inside 
of the oup and square and perpendicular to the axis of 
th e cup.

Be sure that the hole in the eyelet lines up with 
the hole in the vane strap so that the arming wire can 
pull free without binding.

Arming Vane Assembly:
Be u ui o 1 v\. + samethe 

assembly 
that rivets 
to lock 

s line up

the vane cap is riveted on 
side as the rib. Check to see that the vane 
will snap onto the vane holder; that the pin 
the vane assembly together extends far enough 
the vane to the vane holder; and that the pin 
with the holes in the vane strap assembly.

Vane Hoiuer;
~ Lock pin hole must break into the center of the 

drive gear cavity and be of the specified height. If 
this height is not maintained the holder will bear on 
the vane bearing and prevent the vane from working free. 
The bottom surface must bo straight to prevent its 
tv/isting out of shape when riveted to the strap. Outside 
diameters must be held.for the proper assembly of the 
vane. The diameter at the bottom of the groove must be 
over the max. dimension for the locking of the vane.

Vane_Cap:
The inside diameter is important in that it receives 

the vane holder sleeve and ring. The hole in the top of 
the cap must have a concentric inside diameter, so that 
when the vane holder sleeve and ring are assembled, they
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will align and receive the vane holder. The cap should be straight 
across the bottom to rivet on the vane and not be distorted.

Vane Holder Sleeve:-
The inside diameter must be concentric with the outside diameter. 

The overall length, if long, will bind the vane holder.

Vane Cup:—
The vane bearing hole must be concentric with the inside diameter 

of the cup. The dimension from the bottom of the cup to center of 
the screws must be held, and must be parallel so that the internal 
gear will not bind when the fuze is arming. Due to the close allow
ances between the internal gear and the inside of the cup, the 
contour of the inside of the cup is very important.

Vane Strap Eyelet:-
Be sure that the contour of this piece is smooth and the holes 

are in correct location, as specified on the print.

Drive Gear Bearing:-
The length and diameter of the boss that extends into the cup 

is very important. If the length is long, it will bind the gears; 
the diameter locates the bearing in the vane cup. All surfaces 
should be square with a minimum amount of curvature.

Drive Gear:-
The height of the small hole should be correct from the gear 

teeth. This is necessary since this determines the amount of end 
plâ r in the gear. The diameter of the shaft is important in that 
this acts as a bearing. The p. D. and contour must be correct to 
avoid binding of the gears.

Eccentric Gears:—
Be sure that the P. 

of eccentricity and the
D. and tooth contour are correct. The amount 
diameter of the eccentric boss are important.

External Gear:-
The P. D. and the tooth contour must be correct. The diameter 

of the center hole is important in that it is usually used to locate 
the piece for cutting the teeth. The two holes that assemble to the 
eccentric gears must be in their correct location and be the right 
size.

Internal Gear:-
The dimension of teeth are important. The tolerance for the 

outside diameter of the gear is only 0.0015 inches and must be 
held or trouble may be encountered in the arming test. The surface 
should be flat with no ridges. The outside and inside diameters 
and the arming screw hole must be concentric.

When the arming screw is assembled to this gear, it must be 
straight and square with no excess solder. Check to see if the 
web of the gear has warped after the arming screw has been soldered 
to the gear.
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M-106 Fuze, Bomb, Tail

The loading and assembly of the M-106 Tail °orab A'uze is essentially 
concerned with a simple plunger type in which a miner's fuze is used as 
a delay element. It does, however, present some points of difficulty for 
which adequate precautions must be taken to secure effective operation of 
the fuze as a whole. The loading of the detonator, primer, and primer 
holder is covered in the section on primers.

For purposes of loading and assembly, the M-i06 fuze may be grouped 
into three sub-assemblies: the 
safety fuze for the delays the 
Holder Assembly.

B°d^, containing the Ensign Bickford 
firing Pin Assembly, and the detonator

Body:-
The ^ickford fuze in the body assembly requires rather elaborate 

handling before it is ready for use. Long pieces are cut from the spool 
approximately the required length plus a small amount to be removed later. 
To facilitate cutting, the fuze is passed through powdered talc giving a 
sharp, clean face on the fuze ends. The talc prevents the asphalt from 
adhering to the knife. The fuze is then inserted in the upper fuze collar 
on which the fuze retainer has been placed, This assembly is made per
manent by squeezing the collar on its smaller diameter in an air operated 
press. The squeezing serves two purposes: to keep the collar tight on 
the fuze and to hold the fuze retainer on the collar during assembly, 
by means of the ridges this process raises along the surface of the collar. 
After this operation the fuze assembly is taken to an air-conditioned room 
where the collared end of the fuze is daubed with a priming composition. 
After being allowed to dry for at least 2 hours and preferably overnight, 
the fuze assembly is coiled around a steel mandrel and after removal is 
inserted in the fuze body. Care must be taken to so shape the ends that 
they protrude from the axis of the body. Previous to inserting the coil, 
the body closing plug, its threads coated with Pettman cement, is screwed 
into the body and tightened using the wrench holes in connection with a 
special turning fixture. The coiled fuse is inserted in the body and the 
free end left to protrude a specified distance from the body through a 
hole in body closing plug.

To facilitate handling from this point on, an empty primer holder 
with its smaller diameter threads removed, is threaded into the open end 
of the body. This temporarily holds in the fuse coil enabling the oper
ators to work on the free fuse end. Due to the fact that repeated handl
ing such as the the fuse has received up to this point, tends to fray the 
cloth casing and break out pieces of the powder center of the free end, 
a small predetermined length is cut off from the overall. Ahe cutting is 
done by pushing the fret fuse end of the body., assembly through a hole in 
a steel plate and bringing a steel knife edge down along the plate face, 
leaving a clean surface on the end of the fuse. The lower fuse collar is 
put on this free end and the fresh surface of the fuse is pushed into the 
open end of the lower detonator charge. This assembly is put in a fixture 
under a pneumatic power press and squeezed just as the other end was to 
retain the collar from slipping off. The fixture used for this operation, 
in addition to serving this function, also by neans of stops, gages the 
length of the assembly from shoulder on the collar to the closed end of 
the detonator cup. This operation finishes the work on the body assembly.
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Firing Pin Holderj-
The firing pin holder is inspected for tool marks and rust in cod

ium plating and then put into a fixture and the firing pin inserted lin
ing the arming pin hole in the firing pin with the arming pin hole in the 
firing pin holder. The arming pin and spring are inserted from the 
bottom and the foot pedal pressed down to compress the arming pin spring 
and push it up to the other side of the firing pin holder. The safety- 
cotter pin and tag with instructions is then inserted into the outer hole 
of the arming pin ahd'the pressure released.' J-hie'assembly is inspected 
to see that the arming pin will move freely through the firing pin and 
the firing pin holder and not bind. The top of the firing pin is 
inspected to see that it does not extend high enough for the firing pin 
holder plug to screw down on it in assembly and bind the arming pin. The 
point of the firing pin is inspected 100% for bent firing pin points and 
for presence of flat.

The plugs are stamped, showing date, loading plant initials and the 
lot number. This stamping must not distort the shape of the plug or the 
threads so that it won't assemble into the complete fuze. The firing pin 
hblderds set into a fixture and the plug started by hand then tightened 
by a wrench to a slippage of the belt on the drill press. The 
is then located in a fixture from the wrench holes in the olug and a hole 
drilled for a small pin through the firing pin holder into the plug. The 
plug locking pin is then inserted and staked.

assembly

The firing pin spring is assembled into the firing pin holder, small 
end first. The spring is compressed by screwing the primer holder assembly 
into the firing pin holder finger tight. The primer holder 
operations are done in another building.

assembly

Detonator Holder:-

The detonator holder assembly consists of a detonator holder fitting 
down on .the detonator cup, and retained, collar fashion, by the body cap 
which threads down on the end of the body assembly. The detonator holder

C  f t /

has a small pin projecting from the side fitting against the body assembly 
end. This pin enters one of the wrench holes drilled in the body closing 
plug, preventing the detonator end of the fuze from being twisted and 
damaged when the body cap is turned to tighten it.

Assembly:-

The body with the detonator holder assembly loosely threaded on it 
is picked up by an operator, the dummy primer holder removed, and the re
maining body assembly threaded into the firing pin holder. The next 
operator puts the whole, assembly in a vise that holds the firing pin 
holder tightly and using the wrench holes in the end of the body cap, 
the entire assembly is tightened until the turning fixture lifts a weight 
off its support. To secure this assembly and to prevent the threads from 
backing off at the bottom edge of the body where it fits around the firing 
pin holder a small hole is- drilled and a pin inserted and later staked to

To secure the body cap to the body, it is crimped 
at its lower edge. Both the pin staking and the crimping of the body cap
secure it in its dace.
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are done in a barricaded air operated press to protect the operator from 
possible explosion of the primer and the detonator.

Inspection:-
,cfThe completed fuze is then gaged 10$ for outside threads and 100% for 

overall length. The detonator holder is gaged for depth below shoulder 
100$. The angle of the spread on the cotter pin is inspected and the crimp 
ing and staking inspected. The stamping is also inspected for correct 
date and lot number.

Packing:-

The fuzes are inserted into the containers with the bottom end first 
after the bottom support has been set in place over the detonator holder. 
The top support is then inserted over the fuze in the container so that 
the clips hold the fuze firmly. The container covers are then placed on 
the containers and sealed with a piece of adhesive tape which is wound so as 
to leave a tab on the end for opening the container. The whole con- 
ainer is then sprayed with black acid-proof paint and dried four minutes 
at 165° F. The label is then applied to the container and coated with 
clear shellac. Fifty of the fuzes in containers are packed in weoden boxes 
with a data card and the boxes closed with screws and the necessayy data 
stencilled on the outside of the box.
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Fuze, Bomb, Nose, M 110

The M 110 Fuze is used on small fragmentation bombs

The fuze is armed by a vane which is wired in the unarmed 
position by a car seal wire passing through the arming wire 
guide and the vane lock. When the bomb is loaded in the racks, 
an arming wire is attached, after which the seal wire is removed 
This arming wire is fastened to the bomb rack and pulls out of 
the vane when the bomb is dropped, leaving the fuze free to arm 
on the rotation of the vane as the bomb falls. The vane is
attached to and turns with the outer ball race. The arming hub

#turns with the outer ball race and turning with it is a 56 tooth 
stationary gear. This gear turns a pinion which engages a mov
able 57 tooth gear, which is attached to the arming sleeve. The 
outside of this arming sloevo has a loft hand thread. Therefore 
every time the vane makes one complete revolution, the sloevo 
makes a 56th of a 57th turn. It will therefore be seen that it 
takes 57 complete revolutions of the vano to back the armingO'

sloevo one complete thread (or turn) out of tho hub. The two 
gears separate and the sleeve is drawn down in tho body cavity 
toward the end plate. This draws the sleeve out of the safety 
block slots and leaves the blocks froo to fly out. Tho fuze is 
then armed, as firing pin with striker is held away from tho det
onator by only the firing pin spring. This fuze will probably 
take the place of the old M 104*

Inspection Foints on the M 111 Combination Bomb Fuze

Tho M 111 is a combination time and suporquick fuse designed 
for use on flaros. This fuze and tho M 110 are the same except 

for the presence of tho mechanical timing element in the M! Ill 
hence the points that must bo watchod in the inspection of the 
M 111 must nocossarily include all tho inspection points in tho 
M 110.

Striker:-
Tho surface on tho under side of striker should be straight 

and of good finish to insure the free movement of tho safety 
blocks. The radius adjacent to the smaller diameter must be 
as specified to prevent binding of the corner of the safety 
blocks. The firing pin hole must be concentric and straight.

Firing Pin:~

The surface must have a good finish with no taper. The 
point must be concentric with the body of the pin. The flat sur 
face of tho point end of pin must be hold and be free of burrs. 
The dimension from center of shear wire hole to end of pin must 
also be held.
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Safety Blocks:-
The top and bottom surfaces must be straight and parallel 

and with, a good finish. The width of tho groove should be 
checked closely for tightness in tjae bottom as this would cause 
binding on the arming sleeve* This groove must be free of burrs 
The thickness of the blocks and the depth of the groove are im
portant.

Care must be taken 
be the proper height and 
nut,

that tho stop on tho bottom surface 
parallel with the top surface of the

Upper Ball Race:

Tho inside threads must be concentric with the axis of tho race 
T/yhich must bo of FF finish. The depth, diameter, and concentricity 
of tho counter-bore must be held to prevent the race from binding. 
This surface must be of good finish. The shoulder on the top must 
be parallel and of the right height, Tho height and locetion 
of the pins are important for the assembly of tho vane and vane 
lock.

Lower Rail Race:

Tho locations of the dowel holes, screw holes, and recess 
for tho drive gear must bo inspected very carefully. The inside 
and top outside diameters must be concentric. The depth of this 
inside diameter must bo held so that it will not bo too deep. 
This pieco, like all fuze parts, must be free of burrs.

Arming Hub:

Tho inside threads must bo perpendicular to the axis of the 
hub and concentric with the outside threads. A close inspection of 
the length dimensions of the outside flange and shoulders must 
be made as tho proper arming of the fuze greatly depends upon 
their accuracy. The outside diameters must be concentric with 
inside threads. Special care must be taken with tho smallest out
side diameter.

Arming Sleeve:-

The threads must be concentric and: perpendicular to tho axis 
of the sloove and be free of any rough spots. The outside dia
meter for the gear seat must bo held. Burrs on this diameter may 
distort tho gear or prevent it from seating square with the axis 
of the sleeve.

The counter-bore in'the end of tho sleeve must be concentric 
and straight. The depth of the safety block cavity must bo held. 
Burrs in this cavity or walls of uneven thickness may bind the 
safety discs.
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Head:-

The surface where the outer ball race is assembled on the 
head must be straight and thickness of the flange uniform. The 
dowel holes and screw holes must be aligned with the holes in 
the ball race. The drive gear cavity must align with gear cav
ity of ball race.

The small diameter stem that locates the arming sleeve 
must have a good finish, no taper and no shoulders, The con
centricity between this diameter and the recess, and the center 
distance between the head and the drive gear cavity must be held 
to insure the proper meshing of the gears.

The gear and spindle cavity must be inspected very closely. 
Check for any shoulder or radius close to bottom of the large 
gear cavity. The firing pin hole must be perpendicular to the 
axis of the body and concentric with the stem diameter. The 
graduations must be readable and in proper relation with the set 
line.

The dimension from.'the flange to the locking wire groove 
must be held. The depth, radius, and angle of this groove are 
important. The outside diameter under flange is also important. 
When the cocking pin rolls into the armed position, it must 
clear the firing pin ring cavity. This cavity must be parallel 
with center line of the head and of the proper depth.

The cocking pin screw slot must be perpendicular to the pin 
cavity. The depth and width of this slot are important.

The concentricity and depth of tho firing pin ring cavit 
arc likewise important.

Particular care must bo taken with the location and the 
threads in the firing lever end arming lover screw cavities.
The depth end concentricity of the counter-bored screw holes 
must be such that the screw will draw the lower ball race tight 
to tho head and not bind.

The bottom surface should be straight so that tho firing 
lever and arming lever can function without binding.

The location and tightness of the stop pins must be checked 
closely.

Body:-

For the proper seating of the head in the body and for 
free movement for tho setting of the time element, the follow
ing points of inspection must be made: top surface straight 
and with the specified radius; dimension from top of body to 
center of lock wire groove correct.

The bottom inside surface must be straight to insure no 
binding or twisting of the timing device when it is assembled 
in this cavity. The drive screw holes for tho arming wire 
guide must be parallel with the top of the body.

Tlie pins must not. bulge on the inside 
guide is assembled to the body. Care must be taken with th 
location of the arming pin hole.

e of body when the
e
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The dimension from the center of the body to the bottom
of the arming pin cavity and the concentricity of both diameters 
are also important.

The firing pin hole must be concentric with the inside dia
meter of the booster and timing element cavities.

The screw holes for holding the time element must be in
the proper relation to the arming pin hole. The countor-boro 
of these holes must bo of the proper depth soJ,that the heads of 
screws will be below the booster cavity surface. 'The bottom 
of the booster cavity must be straight and the primer recess 
concentric.

Booster Cup:-

The bottom must be straight inside and 
depth of the counter-bore and tho length of 
be as specified for assembly. Care must be 
cup is not distorted while being worked on.

outside. Tho 
the threads must 
taken that the

Primer Holder:

Tho angle and outside diameters are important as this is 
a press fit in the booster cup. The inside diameter of the pri
mer cavity must be held and must have a good finish. The pri
mer cavity must be concentric with the outside diameter and the 
flange must be of even thickness to insure proper seating in 
the booster cup.

Vane Lock. Arming Wire Guide:-

Check for tho location of tho holes and see that tho metal 
is not cracked from the forming operations. The arming wire 
hole in the guide and tho vane lock must align when fuze is 
assembled.

Arming Pin Bracket:-
---------------------------------------------------------- S - -  ---------------------  -  -

The holes for holding the bracket must match the holes 
in the body.

Arming Pin:-

The flat surface must be on the center of the body of the 
pin and at right angles with the arming wire hole.

Hie length of the pin must bo held and diameters must not 
be tapered. This pin must be free of burrs to prevent bind
ing in the timing element.

Vano:-

Check vane for cracked metal resulting from forming oporP
tions. The blades must be bent in tho right direction
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Ring Coupling:-

This ring must be a true circle and have well rounded ends 
The outside diameter and the diameter of the wire is important 
so that the ring will readily snap into the body groove.

Pinion Pin:

freeThis pin must be straight and 
is a press fit, care must be taken that 
inserting into the head.

of burrs. Since the pin 
it is not kinked when

Cocking Pin:

This pin must be straight and free of burrs. A close in
spection of the dimensions of this pin must be made, When 
the screiv is assembled into the cocking pin it must be per
pendicular to the firing pin slot.

The depth of the firing pin slot and the above inspection 
points are very important since, on arming, cocking pin must 
roll without binding and clear the firing pin hole.
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